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ABSTRACT

There are three main challenges for the unions in the online-world: 1. shaping working conditions for the ever
increasing amounts of work with VDU’s and help to make it healthier, 2. using Information Technologies (IT)
for their own purposes and 3. finding new forms of information, organization, solidarity and of action under
the new conditions of world wide work with IT. This text is written mainly from a European viewpoint. There-
fore this paper is not an answer for all worldwide questions and issues in particular for those of lesser devel-
oped countries.

1 Unions in past and future

In the middle of the 19th century workers in the rising
capitalist industries were facing collective poverty with-
out any insurance for illness, old age or loss of employ-
ment. They built up unions to organize collective activi-
ties to fight for minimum standards for the working
class people. 
Still today the main focus of unions is on the employees
of larger companies, bargaining for higher wages, less
working hours, insuring the success with contracts for
industrial lines or undertakings. 
In high-tech industries, using VDU’s as the main, often
only working equipment, the conditions of life and work
have changed radically in a very short period of time.
Working at home with VDU’s - doing the job as a
freelancer - small group project work in mobile offices,
without any contact to unions - the branching out of
more and more parts of big companies into small busi-
nesses and increasing multinational trusts on the other
hand, are actually trends. International companies orga-
nize their work around the world and around the clock
using Inter-/Intranet solutions, satellites e.g., but the
unions are mainly organized only nationally.
This development shows a big difference between
unions history and challenges of working in the online-
world. What are the main issues?

1.1 Making screen work healthier and caring 

for well-being

In addition to better wages and less working hours, the
task of improving the working conditions belongs to the
unions. The majority of the problems resulting from
screen work are physical problems caused by continu-
ous sitting and lack of movement, problems with sight
caused by fixing the eyes on the screen, the lack of a
quality work environment (insufficient light e.g.) and es-
pecially psychological strains resulting from high con-
centration, stress from time-pressure (long hours, quo-
tas/deadlines e.g.) and other areas lacking in proper or-
ganization. 

1.2 Legal rights and standards are available, 

unions must fight for realization

Since the beginning of the 90’s the European ”Frame-
work” Directive 89/391 for safety and health at work1

and the ”VDU” Directive 90/2702 have demanded a
high legal standard for all member states in the
European Community (EC). The conversion of these
European Directives into national law occurred in all
member states. Taking into account that associated
states and all those who want to become a member of
the EC have to adopt these rules, we can say that the
level of legal rights and standards will cover nearly the
whole of Europe.
With the international standard line ISO 92413 (taken
over by EN 29241 in EC), extensive scientific findings
are available. They state general protective aims like
well being at work, participation of employees, exam-
ples for good and bad conditions during screen work
(part 2), but they also handle specific questions like
"software ergonomics" (part 10). 
The following legal regulations are obligatory for the em-
ployer: 
1. carrying out a risk assessment concerning all

aspects of health and safety problems during
screen work, in particular muscular/skeletal disor-
ders, problems with sight and psychological strains,

2. taking measures to improve health and safety and
in this case orienting himself with the current stan-
dards and state of the art methods and for example
organizing breaks and medical eye-monitoring,

3. effective control and documentation of the whole
process and the results.

Different surveys in Germany have shown, that in spite
of valid laws and standards, more than 30% of all work
places using VDU’s show considerable ergonomic
weaknesses and more than 50% of the employees
complain about time-pressure, and different health

1. http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/lif/dat/1989/
en_389L0391.html 

2. http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/lif/dat/1990/
en_390L0270.html 

3.  www.iso.ch 
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problems concerning screen work. That means in prac-
tice a lot of work for union officials and members, work-
councils, e.g. This work is not only necessary, but it’s
profitable. In a capitalist society the employee can only
sell his work when he is healthy, otherwise, nothing.

1.3 Realizing risk assessment

Many companies do not carry out any risk assessment
at all and do not take any measures for improvement in
the working conditions. The unions have to play a cen-
tral role in forcing the employer to follow regulations
and organize the pressure from all sides: the employ-
ees, their representatives, the government supervision
e.g. The elimination of risks cannot take place without
any risk assessment.

1.4 Minimizing psychological strains 

Most companies, which have carried out a risk assess-
ment, have only concentrated on purely technical is-
sues (seat height, table size, viewing distance to the
screen, glare on the screen, e.g.). These problems will
remain important for proper health at work. But when
assessing risks one also has to focus on lacks in: quali-
fying for the new technologies, communication, privacy
and questions of risks through time-pressure and other
forms of overload.

European unions, especially the technical union office in
Brussels (TUTB)1, have often given advice on these
problems. Some unions in Germany produced publica-
tions and information sheets for employees and their
representatives2, considering stress resulting from
screen work.

1.5 Participation of employees and their 

representatives

Risk assessment and planning measures often fit alone
in the hand of technical or medical specialists for health
and safety in the companies. Work councils are often
not involved in the single steps. The employees and
their working conditions are often seen as "objects"
which are to be examined. In the rarest cases, the em-
ployees get the chance to participate in risk assessment
and measuring. The same problem arises, if technical
modifications are planned in the company. Employees
and/or their representatives should be involved when
aiming preventive measures. This is a demand of ISO
9241 part 2 and from the EC Directives but normally
there is less participation organized by the employer.

In this field the unions have to play an important role,
motivating members and works councils to use their le-
gal rights of information and participation.

1.6 Unions can move teh state of the art

With the TCO-Standard3 a Swedish union for ”white
collar” workers set a world-wide state of the art with
demands and orders in the producing of VDU’s. If pro-
ducers follow TCO (as most of them do), they guaran-
tee elimination or minimizing of several health and envi-
ronmental problems. This example shows a great po-
tential of possibilities of union action, particularly in the
field of prevention.

1.7 Unions have to care for working 

conditions, that are regulated the least

There are normally no special legal regulations and only
a few company contracts about working conditions for
new types of work, like online home-working with VDU,
e.g. mobile-office working without a fixed workplace. 
Employees in newly founded small business high-tech
undertakings normally don’t have any collective con-
tracts.
This is a big challenge for the unions, as the number of
people working under these conditions is increasing
fast. The main problems are: How to get in contact with
and organize very individual and mobile people and how
to talk to people, who often don’t feel like a ”normal”
employees? 
The crash of the financial market for new technologies
in 2001 caused many problems in high-tech business-
es. During this period the employees of ”Pixel Park”
founded a work-council supported by the Union
”ver.di”, to have better legal rights against the employ-
er and his rationalization ideas. The number of
freelanced journalist’s, becoming member of a union, is
moving up in Germany. These examples show a great
potential for union work.

1.8 Privacy and participation in digital 

networking for employees as a union task 

Information technologies offer gigantic possibilities to
check the employees. While networking with IT, it can
be precisely observed when and how someone is mov-
ing in electronic networks. Different surveys found out,
that especially in the United States most employers
control e-mail of their workers, often running special
spy-programs. 
In Spain a public discussion came up, when the Union
CC.OO. sued a bank. The IT-administrator had installed
an e-mail filter to avoid the communication between
employees and their representatives and the unions.
There are lot of public known examples for such cases
in different Europe countries, presumably in the whole
world.
The bad dream of Orwell’s ”Big Brother” is a technical
reality in the control of behaviour and working while us-
ing IT. The legal arrangements of privacy in Europe have
a very high standard, but in everyday life in the work-
place it is lacking.

1.  http://www.etuc.org/tutb/uk/newsletter-
no15.html 

2.  for example: www.igmetall.de/gesundheit/
gesundheit_tipps 3.  www.tco-info.com 
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The Union Network International (UNI) started the cam-
paign ”Online Rights for Online Workers”1 having the
following main demands: 
• Free entrance for employees, unions and works-

councils to email-systems and Inter-/Intranet ser-
vices of the company.

• No electronic check of employees if using e-mail
and online services.

There should only be two duties for the employees: no
injuries of law or humanity, for example from sexual ha-
rassment or stigmatisations. 
The UNI campaign forces guidelines in the companies
to realize these tasks. In Germany the union ”ver.di”
picked up the idea with its own project, called ”On-
ForTe”2, combined with a call-centre for consultation
with experts free of charge.
Another interesting approach in Germany is the involve-
ment of ”ver.di” in the evolution of the privacy audit
"quid"3. Experts from unions, universities, economy and
government privacy officers carried out a standard for
good privacy in companies and businesses, not only for
the employees but also for the employer.
Privacy and the development of personal rights is not
only a formal legal order but an important necessity for
a good working environment using IT, to avoid fear and
stress.

1.9 Improve union work, new forms of 

solidarity and action in the online-world

Until the late 80’s many unions and their officials tried to
keep out new technologies from the companies. The
main reason was to prevent rationalization. In the
unions themselves the implementation of IT took a very
long time. The different chances: improving internal and
external information politics, running data bases with
important information for members and work councils
e.g. had all been recognized very late.
The past several years show an increasing and pleasant
offer, especially in the Internet and in using electronic
newsletters. Some unions began to put out useful infor-
mation about health and safety for screen work on their
homepages. Some unions pushed public projects for
health during screen work, for example ”ergo-online”4

in Germany.
Several virtual union and worker actions happened in
the past several years, for example: 
The fight of the employees from ”Elf Exploitation Pro-
duction” in Pau 1999 when they realized that more than
4000 colleagues will be laid off. They made the compa-

ny IT-net insufficient, founded their own committee and
organized their actions with their own homepage.

When IBM (United States) wanted to eliminate their re-
tiring-regulations, a flood of protest e-mails prevented
this plan.

Union members and members of work councils from
the different film-theatres (UFA and Cinnemaxx) in all of
Germany, organized their struggle for collective con-
tract mainly with a union supported homepage and mail-
ing-list.

More and more work-councils organize their informa-
tion politics with own sites in the Intranet of companies.

The work-council of IBM-Germany started a campaign
”my time is my life” supported by the metal workers
union ”IGM”. The action started with an e-mail ques-
tionnaire about working time, well-being at work e.g.
High-tech specialist’s poured their hearts out about the
troubles of quotas, deadlines and other time pressures
that were causing psychological strains, family prob-
lems e.g. Publications, exchange of experience by e-
mail and meetings followed, organized by the union and
work-council.

2 Conclusion

We don’t know whether the creatures in a far off high-
tech-future, shown in science fiction films such as Star
Trek, would need unions. It is a hard fact that there will
be a strong demand for union activity as long as working
with VDU’s takes place under the conditions of different
forms of employment. Nevertheless: European and na-
tional campaigns of unions to improve screen work and
the discussions about well-being at work are still in the
beginning stages. 

The European Directives for health and safety at the
workplace are the most developed legal part of the ”So-
cial Europe”. For this to become reality, the unions have
to adapt their organization and move up their engage-
ment. There are promising approaches which have to
be improved, just as the relationship of the new IT-
working class to the unions. Adaptation and flexibility -
charm words for the mainly younger employees in IT,
can lead to health damage und social deformation if
they are not accompanied by a balanced social dialogue,
collective contracts and legal rights with minimum stan-
dards. This is the experience of Magda Müller, well
known Professor at the University of Chico, USA, spo-
ken out in a conference about the future of work. Look-
ing at the social results of ”Silicon Valley”, the alleged
Garden of Eden of the IT-Industries, she has compared
the situation with the gold-mining area in California5.
We all know the results: a few rich people and a lot of
poor outlaws, uprooted at the end of this period.

1. http://www.union-network.org/UNIsite/Sec-
tors/IBITS/ICT/online.htm 

2.  www.onforte.de 
3.  www.quid.de 
4.  www.ergo-online.de 5.  www.baua.de/info/fachzeit/nga.pdf 
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ABSTRACT

Human collaboration in distributed knowledge sharing groups depends on the functionality of information and
communication technologies (ICT) to support performance.  Since many of these dynamic environments are
constrained by time limits, knowledge must be shared efficiently by adapting the level of information detail to
the specific situation.  This paper focuses on the process of knowledge and context sharing, with and with-
out mediation by ICT.  Both technology-rich and non-technology examples are discussed.

1 Introduction 

Distributed interactive knowledge sharing communities
are characterized by groups, with varied levels and
types of expertise, interacting through technology me-
diated networks.   Human collaboration in these task en-
vironments depends on the functionality of information
and communication technologies (ICTs) to support sys-
tem performance.  These environments can range from
that of a basic interaction at an information help desk to
the complexity of a space vehicle mission control cen-
ter.  A complicating factor in each of these dynamic en-
vironments is the time constraints for synchronized and
coordinated task performance.  Therefore, knowledge
must be shared efficiently, both limiting the amount of
information presented to what can be processed within
time constraints, and presenting information at a com-
parable level of complexity to match the expertise of the
user.
As today’s work environments become more complex,
more tasks are being done in groups.  In fact, since very
few jobs are done in complete isolation, individuals
must be able to efficiently exchange information in or-
der to accomplish their tasks.  While most interaction
takes place with face-to-face communication, new
communication technologies are becoming a more
common part of the work environment.  ICT has be-
come a prevalent form of communication between geo-
graphically and temporally distributed individuals.  

1.1 Human Collaborative Work

People engaged in collaborative work can exchange in-
formation in a variety of ways depending on their partic-
ular situation.  Individuals may meet face-to-face or
communicate through a technology network.  Technol-
ogy mediated communication is represented by the IT
usage link between the person and the ICT in Figure 1.
There may actually be more than one type of technolog-
ical interface that the person interacts with, such as a
computer, a phone, voice mail, or videoconferencing
equipment as shown by the various ICTs represented in
the figure.  These various ICTs represent different paths
through which individuals communicate.
The chosen path not only changes what can be ex-
changed between the individuals, but each type of path
is able to do a different type of task.  For example, a

phone will not only transmit the words that a person is
using to communicate, but also the sound of their voice.
The voice is then able to give paraverbal contextual cues
to the words that are being communicated.  A videocon-
ference will not only transmit vocal paraverbal cues, but
also body language.  Computer messages, which gen-
erally only contain text, are essentially devoid of these
types of contextual cues. Therefore, individuals have
learned to provide indications of context through the
use of additional symbols or emoticons.  However,
even with the specific deficiency of context within com-
puter messages, it is nonetheless a very appropriate
form of communication for large amounts of informa-
tion, which may need to be referenced later, or the
transmission of pictures, figures and documents.

In a study of crews navigating a large vessel it was de-
termined that information distribution and mutual
awareness are the two most prominent functions in-
volved in dynamic coordination of time critical work.
Therefore it is essential that every crewmember is con-
stantly aware of the “correct and updated ‘common pic-
ture’ of the ship’s performance, as well as each others
actions” (Carstensen & Nielsen, 1997: 103).  These
functions are also crucial in other time-critical, dynamic
systems such as air traffic control or a vehicle mission
control center.
Knowing what paths exist, how to use them, and when
they are open for use are all illustrations of “pathwork”
(Caldwell, 2002).  While pathwork describes identifying
what communication path is appropriate and available
for information exchange, taskwork is knowing what to

Figure 1: Model of Human Collaboration
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actually share.  Taskwork, as illustrated by the dashed
lines in Figure 1, describes the sharing of information
and the context in which it is relevant.  In all situations,
either face-to-face or technology mediated, both infor-
mation and situational context must be shared for
knowledge to be synchronized.  Social processes for ef-
fective sharing of understanding and maintenance of
group function in the work context are also known as
teamwork (Caldwell, 2002).   While data can be trans-
mitted within a physical path, expertise and situational
meaning must be communicated through context shar-
ing.  Context sharing is not always directly available
within the physical data path, and hence is shown as a
separate interaction in Figure 1.  

1.2 Information Requirements

To enhance the knowledge sharing between individu-
als, we must understand how we learn to recognize in-
formation requirements based on task needs, user char-
acteristics, and situational constraints.  Task needs are
based on the type of information that must be shared,
such as current system status or key points of interest.
The user characteristics would include expertise levels,
the level of interest (i.e. the desired depth of informa-
tion), and the amount of time that they are willing to
spend on acquiring the information.  Situational con-
straints, on the other hand, incorporate information crit-
icality, alternative sources of information and the total
time available to complete the task.  By recognizing the
information requirements, knowledge sharing systems
could be created to optimize the information exchange.

Previous research has investigated the circumstances
in which a specific ICT is considered appropriate while
considering factors such as task urgency, volume of in-
formation content, and distance between sender and
receiver (Caldwell, 1999).  Each technology medium has
different features and abilities associated with it; there-
fore, a comparison must be made between the avail-
able options for a given situation.  Rice and Shook
(1990) have investigated how specific situational con-
texts affect how individuals will use voice mail systems
in different task environments.  Other literature has in-
vestigated the use of a digital voice communication sys-
tem, known as DVIS, within NASA’s Mission Control
Center.  While DVIS is used to verbally communicate, it
is much more than just a voice exchange medium, be-
cause it allows Flight Controllers to monitor multiple
conversation loops at the same time (Patterson, et al.,
1999).  Other ICTs such as a phone, or teleconferencing
do not have the same features and functional use of
DVIS, which is what sets it apart for coordinating large
amounts of information, between many individuals in a
time-critical environment.

Time constraints are one of the most critical factors in a
dynamic environment.  When subject to time limita-
tions, individuals must obtain the needed information as
efficiently as possible.  In order to respond to a deadline,
Miller determined that one of three strategies is typical-
ly selected to handle excessive information or task re-

quirements: filtering, omission, or acceleration (Maule
& Hockey, 1993).  However, in extreme time-critical sit-
uations even experts may focus on irrelevant informa-
tion (Wickens & Hollands, 2000).  Therefore, in order to
reduce the cognitive demands on the operator, both the
amount of information given to the operator and the
complexity level of that information should be adapted
to the specific situation and user characteristics.  

2 National Park Study

A study was performed at a tourist information desk in
a small, remote US National Park to examine a frame-
work for addressing information access and exchange
for users with a range of information needs.  This study
led to an examination of a distinct framework for ad-
dressing information access and exchange in time-criti-
cal task environments.  It is not necessarily evident that
a help desk is considered a time-critical environment;
however each tourist may only be willing to devote a
limited amount of time to gather the requested informa-
tion, especially if they are part of a tour or are otherwise
constrained by a schedule.  If the park ranger is unable
to provide the desired information in a time-relevant
manner, the tourist will leave without gaining the re-
quested information.  This event can be considered a
system failure.  
In the National Park Study, visual context cues were
used to determine how much information the tourist
wanted, and the level of expertise the tourist had.
These cues were present in both the environment and
in the system user (the tourist), but were rarely directly
present in the posed question.  In order to determine
what characterized a functional answer, the situational
context had to be incorporated.  This study, although
performed in a low-technological environment, shows
how real people interact in knowledge sharing tasks.
This type of work can lay the groundwork for how criti-
cal functions should be implemented in a more com-
plex, supervisory control environment and how to use
ICT systems to improve knowledge sharing in distribut-
ed task performing groups.  

3 Functionalities Within 
Communication Environments

So what are the advantages and disadvantages of differ-
ent communication modes, and how can we optimize
information exchange in each of these settings?  Face-
to-face communication is the most common and natural
form for information exchange.  This form of communi-
cation is generally the most information rich and has
been considered desirable for situations when reaching
consensus is more difficult, such as on a negotiation
task (Hollingshead, et al., 1993; Rice & Shook, 1990).  In
face-to-face communication, both individuals have ac-
cess to verbal, paraverbal and body language cues, as
well as a shared environmental context during the ex-
change.  More information can generally be exchanged
in a given period of time and consensus is easier to
reach in face-to-face communication than if technology
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mediated (Kiesler & Sproull, 1992; Hedlund, et al.,
1998).  Literature has also shown that accuracy in deci-
sion-making tasks is higher for face-to-face interactions,
within the tested conditions (Hedlund, et al., 1998).

Technology mediation affects communication at two
levels: the directly anticipated technical effects, and the
indirect effects of behavior that is made possible by the
new technology.  Due to the inherent capabilities of ICT
and differences in available context cues, certain social
processes in these environments can have different
forms. For example, member participation in an elec-
tronic discussion is more equally distributed, individuals
are less likely to conform to social norms, and the effect
of status on communication is reduced (Kiesler &
Sproull, 1992; McGrath, 1990; Hedlund, et al., 1998).
Also, when communication takes place over a techno-
logical medium, it is possible to create an archival record
of the interaction, such as a log file.  Finally, ICT can fa-
cilitate the exchange of ideas without set temporal or
physical boundaries.  

Depending on the specific capabilities and interface de-
sign of the ICT, group members may be able to inde-
pendently manipulate the level of spontaneity, synchro-
ny, and archival permanence of group interactions.  The
tools available for communication among distributed
groups remain in a state of rapid development and flux,
limiting a comprehensive discussion of tool capabilities
and limitations in particular social and task contexts.
However, it is clear that this area of technology develop-
ment will significantly influence our current and future
understanding of what is possible for communication
and task coordination by distributed groups.  
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to examine how transition from analogue technology to digital technology at the pro-
duction of radio and television programmes affects competencies and work-related well-being of the person-
nel working in media industry. The results indicate that along the technological change journalistic and edito-
rial jobs become closer to each other. This means that new competencies are needed especially at merging
interfaces of these two professions. It also seems that specialised competencies needed in particular phases
of the work process change more than general competencies of the process. Technological change also af-
fects work and well-being; work may become more convenient, precise, ergonomic and autonomous but
also more abstract, unpredictable, stressing and lonely.

1 Introduction

Due to the development of ICT (Information and Com-
munication Technology), job-descriptions and compe-
tency requirements have changed during the past de-
cade in almost every business. In media industry, pro-
duction and delivery of radio and television programmes
are in transition from analogue to digital production and
delivery. Technological changes have created new pro-
fessions and changed competency requirements,
whereas some of the existing competencies are no
longer needed.

The aim of this study is to examine, how transition from
analogue technology to digital technology at the produc-
tion of radio programmes affects job-descriptions, com-
petencies and work-related well-being of the personnel
working in media industry.

The research questions are:

1. How does digitalisation of radio programme produc-
tion change the job-descriptions of personnel?

2. How do competency requirements change with the
transition from analogue to digital technology in radio
production?

2.1 What kind of new competencies are required?

2.2 What kind of old competencies remain necessary?

3. How does the transition from analogue to digital tech-
nology affect work and the job-related well-being of the
personnel working in radio production?

1.1 The impact of technological change on 

job-descriptions and competencies

In this study competency is not seen only as a quality of
an individual or only as a quality of work but it is seen as
something that worker uses in reality to accomplish the
work (Ellström, 1997). Competency is also understood
both as an input and as an output (Hoffmann, 1999).
Competency as an input refers to such individual quali-
ties as knowledge, skills and attitudes, which make it
possible to perform the work. Competency as an output
refers to observable performance or acting at work.

Changes of competencies can be related to a model of
competency lifecycle. The model assumes that profes-
sions have certain basic competencies that do not
change much due to technological change. On the other
hand there may be competencies that are technology-
dependent and they are expected to change when tech-
nology changes. (Keil et al, 2001, 275.) New competen-
cies are needed especially at crossing boundaries of
professions. (Huuhtanen, Immonen, Lindström & Lyyt-
inen, 2000, 179; Keil et al, 2001, 275.)

According to Huovila (1998, 228) work in large media
companies has traditionally been near to industrial
work. By this he means that the radio programme pro-
duction process has been organised through functions:
journalists produce the text and sound editors are re-
sponsible for the technical realisation and broadcasting
of the programme. Today digitalisation is changing the
work process in the radio. In newspapers similar kind of
shift from function based production to process based
production occurred at the 1990s when newspapers
adopted computer-based editorial systems. Now the
same is occurring at the radio production due to Com-
puter Aided Radio system that allows one with help of
computers to complete the whole radio programme
from writing the manuscripts to making effects and ed-
iting. (Kujala, Lahti & Tamminen, 1999, 212; Huovila,
1998, 228-230; Nukari & Ruohomaa, 1997, 122.)

Digital technology in the production of radio pro-
grammes is easier to use than analogue technology.
This together with the rigorous financial situation has
led to multi-professionalism and mixed job-descriptions.
For example, journalists in the future will besides their
content providing tasks both record and edit the pro-
grammes. What will happen to sound editors then? Will
they work as journalists in the future? On the other
hand, digital production requires, not only multi-profes-
sionalism, but also profound professional competencies
on special areas. In the media industry this means that
some professions disappear and a need for new educa-
tion grows. (Teinilä-Smid, 2000, 24.)
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1.2 The impact of technological change on 

work and well-being

Technological change has been found to have various
kinds of impacts on work and on the well-being of per-
sonnel. On one hand, increased use of information tech-
nology has been shown to have negative influences on
work and well-being. For example, work becomes more
lonely and isolated (Bradley, 2000; Kalimo, 2000). Over-
load of information boost by information and communi-
cation technology can induce stress (Kalimo, 2000).
Also technical breakdowns can have a negative effect
on well-being (Carayon-Sainfort, 1992, Lindström &
Torstila, 1990; Palmini, 1994). Moreover, continuously
evolving software enforces the need for continuous
learning, which can lead to experiences of stress (Kali-
mo, 2000; Korunka, Zauhner & Weiss, 1997). On the
other hand, technological change has also positive influ-
ences on work and well-being. Work may become more
effective, interesting and challenging (Seppälä, 1995).
Work can also become less dependent of space and
time (Huuhtanen & Leino, 1990; Pyöriä, 2001). More-
over, working with ICT can offer new learning experi-
ences, opportunities for developing competencies and
new interesting tasks (Järvenpää & Eloranta, 2001).

2 Material and methods

The study was conducted in selected units of the Finn-
ish National Broadcasting Company using the case
study approach. Three units were selected as cases:
one unit was from radio production and two from televi-
sion production. The focus of this paper is on the first
case, which is the speech programme department of
the radio channel called ‘Ylen Ykkönen’.
Before the actual data collection researchers observed
the production of radio programmes and the work of ra-
dio journalists, sound editors and announcers. Also ex-
pert interviews were conducted and organisational doc-
uments were studied in order to understand the produc-
tion process beforehand. Data was collected using the-
matic interviews. A total of eleven employees were
interviewed. Interviewed employees were journalists,
sound editors and announcers. Themes of the inter-
views dealt with job-descriptions, changes in job-de-
scriptions, competency requirements, changes in com-
petency requirements and work related well-being dur-
ing the technological change.

3 Results

The results related to changes in job-descriptions,
changes in competencies as well as changes in work
and well-being are presented independently.

3.1 The impact of technological change on 

job-descriptions

The results indicate that journalistic and editorial jobs
seem to become closer to each other because of the
digitalisation. It seems that in radio production, there
were changes between the job-descriptions of journal-
ists and sound editors, sound editors and announcers,

sound editors and technical support staff and journalists
and announcers. In this paper the focus is on the chang-
es of job-descriptions between journalists and sound
editors.

Journalists’ and sound editors’ job-descriptions in digital
production have changed a lot due to a new computer
based sound editing software. The software is easier to
use than analogue editing equipment and therefore it is
possible for journalists to edit the sound of their pro-
grammes. A part of the interviewed journalists mas-
tered the whole production process by themselves
from recording to editing, compiling and broadcasting
the programme. Another group of the journalists
worked still along the traditional job-descriptions con-
centrating only on producing the content for the pro-
gramme. Third group of journalists had a job-description
between these two groups. They produced the pro-
gramme together with sound editors. In this case the
recording was done either by the journalist him/herself
or together with the sound editor in the studio. After
that, the journalist could edit the sound partly but the fi-
nal compiling of the programme was done with the
sound editor. 

3.2 The impact of technological change on 

competencies

Radio journalists’ and sound editors’ competencies
were analysed and related to the work process, the pro-
duction and delivery of radio programmes. This made it
easier to understand the connections between the
changes in job-descriptions and changes in competen-
cies. Competencies were divided into two categories.
The first category includes special competencies that
are needed in particular phases of the production pro-
cess and the second category consists of the general
competencies that are needed throughout the produc-
tion process.

Journalists’ special competencies were named “decid-
ing the topic”, “getting acquainted with the subject”,
“making interviews” and “delivering the programme”.
Competencies, which were needed throughout the en-
tire production process, were named as ”basic knowl-
edge competencies”, “interpersonal competencies”
and “resource control competencies”. Substantial
changes took place in the competency group “compil-
ing the programme” because journalists begun to edit
their own programmes with the sound editing software.
The whole way of thinking underlying the programme
production also changed because text writing and
sound editing were done with computers. Therefore
journalists did not have to think the whole programme
beforehand because they could mix the text writing and
sound editing phases and sound editing also became
non-linear. “Compiling the programme” includes also
competencies that are no longer needed in digital pro-
duction. Journalists do not have to, for example, handle
concrete tapes and make tape maps in order to edit the
material. New sound editing software also evolves con-
tinuously and competencies that are connected to old
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softwares become partly obsolete. Secondly, the com-
petency group “getting acquainted with the subject”
changed due to Internet. Internet also made journalists
more careful with the importance of source critique.
Thirdly, digitalisation changed competency require-
ments involving the “recording competency” because
journalists had to learn to record with digital audiotape
recorders and minidisk recorders. Competency require-
ments will also change in the future due to versification.
Versification changes competencies when journalists
begin to make programmes for both the television and
for other radio channels. Competencies are changed pri-
marily within the basic knowledge competency, espe-
cially in the competency group “know-how of the me-
dia”.

Sound editors’ competencies related to the production
process were named “recording”, “compiling the pro-
gramme” and “mastering the broadcasting unit and on-
line broadcasts”. Competencies, which were needed
throughout the production process, were named as “lis-
tening”, “interpersonal competencies” and “develop-
ing the work”. New competency demands emerged in
the competency groups “recording” and “compiling
the programme”. Recording changed because sound
editors had to learn to record the material into a comput-
er. Recording includes also competencies that became
obsolete, for example the handling of concrete tapes.
“Compiling the programme” has changed due to new
non-linear sound editing software. And because new
sound editing software tools emerge constantly, com-
petencies, which are connected to old softwares, be-
come partly obsolete. It may also be in the future, that
competencies connected to broadcasting the pro-
gramme will change due to new digital broadcasting
systems and announcers beginning to handle the
broadcasting in stead of sound editors. 

3.3 The impact of technological change on 

work and well-being

Technological change had both positive and negative ef-
fects on work and well-being. Digitalisation was viewed
as a beneficial learning experience, but it also induced
stress and insecurity. Negative feelings were experi-
enced especially by inexperienced users of digital tech-
nology and by employees whose job-description was
narrowed by digitalisation. Digital technology brought
about qualitative improvements in work. It enabled the
versatile editing of large amounts of material. The work
became more convenient, more precise and more ergo-
nomic due to technological change. Against presump-
tions, work pace was not immediately speeded up be-
cause the learning of new digital tools took time. The
breakdowns and insecure functioning of the new tools
as well as the overload of information had negative ef-
fects on well-being. New working methods were con-
sidered to be difficult and personnel felt that the unreli-
able digital technology was controlling the working ex-
ceedingly. Continuous learning was experienced as in-
teresting but at the same time it was seen as a stressor.

Moreover, with digitalisation work became more ab-
stract, and the work process was more difficult to per-
ceive as a whole.

Digitalisation changed job-descriptions, which also had
positive and negative effects on work and well-being.
Along with the changes in job-descriptions, the tradi-
tional types of co-operation among radio journalists,
sound editors and announcers diminished and work be-
came more autonomous, but also more lonely. On the
other hand, new needs co-operation also emerged, as
the unreliable technology required collective problem
solving.

4  Conclusions

According to the results concerning job-descriptions in
radio programme production, no totally new kinds of
professions were emerged, and none of the old profes-
sions had totally disappeared. However, existing profes-
sions had been combined in new ways.

The results concerning competencies showed that
competencies related to specific phases of the produc-
tion process changed more than those needed through-
out the production process. This corresponds with the
theory of competency lifecycle. Competencies that are
needed throughout the production process can be seen
as basic competencies, which do not change much due
to technological change. Competencies that are specific
to particular phases in the production process are also
more technology-dependent and they are expected to
change when the technology changes. Also the as-
sumption, that new competencies are needed especial-
ly at the merging boundaries of two professions, seems
to be true according to this study.

The results concerning the impact of technological
change on work and well-being corresponded largely
with the theory background of the area. According to
this case study, development of open communication,
usability of computer aided and software tools, compre-
hensive training and new forms of co-operation should
be taken into consideration when planning and imple-
menting a technological change in an organisation.
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1 Forms and penetration of telework

The increasing availability of modern information and
communication technologies enables organizations to
change their styles of operation and ways of coopera-
tion. In this context different forms of telework are be-
coming more and more incident. To claim “The Joy of
Flex” (Capowski 1996) is no longer a theoretical idea but
an expectation that has to be proved in practice. Accord-
ing to results of the Eurobarometer survey conducted in
November 2001 less than two per cent of the work
force in Europe had experience with several kinds of
regular telework, approximately three per cent with oc-
casional one (Commission of the European Communi-
ties 2002: 12). Teleworking in Germany currently re-
mains a phenomenon of peripheral importance. Nearly
two per cent of the workforce (=540.000 employees)
spent at least one full working day per week at home,
usually linked with their employer via data communica-
tion (empirica 1999). Based on this study 2005 diffusion
rates have been estimated. They range between five
per cent of total labour force (in Spain), thirteen per cent
(in Germany) and twenty-nine per cent in Finland. By all
means telework is a complex and heterogeneous phe-
nomenon (see Figure 1). Therefore precise distinctions
are important when evaluating this kind of working.

2 Experiences with alternating 
telework

This paper is concerned with so-called alternating tele-
work. In our study (for further details see Jäckel &
Rövekamp 2001) employees who stay about two full
days a week at home are referred to as alternating tele-
workers. Furthermore these teleworkers are in salaried
employment (only one employer) and use an online con-

nection to companywide computer networks. Self-em-
ployed workers, occasional business travellers and mo-
bile field staff were excluded. Details on participants are
presented in Table 1.

The organisation of work in modern societies is mainly
based on a clear distinction between residential and
working area. Therefore the decentralisation of work
implies many organisational challenges for companies
and employees. In fact, the relocation of the workplace
is often perceived as an unusual change. Maitland
(2000, with reference to a report in UK magazine Flexi-
ble Working) resumes: “Nevertheless, they began to
feel their work identity was being challenged. Some
went into the office when not required. Some found it
difficult to cope with the blurring of boundaries be-
tween work and home. One felt it necessary to recreate
his office at home, complete with flip-chart stand, pho-
tographs of his colleagues, and a name badge on his
study door.” Objects of our study have been: reasons
for participating in telework, working-time arrange-
ments, organisation of family obligations, ways of bal-
ancing work and leisure. Beside this perspective inte-
gration of telework into traditional office environment
(e.g. flow of information, tasks performed) is analysed
too. Reflections on home-based telework have to con-
sider employees’ expectations and preferences as well
as restrictions and options. Adapting questions of Gutek

Figure 1:  Forms of telework
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Table 1: Demographic composition (Trier Study

• sample size: n=277
• sex: women 68 %, men 32 %
• family status: 82 % married
• children: 76 % have at least 1 child at home 
• age: 38 years (average)
• level of education: 37 % apprenticeship, 30 % uni-

versity degree, 21% college of higher education, 9
% technician, 3 % other

• 48% official in charge, 32% expert, 14% staff
function, 6% business management

• days per week at home: 3,1 (average)
• hours of work: 48 % full-time workers (approxi-

mately 20 hours per week at home), 52 % part-
time workers (approximately 15 hours per week at
home)

• use of personal computer at work: 4 hours and 45
minutes (average per day)

• telework experience: approximately 1 year
• job tenure: approximately 12 years
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(1983:163) one might ask: ”What can technology do for
you?” and “What can technology do to you?”

2.1 “Why Telework?”

According to Nilles (1999, p. 47) the introduction of tele-
work arrangements is primarily influenced by four main
factors: (1) office space savings, (2) productivity increas-
es, (3) employee retention and recruitment as well as (4)
good citizenship. Company programs are not only being
introduced on the basis of these expectations alone.
Setting up a pilot often is initiated by employees. De-
mand for telework can trigger a “bottom-up”-process.
Figure 2 illustrates motives for engaging in alternating
telework for men and women.

Our research suggests a wide range of motives. Any-
how, decisions can differ significantly between men
and women (e.g. parental leave, offer from employer).
Considerations may be affected by individual preferenc-
es, private circumstances (e.g. children) and/or work-re-
lated aspects (e.g. career, coordination). For female
workers, especially those who switched to part-time
employment, the participation in alternating telework
may be characterised as a “career break with time lim-
it” (e.g. taking care of (preschool) children). Legal regu-
lations in Germany (till January 2001) did not allow to
work more than 19 hours per week during parental
leave. Therefore it is not surprising that presence in the
office is reduced to a minimum. However, telework has
the quality of a bridge to the labour market. After a cer-
tain period of time female teleworkers might give up
work at home and return to office-based work. In con-
trast, the majority of full-time male workers chooses
this mode of work to avoid commuting. They only
switch the work location and usually stay about two
days per week outside the office. Possibly, younger
men and/or male executives anticipate disadvantages in
getting ahead: an “out of sight, out of promotion”-situ-
ation (see Figure 3). 

Thus demands of work (e.g. tasks performed, consulta-
tions) as well as private-familiar circumstances (e.g. chil-
dren, age, attitude to telework) can affect time arrange-
ments. In Figure 3 the average days of work stayed at
home are compiled, differentiated for characteristics of
teleworkers.

2.2 Temporal flexibility, coordination and 

communication

The benefit of temporal flexibility cannot be granted.
Self-organisation and self-discipline favour a good work
arrangement. Regulations and social factors (e.g. com-
pany demands, acceptance) may constrain temporal
flexibility. For example, about 25% of the teleworkers
have to work core hours at home, nearly 32% are
obliged to regard contractual obligations and nearly
41% have to follow defined deadlines (“milestones”).
Moreover, teleworkers coordinate their activities with
office staff and must be attainable at certain times. The
necessity and the amount of coordination are influ-
enced by several factors (e.g. position, job characteris-
tics, full-/part-time, organisational skills). To avoid “coor-
dination problems” aptitude tests of jobs are a good
prevention from possible conflicts. For example, it is
more difficult to coordinate work with colleagues if
tasks entail a high level of communication and a high ex-
tent of spontaneous conversation (e.g. involvement in
networks). However, domestic life has its own rules
and rhythms. Non-work and work has to be organised,
teleworkers have to integrate different “time sched-
ules” (e.g. kindergarten hours, business hours of
spouse, familiy obligations, child care). The organisation
of working time varies with the availability of human re-
sources. Especially in cases where children are present
this often means working at unusual times (e.g. in the
evening, at the weekend) (see Figure 4). 

For example, some female respondents work when
their partners can look after the children, otherwise the
assistance of a (paid) day mother is necessary. There-
fore temporal flexibility is a matter of frames and situa-
tions. Referring to an economic perspective of time al-
location (Becker 1976) these decisions can be interpret-
ed as more or less “limited choices”. In addition, soci-
etal landmarks and industrial organisation of labour are
constraints of equal importance. Alternating telework is
still an unusual mode of work. Perception of social ac-

Figure 2: Reasons for telework in % of respondents
(Trier Study)

Figure 3: Average days of work at home (Trier Study)
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Figure 4: Organisation of working time at home in % of
respondents (Trier Study)
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ceptance (resistance vs. support) and traditional time
and leisure arrangements have an impact on how work
is organized. Many leisure activities are conducted in
groups (e.g. sport club) and take place in the evening or
on the weekend. To work at “unsocial hours” implies
an exclusion from social events. Nevertheless, the ma-
jority of teleworkers realises a growing potential of flex-
ibility.Communication patterns change in the context of
home-based work (see Figure 5).

Electronically supported communication (e.g. e-mail,
telephone) increases significantly while formal meet-
ings, especially informal conversation with colleagues,
decrease. Typical opportunities (e.g. lunch, coffee
break) occur less because of reduced presence at of-
fice. Consequently, working outside the central office
requires one’s own initiative to be informed. It is impor-
tant to keep efficient communication links. Furthermore
a lack of media competence or “computer skills” leads
to unexpected frustrations. 

2.3 Family, private interests and work

The majority of teleworkers is satisfied with their new
working-time arrangement. Nevertheless gender is an
important factor. For example, women more frequently
report a double load. Conflicting demands evoke diffi-
culties to fulfill multiple roles (e.g. family and work re-
quirements). In these cases telework possibly increas-

es trouble or stress. On the other hand a lot of telework-
ers (male and female) are more involved in family mem-
bers’ lives (e.g. increased opportunities to spend more
time with one’s family, availability in crucial moments).
As a consequence work at home sometimes causes
blurring lines between work and non-work. Especially
teleworkers who often do their jobs in the evening
hours (e.g. after 8 p.m.) report on difficulties to separate
work and family obligations. Compared with the situa-
tion in the central office the majority of teleworkers re-
ports an increased control over pacing and scheduling
their tasks performed at home. Only a minority per-
ceives a reduction of personal contacts outside home.
With reference to the papers’ question “Work @ home:
The Joy of Flex!?” the following answer (based on re-
sults of the Trier Study) has to be given: “It depends!”
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ABSTRACT 

A new intranet raises high control requirements in an organization. Besides the technical implementation, a
strategic introduction is required in order to motivate employees for an intensive use of the intranet. The fol-
lowing presents approaches towards this goal. 

1 Introduction 

With the intranet, organization-wide communication is
furnished with an adequate means for a dynamic, con-
stantly changing labor world. As a relatively new instru-
ment, it enhances internal communication with effec-
tive variations.

According to studies, within six months of their imple-
mentation, however, 60% of all intranet systems are no
longer used by the employees. Besides technical short-
comings and faulty usability, the causes lie in organiza-
tional circumstances.

2 Effects on Internal Communication

The introduction of a new or strongly modified intranet
implies, when exhausting all possibilities offered, a pro-
found change in the internal communication structure
of an organization (Kalmus, 1998). The intranet as a mul-
timedia work, communications and information plat-
form providing a large variety of services and applica-
tions, requires changes in the information and commu-
nication behavior of the employees. 

In an organization-wide introduction of the intranet, the
discrepancy between the subjective information de-
mand and the objective information needs has to be
reckoned with. A wide range of information supply and
the partial conversion from push to pull technologies
could entail gaps in the information flow as well as infor-
mation overload for the employees. The task of internal
communication consists now in a deliberate control of
information demand and active participation of employ-
ees in the intranet.

3 Problems 

A number of problems evolve in this context: Which ac-
companying internal communication measures are rea-
sonable and necessary in order to support use and ac-
ceptance of a new or modified intranet with the employ-
ees? How can employees receive topic-relevant infor-
mation on the contents of the new intranet? And how
can employees' preference structures referring to the
usage of the intranet, be created, maintained and al-
tered? Employees should be active, should participate
in communication in the intranet, submit suggestions,

provide ideas and knowledge. For most of the employ-
ees this is unusual.

4 Concept

We have developed a concept geared especially to the
above-mentioned subjects, which comprises accompa-
nying measures of internal communication in order to
increase passive use of the intranet, but especially ac-
tive use by the employees, e.g., participation in discus-
sion forums. Internal as well as external PR measures
and approaches from the external advertising research
are key elements in this communication concept.
Special importance is placed on the networking of indi-
vidual measures in order to achieve an as best as possi-
ble result and synergy effects at lowest possible costs.
A further intention of this concept is the construction of
an adequate positioning of the intranet within the scope
of existing media in the organization and with regard to
the organization culture and the organization's overall
concept.
If the organization's guidelines, as a pendant set out in
writing by the organization management, do not coin-
cide with the existing organization culture, this can lead
to interferences in the information, communication and
knowledge transfer in the intranet, and the intended
use of the intranet by employees can be impeded. If
knowledge transfer, for example, is an important goal in
regards to the intranet, organization culture should not
be characterized by competitiveness. For the success
of the measures, an explicit, company-specific situation
analysis in the context of an employee survey, compris-
ing questions regarding the employee's information be-
havior, seems to be inevitable. 

4.1 Target Groups

The employees of the organization present a heteroge-
neous group with the most diverging needs and mo-
tives. In order to enable an efficient approach, special
target groups in view of the intranet, were compiled and
appropriate measures suggested for these employees.
The applications of a new intranet are to be evaluated
considering the highly diverging degree of novelty re-
garding the individual employee. Many applications dif-
fer from their predecessors merely in graphic interface
design or their prompting, correspond, however, in the
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basic idea. Other applications could be completely new
for some or all employees. The readiness to use innova-
tions, differs interindividually to a high degree (Kotler &
Bliemel, 1999). This aspect plays an important role in
the measures for support of the implementation of a
modified intranet.

Ideal-typically, following target groups were formed
formed on this basis to be addressed separately:

• Opinion Leaders or Multipliers:

• Innovators

• Executives

• Intranet Administrator

• Staff Association

• External Journalists

• Project Leaders

• Experts

• Non-Users or Rare Users

• New Employees (incl. Trainees and Apprentices)

4.2 Timing of Measures

In addition to special target-group-related actions taking
different previous knowledge and requirements of indi-
vidual employee groups into consideration, it is neces-
sary to develop general communications measures
which are attractive to all employees.

Besides the intranet, a multitude of alternatives for the
information provision, internally as well as externally,
are generally available for the employees. For problem
tasks, many employees usually prefer traditional infor-
mation means. The objective is that the individual em-
ployee recognizes the new intranet as an effective and
efficient means and becomes a convinced user. The
first step toward this is that the intranet ranks high in
his/her Evoked-Set of information provision. 

The point of time for the start of the first measures lies
already before the organization-wide start of the intra-
net in order to achieve a high acceptance with the em-
ployees even before the new intranet is implemented.
Quick acceptance is the goal so as to swiftly amortize
the development costs accrued. 

For a better understanding of temporal interrelations,
measures undertaken in the target groups, which have
a high temporal relevance for the concept, are catego-
rized in four phases (here explained in the example "All
Employees"):

• Phase 1: Planning and Design Phase
It comprises the period between planning begin-
ning and start of the intranet. In this phase, the first
communicative measures for the steering of expec-
tations by the employees regarding the new intra-
net start.
Employees are to become aware that the available
intranet is not definite, yet, and their participation
plays an important role in its future success. 

• Phase 2: Introduction Phase
This phase comprises the first two months after the
implementation of the new intranet. The perspicu-
ous objective in this phase is to inform as many
employees as possible, preferably all, on the usage
possibilities and the contents of the new intranet. 

• Phase 3: Enhancement Phase 
In this about four months-long phase, the actual
positioning of the intranet in the organization's infor-
mation instruments begins. The intranet should be
a continuously present theme in the organization
during this phase in order to keep up and further
constant use by the employees.

• Phase 4: Intensifying of Image Building
The intranet reflects to a certain degree the existing
organization culture. The focus in this phase lies on
supporting it in accordance with the organization
guidelines. Here in particular, image-building mea-
sures are necessary. Especially with regard to
knowledge transfer via the intranet, this component
plays a decisive role. The employees' attitude
toward the intranet can hamper the use of the intra-
net and, moreover, the placement of his knowl-
edge. 

5 Conclusion

Actions and communication measures should be con-
ducted, in principle, over an extended period of time,
i.e., a minimum of one year. If measures are implement-
ed only during the introduction phase, there is a risk, on
one hand, that not all employees are reached adequate-
ly and the "internal advertising pressure" is too low, and,
on the other hand, the usage behavior of the employees
should generally be monitored in an iterative procedure
and corrected, if necessary.

The implementation of a new or modified intranet pos-
es a complex task. The exhaustion of the numerous
possibilities which the intranet as multimedium offers,
may not be left to the arbitrary use by the employees
but must be controlled through a communication strat-
egy with accompanying measure.
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ABSTRACT

Trends in economic globalisation have led to ever increasing competition and shortening of life cycles of prod-
ucts and services. According to Porter and others, only organisations which are focussed on ever increasing
added value will survive competition. According to Reich (1989) the recipe for survival in the post-industrial in-
formation society is the creation of organisations which value learning, creativity and the ability to innovate.
Institutions in higher art & design education are by nature organisations which value learning and creativity.
Education and knowledge creation is the core business of these organisations. As such, it is quite remarkable
how poorly developed the notion of knowledge management is at an institutional level. Although lecturers
and educational staff put lots of energy at enabling knowledge creation and facilitating learning at a student
level; very little organisations have developed a knowledge vision on how they can enable knowledge cre-
ation at an institutional level. Universities are faced with the same challenges as other organisations. The ed-
ucational market is not any longer the exclusive field of classic universities. 
Lifecycles of knowledge and information are decreasing. Especially in the field of digital media, the lifecycle
of curricula are challenged by the speed at which knowledge deteriorates. In order to meet these challenges
institutions in higher education need to install a knowledge vision on how they retain and promote the cre-
ation of knowledge on an institutional level. In the LEDA project, universities in the field of design education,
work together to apply aspects of knowledge management at an institutional level, by re-engineering educa-
tional practices and the implementation of information-management technologies. This paper reflects on the
way LEDA caters for the creation of knowledge (within the field of digital media education).

1 LEDA and its aims 

LEDA (learning environments for the digital academy) is
aimed at developing new educational practices and
knowledge management systems to meet the chal-
lenges of education in the highly innovative field of de-
sign and digital media. 
LEDA will build learning environments which are spe-
cifically designed to facilitate and promote the ex-
change of student acquired knowledge, skills and atti-
tudes. Where most learning environments are devel-
oped from a very traditional educational point of view,
the LEDA learning environments are aimed at the artic-
ulation of both formal and tacit knowledge. 
The LEDA learning environments will be designed as a
networked system that enables students to publish as-
sets through intranet technology without prior technical
knowledge. The LEDA technology will provide in fully
configurable publication templates through which stu-
dents can store and retrieve knowledge assets. 

2 About Knowledge, Information and 
Data

In writing about knowledge management there is a
clear need to describe the differences between knowl-
edge, information and ‘raw’ data. This paper makes the
distinction in which data are merely figures, information
is meaningful data and knowledge can be understood

as information which is part of a meaningful social con-
text like a social group, a specific knowledge system or
a culture (Weggeman, 2000). Following this definition,
knowledge cannot exist outside an individual or a group.
As a consequence of this approach, knowledge itself
cannot be stored or transferred between individuals. 

The only way knowledge can be exchanged is when
knowledge is articulated into meaningful information.
Articulation can be interpreted broader than just the
codification of meaning into texts. Codification of
meaning can occur by means of oral (speech, sounds,
music), visual (body-movement, graphics) or even tac-
tile codification.

Information in digital form can be stored and manipulat-
ed as data. The possibilities of manipulating, cross
searching and storage of large data sets boosted the
knowledge management hype. The LEDA research
combines both pedagogical and technical research to
design pedagogical approaches to the articulation of
knowledge and technical solutions to facilitate informa-
tion management. The model illustrates how the re-
search in the LEDA projects is organized around the dis-
tinctions between knowledge, information and data.
Pedagogical research in the LEDA project is targeted on
the organisation of knowledge creation processes in re-
search- or project-teams and in what way knowledge is
articulated as information.
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The technical research is oriented at the logistic facilita-
tion of information storage, retrieval and manipulation
of data as technical enablers of the knowledge creation
process.

3 The knowledge creation process

“Learning is a process of creating knowledge” (Weick,
1991) The definition of learning in this way implies that
knowledge is both the input of a learning process as
well as the output of a learning process. Learning, seen
as such a cyclic process involves three types of learning
activities: ‘collection of information’, ‘processing & syn-
thesising’ and ‘creation and evaluation’ (Renger, 2000).

In this cyclic approach, the first stage is ‘collection of in-
formation’. Information to be collected can range from
ideas, research materials or individual outcomes of prior
learning cycles. In this stage of the learning cycle, infor-
mation is collected for processing.

In the second stage, ‘processing and synthesising’ in-
formation is ordered, structured, valued, interrelated
and synthesised into new knowledge. For example, re-
search material is being processed to support concept
development, whether in the form of a research report
or a structured data collection. It is a collection of activi-
ties with the purpose of the transition from raw data,
rough ideas, brainstorm session outcomes etc. to con-
crete articulated ideas or solutions. 

The creating aspect of learning is positioned in the third
stage of the cycle, ‘creation and dissemination’. In this
stage the results of processing & synthesis of informa-
tion is synthesised into new created knowledge which
can be articulated in various ways (such as articulated
ideas, models, presentations or prototypes) By evaluat-
ing the newly created knowledge, the cycle can be re-
entered to create solutions for new problems or refine-
ments on existing knowledge. 

3.1 Enabling the knowledge creation process

LEDA’s main purpose is to enable knowledge creation
processes by using learning environments which facili-
tate the articulation and exchange of knowledge. In
their publication “enabling knowledge creation” Krogh,
Icchijo and Nonaka (2000) have defined key enablers
which promote the knowledge creation process:

• Creating the Right Context
• Managing Conversations
• Globalising Local Knowledge

3.2 Creating the Right Context

Effective knowledge creation depends on an enabling
context, which can foster ideas and facilitate the articu-
lation, creation and evaluation of experiences and
knowledge. As such the “whole process of knowledge
creation requires the necessary context or “knowledge
space”. Knowledge creation can only happen through
an organisational structure that reinforces enabling and
is aligned with strategy. LEDA reflects these require-
ments by promoting knowledge articulation within the
context of specific educational programs like project-
based learning or the conduct of formal research at PhD
level.
Creating a ‘right context’ is crucial to student-centred
learning. Research into the facilitation of group projects
that were carried out by students at the Utrecht School
of the Arts showed that a critical factor to effective
knowledge creation was the necessity for students to
be physically concentrated in space. This sense of
‘nearness’ was crucial in stimulating the exchange of
ideas, tacit knowledge and experiences, the provision
of a stimulating social environment, and the generation
of social pressure and a sense of mutual responsibility.
This ‘nearness’ was defined at first as a physical quality
of the learning environment of students working in the
same space, in terms of Euclidean distance. But stu-
dents also extended their physical nearness to cyber-
space using ICT tools as FTP, ICQ, email etc.
However, for co-operative learning to take place, more
is needed than putting students together in space,
whether it be physical, or in the case of LEDA, virtual.
Students need to share a mutual frame of reference
and structure which in LEDA are shared learning envi-
ronments, shaped according to the pedagogical set-
tings students are working in. LEDA will provide stu-
dents with a work environment in which they can artic-
ulate their experiences and connect to intellectually re-
lated students or information.

3.3 Managing Conversations

“It is quite ironic that while executives and knowledge
officers persist in focusing in expensive quantifiable da-
tabases and measurement tools one of the best means
for sharing and creating knowledge already exist within
their companies…Conversations” (Krogh, Ichijo, Nona-
ka, 2000). According to these authors good conversa-
tions are the cradle of social knowledge and the most
important enabler of knowledge creation.
Educational facilitators in student centred education do
value the beneficial effects of conversation on knowl-
edge creation processes. In coaching student groups
educational facilitators often rely on conversations for
the purpose of stimulating intellectual effort, promoting
the articulating of progress and structuring the work-
flow. These Socratic dialogues stimulate students to ar-
ticulate on the knowledge and learning experiences ac-
quired and promote critical reflection. In the LEDA
project the Socratic dialogue is translated to the digital
domain. 
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The LEDA learning environments consist of pedagogi-
cal scripts which reflect the workflow a learning envi-
ronment is meant to facilitate. These scripts consist of
facilitating materials for the task at hand but more im-
portant, contain questions designed to promote the ar-
ticulation and exchange of tacit knowledge. In design-
ing these pedagogical scripts the dialogues are
matched to the various motivations students can have
in articulating their learning experiences, skills and
knowledge: to comply to institutional requirements, to
share knowledge as part of the communal learning pro-
cess, to facilitate guidance and evaluation and/or to
showcase their work.

One of the difficulties in designing pedagogical scripts
to promote the articulation of knowledge in design ed-
ucation is to keep a good balance between articulation
effort and killing the creative process by over-question-
ing students. A careful balance should be struck be-
tween registering crucial pieces of tacit knowledge
while maintaining a good overview and representation
of the entire design process. 

3.4 Globalising Local Knowledge

As the labour market in the field of digital media design
is becoming increasingly internationally oriented, co-op-
eration between institutions of higher education be-
comes increasingly important. However, international
differences in curricula and course contents pose signif-
icant limitations on the possibility to design and distrib-
ute courses on an international scale. The knowledge
derived from experience, however, is highly fit for ex-
change because it is not directly related to the specific
contents of curricula, while keeping its relevance for
students in the same discipline, and even across disci-
plines. As stated in the paragraph about the nature of
knowledge, knowledge itself can not be transferred as
such. Articulation of knowledge into meaningful infor-
mation however, can be stored and manipulated by
means of technology. 

When retrieved in the right learner’s context, mere data
can acquire relevant meaning and become part of a
knowledge creation process. The positive effects of the
exchange of ‘knowledge’ assets depend entirely on the
appropriateness of the data in the context of learner’s
activity. The LEDA technical research is aimed at pro-
viding solutions to the effective exchange of informa-

tion. This research is once again related to the concept
of ‘nearness’ as put forward in paragraph 5.1.
Here the concept of nearness is looked at from a con-
textual point of view, where it is projected on a subject
matter which could share relevance with subject mat-
ter. In order to globalise knowledge in the context of the
LEDA learning environments ‘Nearness’ can be de-
fined as “the proximity value of information for knowl-
edge (re)creation in terms of people working together
and/or subject matter being relevant to people in a
knowledge creation process”.
Metadata are used to describe and define the context
knowledge is articulated in. As such information inher-
its meta-information about subject-area and usage con-
texts. Matching metadata at the level of pedagogical
scripts provide in so-called ‘related topics, related is-
sues, related persons’, listings of potentially meaningful
data which can facilitate knowledge (re)creation.

4 Conclusion and discussion

In the previous sections notions about knowledge man-
agement were illustrated with research associated
with the LEDA project. A research and development ef-
fort to put knowledge management to practice in the
realm of student centred design education.
The paper emphasises the notion of enabling knowl-
edge creation processes as important aspects of learn-
ing. 
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ABSTRACT

“Successful and healthy work in Call Centres” is the motto of the CCall Project. Supported by the Federal
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, CCall is managed by the Verwaltungs-Berufsgenossenschaft (VBG), the
German institution for statutory accident insurance and prevention in the administration sector. It is con-
ducted by partners from universities, governmental labour inspection, tripartite and trade union’s institutions -
and call centres. Following the goal to find and point out practical solutions for Call Centres in order to have
healthy and efficient employees, the last 1,5 years were used to make analyses of the present situation, to
point out problem fields and to develop solutions and tools for practical use. An evaluation of the solutions is
also part of the project. Ending in june 2002, CCall will offer a manual helping to realise good practice in Call
Centers by means of optimising organisation of labour, human resources development, working environment
and equipment.

1 The Project

The change of working life, especially in terms of global-
isation of the labour market lead to a new kind of work
mainly in the information- and communication sector.
One of these new kinds of work are Call Centers. They
are important interfaces between enterprises and cus-
tomers. New kinds of work – this means also a new
challenge for occupational safety and health.

Together with partners from universities, governmental
labour inspection, tripartite and trade union’s institu-
tions, business associations and Call Centers, CCall
treats a variety of questions concerning physical and
psychological loads for the employees of Call Centers.

The project is managed by the „Verwaltungs-Berufs-
genossenschaft“ (VBG) with support of the research in-
stitutes BGAG and BIA of the „Central Association of
the accident insurance in industry“(HVBG). The VBG is
the German Institution for statutory accident insurance
and prevention in the administration sector.

Results of the investigations, such as tools for practical
use or reports over specific themes are continuously
published.

By end of June 2002, the project will be terminated af-
ter a 2 years running time. The VBG will secure an inte-
gration of the project results and their further develop-
ment in its preventional work.

2 The Concept

Besides the classic areas of industrial safety (Equip-
ment, work environment) CCall focuses on the factors
“organisation of work” and “employees” (see lower
string in the above diagram). Aim is to find out the deci-
sive factors for health and efficiency in a Call Center.

Bringing together equipment/Work environment on the
one hand and work organisation/employees on the oth-
er will lead to a “good practice” Call Center. CCall in-
tends to achieve this by developing and offering exem-
plary measures.

Areas with special importance for workability and em-
ployment are:

• Integration of handicapped people in Call Centers
• Voice problems of callcenter agents

3 Partners and Topics

In order to handle every aspect of healthy and efficient
work in Call Centers, the project was conducted in co-
operation with partners from science, associations and
institutes. Within this group CCall investigates charac-
eristic loads in the branch and develops solutions in line
with standard usage. 
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The Partners are:

The main topics are:
• Economics
• Work Environment
• Software Ergonomics
• Voice
• Emotional load
• Personnel recruitment
• Qualification
• Organisation of work
• Health promotion 
• Integration of Handicapped people

4 Structure of Results

For a user-friendly access to the outcome of the project,
the results are structured as follows: 

• CCall Manual: Problems will be pointed out, exem-
plary solutions will be given. The manual consists of
different modules, each of them connected to a
specific Call Center topic.

• CCall tools: CCall offers Instruments ready to use
directly in everyday Call Center life such as soft-
ware, Checklists or qualification programs.

• CCall Reports: Background information will be
given on a scientific basis. The reports form a sum-
mary of the results of the respective project part-
ners.

5 Activities and Results

CCall is designed as a continuously learning, flexible
project. Results are given access directly to the public.
Current project results are presented on the CCall
homepage (www.ccall.de) and can be downloaded. A
printed version of most results is also available.
During the runtime of CCall, enterprises, agents and
other interested persons are continuously served with
information by request. Contacting CCall is possible
over all communication channels such as Telephone,
Fax, email or letter.

Continuous consulting activities have been realised all
through the running time of the Project. Congresses
and workshops have been organized as well as pres-
ence at trade fairs.
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ABSTRACT:

Successful and healthy work is determined by many factors, which can be condensed into four main topics:
Equipment (Software-ergonomics, Hardware-ergonomics, Office equipment), Work environment (acoustics,
climate, office-design), Work organisation (working-tasks, workflow, work-structure) and Employees (re-
sources, qualification, training).
The main problems in the field of working environment and equipment are:
• Climate: it is too warm or too cold, the air has an insufficient quality.
• Ergonomics: unhealthy postures often must be taken while working
• Acoustics: the noise level is often too high, the audibility is bad. 
• Office-design: the workspace is often not sufficient.
• Light: it is too light or too dark, there is too much glare (blinding).

1 Introduction

Physical and chemical factors of the working surround-
ings as well as the workplace ergonomics represent es-
sential basic conditions on the well-being and the capac-
ity of employees in Call Centers. 

Within the project CCall the BIA carried out exemplary
examinations to acoustics (acoustics, sound propaga-
tion, Headsets), room climate (temperature and air
movement, air humidity) and air quality as well as ergo-
nomics in a row of Call Centers and in the laboratory.

As a result, CCall presents exemplary solutions by pub-
lishing manuals and reports.

2 Climate

Especially when talking a lot, the air quality has a big im-
pact on the voice. Besides that, wellbeing and efficien-
cy at work is affected to a big part by the climate condi-
tions at the workplace. 

Numerous investigations showed that the average air
humidity is far too low (often less than 30% of relative
humidity), especially during the heating periods. Mea-
surements of C02 concentrations mostly showed high
values (more than 1000 ppm). Apart from air loads
caused by persons in the room, smell nuisance could
also be stated by technical equipment. The latter also
contribute to the deterioration of the climate situation
by high heat emissions. 

The most important results of the investigations are:

• Space air must be held at a minimum of 40% of rel-
ative humidity. Air humidifiers should be used if
necessary (see CCall Tool “Auswahlhilfe für Luftbe-
feuchter”).

• Technical equipment should be placed as far as pos-
sible from the working area. 

• A constant ventilation of the workrooms has to be
guaranteed; if necessary air-conditioners should be
installed.

3 Ergonomics

Within the scope of the project posture and movement
analyses have been executed in several Call Centers. It
could be shown that there are quite a few differences
between conventional office workplaces and Call Cen-
ters concerning the movement behavior.
Sitting over long periods with a partly one-sided and
static demand of muscles and bones (locomotor sys-
tem) is typically for Call Center work. Depending on the
share of calls during a working period, e.g. the strength
and duration of negative inclinations of the pelvis in-
creases.
Besides that the investigations showed that an arrange-
ment of the equipment (monitor, keyboard, document
holder, etc) not corresponding to the working task could
lead to unfavorable postures. 
Interviews with Call Center employees on the basis of
standardized questionnaires pointed out that most mus-
cle skeleton complaints are settled in the neck and
shoulder region as well as in the area of the lumbar ver-
tebral column.

4 Acoustics

In this field the goal is to lower the noise load and at the
same time not to isolate the agent. Especially when call-
ing outbound, the possibility of communication be-
tween the agents may be useful.
Reverberation like reflection from walls, ceilings, win-
dows and floors and too small level decrease in sound
propagation result into high sound levels annoying the
Call Center employees. Within the investigations rele-
vant areas were identified by sound level measure-
ments. Advice is given how to lower annoying sound by
using sound absorbing materials on ceilings, walls and
floors. To decrease reflections at windows for example,
thin micro perforated, transparent foils can be used
fixed in a distance of several centimetres in front of the
windows.
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Sound from neighbouring or opposite work places caus-
es problems in intelligibility. This often results in a de-
crease of concentration and premature fatigue. Suitable
screening devices improve communication and avoid
untimely tiredness. The screening devices should be
adjusted to the acoustic shielding as well as to the com-
munication not only with the client but also with col-
leagues - where necessary.
Perception of annoying ambient sound is decreased
also by special headphones. Employees using head-
phones should be involved in the selection of head-
phones. A good fitting to the user is important. The in-
telligibility between client and agent is improved by bin-
aural constructions; but it may obstruct communication
with colleagues.

5 Office Design

A sufficient offer of workplace area supports the Call
Center agents at their daily work. Correctly dimen-
sioned traffic routes help to structure the workflow and
give enough place in case of emergency. Especially
when moving into a new building good planning in ad-
vance is very important.
A space allocation that is too high can have negative ef-
fects e.g. on the concentration of the agents. People
normally feel annoyed when sitting too near to their
neighbors, furthermore this has negative influence on
sound level and space climate. 

The demands for office-setup areas are derived from
EU directives as well as from national rules and are con-
cretized by regulations and work standards. 
According to their function, the setup area is divided in-
to: work area, area for placing furniture, furniture func-

tion area, user's area and traffic route areas. Thus an in-
dividual need of working area arises for the respective
workplace.

6 Light

During the Call Center consultations inadequate lighting
of room and workplace came across frequently. This
was caused mainly by: 
• Switching off of the room lighting because of glares

and reflections of the space lights, e.g., on the
screen surface. 

• missing or inadequate workplace lighting. 
• nadequate or not well balanced distributions of

brightness. 
It could be found out as well that the workroom was
too much darkened by sun protection equipment on the
window surfaces. As a result too little daylight could
penetrate into the room. 
For a proper room and workplace lighting it is highly rec-
ommended to elaborate an individual lighting concept.
The system always has to be planned in accordance
with the arrangement of working equipment such as ta-
ble, chairs and displays. Among other things, correct
colour appearance and sufficient density of light are to
be planned for the room lighting as well as for the direct
workplace lighting.
Sun protection systems are to be attached in the out-
side fassade. It has to be paid attention to the fact that
systems are applied, which allow enough daylight to
penetrate into the room areas. A sufficient visual con-
tact outwardly has to be guaranteed as well.
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ABSTRACT 

Call centres as an organisation form are determined by a high degree of differentiation. This is not only meant
in terms of differentiation between in-house call centres, which are created as a part of already existing en-
terprises, and external service providers which have to cope with the free market. 
Stress and strain for call handlers are strongly depending from the characteristics of the working tasks that
have to be carried out. CCall has investigated the mental workloads in more than 60 call centres with more
than 6000 call handlers. It was found that the determinants for healthy work in general were the heavy men-
tal workload and especially the limited task variety. One significant indicator for healthy working condition is
the proportion of call handling in relation to the working time. 
By examples from practice the most important types of workloads in call centres will be presented. Propos-
als for effective solutions of good practice will be given.

1 Call Centre – New Organisations, 
New Problems 

Call centres are new forms of organisation that have
been built in order to optimise customer service. 

Call centres are marked by high growth rates and are
considered as job engines. In Germany, the expected
growth is to approximately 20% per year (Datamonitor,
2001). There are about 3500 call centres with over
250,000 employees. 

However, near this pleasant economic development
call centres are often criticised with regard to their
working conditions. Recently a lot of work-scientific
studies found a revival of taylorism in call centres be-
cause of limited task variety and job demands (e. g.
Richter & Schulze, 2001; Metz, Rothe & Degener, 2001;
CCall, 2001). So call handling seems to be a very poorly
designed job with heavy workload (e. g. Smith & Sprigg,
2001). Employees spend a significant proportion of their
working time in responding to calls on the telephone
with limited physical activity and they are stressed by
the automatic call distribution (ACD). The ACD controls
when call handlers take calls and how many calls they
take. As soon as the calls have been finished, the next
call is automatically relayed to the handlers. 

Furthermore call handling is multi-tasking. During re-
sponding a call the handler has to check the display
screen and to deal with the order of the customer. 

The aim of this presentation is to show results from the
Ccall project in relation to the demands on the call han-
dlers. Furthermore we give an example for good work-
ing practice in call centres and finally we will show
some general guidelines for healthy call centre working.

2 Results from CCall

General mental workload potentials in call centres were
determined and were compared to those from tradition-

al working forms. Figure 1 shows that the mental work-
load potential in call centres lies much higher than in tra-
ditional working forms (CCall, 2001). The mental work-
load potential of call centres lies near the cut-off point
that marks a shaping of an organisation as definitely
necessary. 

The problems in the single call centres are often the
same: Here limited task varieties and job demands
could be found. 

The higher the amount of telephone time per shift, the
more demands could be registered. As well it could be
found that simple activities (e. g. information desk)
show lower values in task and time varieties than com-
plex activities (e. g. consulting).

High emotional workload can be found in call centres
(Isic, Dormann & Zapf, 1999). Here the emotional disso-
nance plays a crucial role. The handlers emotions which
correspond not necessarily to their real feelings during
their job activity. Compared to a control group call cen-
tre employees show much higher values of emotional
dissonance (Isic & Zapf, 2002).

Figure 1:  Mental workload potentials – comparison of
new and traditional working forms
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.

 

Altogether the analyses show that call centre work-
places have high demands for the employees. 

3 Example of good practice

It is not simple to determine criteria for a good-practice
call centre. Also the organisation form call centre seems
to be marked by approximately always the same prob-
lems, so that the question must be discussed after the
general possibility to design working practice in call cen-
tres. In the following a call centre from Halle, Germany
is presented in which CCall has found processes of
good practice.

This call centre is an external service provider who
treats only business to business orders. It possesses in-
bound as well as outbound areas. Furthermore it has an
academy for further education as another enterprise ar-
ea. In the enterprise there is no part-time employment.
All call handlers work fulltime. Opening hours of the call
centre is from 8am-8pm. During the last 12 months
there was no turnover in the enterprise. The managing
directors pay attention to a participative enterprise cul-
ture. The call handlers participate in a lot of areas in the
enterprise. So they can choose, e.g., between different
headsets.

The examinations in this call centre show no conspicu-
ousness. No high mental workload is to be expected;
decision and task variety are appropriate. Only the qual-
ification requirements appear negative because the
learned occupation is not used in this call centre. This
represents no disadvantage in more exact analysis, be-
cause crucial new contents must be learned for the ac-
tivity.

Also negative consequences of mental workload were
registered to DIN EN ISO 10 075. Neither to beginning
of work nor at the working end the cut off value of 50
was remained.

In account to the results this call centre is a good-prac-
tice call centre. But it has to be considered that this is
here a very new call centre, so that the exposition dura-
tion is low. A repetition measurement will clear whether
the good mental workload values for a call centre could
be held.

4 General guidelines for healthy call 
centre working

In the following some fundamental indications are given
for healthy work in call centres. These indications have
general character:
Mixed work: To mix call handling with back office activ-
ity reduces the proportion of call handling and leads to
lower mental workload.
Promotion of education: To give a possibility for per-
sonal development and to make sure that the employ-
ees can handle the job tasks

Figure 2: Dimensions of work design (Schweer &
Genz, 2001)

Figure 3: Emotional Dissonance – comparison
between call handlers (left) and administration
employees (right)

Figure 4: Dimensions of work design (Schweer &
Genz, 2001)

Figure 5: Results from BMS-II in regard to Din EN ISO
10075 factors (work beginning and end)
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Maintaining breaks: To have a break is necessary for
relaxation and promotes the performance on a long-
term basis

Here are some indications that correspond with healthy
work: 

• Make tasks more complex and more varied
• Enlarge decision making competencies
• Tasks have to be meaningful
• Avoid too high standardisation
• Reduce time of call handling
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ABSTRACT

Approximately one third of the labour force in industrialized societies rely on voice as their primary work tool
(Vilkman 2000). Recent studies have shown a significant association between voice problems and vocally de-
manding jobs such as teaching, singing, acting and aerobics instruction. Call-center agents are working in a
voice profession. They rely only on their voices as tools for communication. As Prof. Alfred Mehrabian found,
only about 7 percent of the meaning of a message is communicated through verbal exchange. About 38 per-
cent is transferred by the use of voice/tone. About 55 percent comes through nonverbal gesture, posture, fa-
cial expression, etc. Speaking “online” reduces the number and range of communication channels. The
meaning of the “voice as the message” in telephony is even higher then in other communication situations.
As a result a higher burden on call center agents’ voices is expected.
As a result of our research in the frame of “PASECCO — prevention of voice and breath disorders in call cen-
ter organisations”, part of the Ccall Project, we found out that voice disorders among call center agents are
accumulating. Previous studies in America indicate that telemarketers comprise 2.3 percent of the patient
volume in a voice clinic but only 0.78 percent of the 1994 workforce, indicating that telemarketers are about
three times more likely to seek help from a voice clinic compared to the average employees. On the first, the
request of our survey lies on pinpointing specific work-related voice-risk factors in call center work and on
second on the development of effective, sustainable and preventive voice training methods for voice profes-
sionals in order to submit a sparingly usage of voice and an efficient voice hygiene. Occupational voice disor-
ders should be discussed like other occupational diseases and the prevention of voice disorders must be con-
sidered as a main task of occupational safety and health. First of all: people in voice and speech professions
have a right for adequate vocational-training measurements focused on their primary work tool: the voice.

Call centers are an often and likely used tool in custom-
er care. A lot of customers use this service in many
ways: to be consulted via phone, to place an order or to
reclaim in cases of dissatisfaction.
Often, telephony in call centers is rather knowledge-in-
tensive and the boundaries between pure informational
service and straightforward processing are blurred. Em-
ployees have to be stress-resistent, well trained and
customer oriented – and they have to possess very
strainable voices. With no doubt, call center telephony
with often eight hours customer contact per day must
be called a voice profession – a profession that depends
on the voice as the first and most important work tool.
Recent studies have shown a significant association be-
tween voice problems and vocally demanding jobs
such as teaching, singing, acting and aerobics instruc-
tion (Jones, 2001.
Previous studies in America indicate that telemarketers
comprise 2.3 percent of the patient volume in a voice
clinic but only 0.78 percent of the 1994 workforce, indi-
cating that telemarketers are about three times likely to
seek help from a voice clinic compared to the average
employees (Titze et al, 1997).
First studies focusing on voice load in call centers have
been presented in 2001. In September 2001 a study
presented by the University of Nebraska showed, that
telemarketers take a double risk of suffering from voice

discomfort compared to other professions and that
these voice problems affect productivity (Titze et al,
1997).

Already in July 2001 the VBG (Institution for statutory
accident insurance and prevention in the administration
sector) furnished a survey on the topic of voice loading
in call centers that was executed by Tekomedia GmbH
(itself service provider in the energy sector) in the frame
of CCall, a publicly guided project dealing with working
protection and security in call center organisations
(Sportelli et al, 2001)

Following the report, voice problems and disorders are
caused by call center specific work related factors like
environment and ergonomic conditions on the one
hand and voice specific loads on the other hand.

Ergonomy, room climate, noise protection – these fac-
tors from the classical subjects of occupational safety
and health influence the voice directly.

Posture and the positioning of the head are influencing
the laryngeal position and the vocal folds vibration. But
they are not the only reasons for voice problems: due to
the close connection of voice and psychological stress,
work and performance pressure can have negative in-
fluence on voice health. 

The primary risk factor in voice and speech professions
is naturally the need for prolonged use of the voice – es-
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pecially when the speakers have never learned how to
breath and speak in an appropriateand economical way. 
As Prof Alfred Mehrabian found out, only about 7 per-
cent of the meaning of a message is communicated
through verbal exchange. About 38 percent is trans-
fered by the use of the voice / tone. About 55 percent
comes through nonverbal — gesture, posture, facial ex-
pression, etc. (Mehrabian, 1972).
Speaking “online” reduces the number and range of
communication channels. The meaning of the “voice
as the message” in telephony is even higher then in
other communication situations. As a result a higher
burden on call center agent´s voices is expected.
A basic training for professional speakers – obligate in
the education of priests and teachers – should provide
telephone workers with information and practical expe-
riences on how to use their own voice appropriately.
Surveys on other voice professions indicate, that the
danger of suffering from voice disorders can be re-
duced when the speakers participate in speaking- and
voice trainings.
The voice is a sensitive “organ”. It is indicator for the
psychological condition of a human: the voice uncovers
the mood of the speaker. Under permanent pressure or
misusage it looses the resonance and in the worst case
becomes dumb. 
When a voice disorder is given, the person in question
can no longer continue its profession. This condition
may be transitional, but can even end in a state of total
invalidity concerning the field of professions having to
do with speaking. On this account occupational voice
disorders should be discussed like other occupational
deseases and the prevention of voice disorders must
be considered as a main task of occupational safety and
health (Vilkman, 2000).
For call centers, investments in the voice health of their
employees are a contribution towards efficient occupa-
tional safety and Health and will improve their service
quality. Hoarse or throaty voices as a result from an un-
natural (mostly too high-piched) voice level, agents,
who breath uneconomical and are catching their breath
during the online-dialogue can not convince their cus-

tomer, and – even worse – put across a negative image
of the company they represent.
The concept of prevention as a method for a better and
sustainable voice health should by any means regard
aspects of behaviour and working proportion preven-
tion. It should aim on the speaking and intonation habits
as well as influence the working environment and
working organisation in a positive way. 
For serious call center carriers ergonomically correct ar-
rangements are a matter of course today. Especially the
reduction of background noise and the moistening of
the air are part of an voice-appropriate environment. 
But this is still not enough: call center Agents should
have breaks regularly — even and especially when “the
line burns”. They have to be skilled in order to speak
their own language carried by a voluminate and eco-
nomically acting voice without using hollow phrases,
that have nothing to do with their natural use of speech.
The complete report on the topic “Voice in call center
work” can be ordered as print-version from the VBG, or
can be downloaded under the following adresses:
www.ccall.de and www.pasecco.de.
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ABSTRACT 

Call centres offer good opportunities for the integration of handicapped people. While the employment ratio
of handicapped persons lies generally with 3.7%, they are, with an employment rate of 2.12%, clearly under-
represented in call centres. Therefore, the project CCall has started an integration measure that integrates
handicapped people demand-oriented into call centres. The measure lasts 6 months and contains the media-
tion of theoretical knowledge and practical competence. Within the framework of training the participants can
be recommended to their potential employers. A month before the end of the measure 70% of the partici-
pants are provided with labour.

1 Call centres as an employment 
chance for handicapped people

The integration of handicapped people in the labour
market is a continuing aim. But with the change of
work the integration ways also have to change. Until
now integration consisted of long-term education mea-
sures, conveyor programs etc. With the increase in ser-
vice activities and the amount of call centres in the
working life the possibility of a fast integration of hand-
icapped people is given. Using the specific resources of
handicapped people it is now possible to create jobs of
high quality. But call centres may not be respected as a
“golden cow” of the integration of handicapped people.
Nevertheless is a carefully choice of the potential of
handicapped employees is as important as in other
branches.
The aim of this presentation is to show data and facts
from handicapped people working in German call cen-
tres. Furthermore an integration measure is presented
which provides handicapped people with call centre
work successfully.

2 Employment situation of 
handicapped people in Germany

In Germany handicapped people are concerned out-
standingly high from unemployment. The rate of hand-
icapped unemployed persons in the total number of un-
employed persons was 3,9% in January 2002 (Bunde-
sanstalt für Arbeit, 2002). The employment ratio of
handicapped persons is declining since October 2000
(cf table 1; Bundesanstalt für Arbeit, 2001). Up to now
more current numbers are not available. To stop this
negative trend, the program “50,000 workplaces for
handicapped persons” was initiated in 1999 by the Fed-
eral Ministry for Work and Social Affairs. With this pro-
gram the number of unemployed handicapped persons
should be decreased until 2003 from over 190.000 in
1999. After first successes the number stagnated for a
while (January 2002) with approximately 167,000 un-

employed handicapped persons (Bundesanstalt für Ar-
beit, 2002).

3 Call centre — Potential employment 
for handicapped people

Why do call centres represent an employment chance
for handicapped people?
• The demand profiles for call handlers can be ful-

filled by people with impediments. They have to be
communicative and creative, show learning readi-
ness and have computer knowledge at their dis-
posal. 

• Working forms (like call centres) that are domi-
nated by information technology differ from tradi-
tionally working forms by low physical activity. This
aspect is positive for people who are physically
handicapped. The operating elements of the call
centres (telephone, keyboard etc.) can be installed
with low technical and financial expenditure for the
specific needs of the handicapped person. 

• Call centres also offer a chance for people who are
rather disadvantaged on account of a visible imped-
iment in the normal public traffic. Also experiences
with partially sighted call handlers are present. 

• Call centres have a high need in qualified call han-
dlers. In persons with impediments highly qualified
applicants can be found. Handicapped people often
handle with new media (like www) because of
their impediment. This is coined particularly when
immobility is present. 

Figure 1: Employment ratio of handicapped people
(1980-2000; Bundesanstalt für Arbeit, 2001)
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• Call centres have a high need of motivated assis-
tants. The employees are the capital of service pro-
viders. Call centres are extremely dependent on
the commitment and the motivation of their work-
ing force. For handicapped people a particularly high
professional motivation can be assumed. Neverthe-
less they also have to stand firm to a higher pres-
sure like a non-handicapped employee. 

4 Call centre survey – Handicapped 
people 

To get an overview about the employment of handi-
capped people on the German call centre market, the
CCall project made a call centres survey. N=412 call
centres with altogether almost 60.000 employees par-
ticipated in the nationwide study. Besides, quite small
enterprises as well as the "global players" were consid-
ered to get an approximately representative picture of
the employment of handicapped people in call centres.
In contrast to general employment ratio of the handi-
capped people which was in 2000 in the range of 3.7%,
the ratio registered in the survey was 2.12% which is
much lower. 44.2% of the questioned call centres indi-
cated to occupy handicapped agents. 55.8% have no
handicapped office workers.
The experiences of call centres with handicapped em-
ployees are mainly good or very good (92.3%). Only
1% (n=2) of the human resource managers said they
had bad experiences with handicapped assistants (cf.
Figure 2).
Further results of the survey show that there is a strong
need to support call centres managers in terms of in-
forming them about the employment of handicapped
agents and also in arranging employment for handi-
capped people in general. For more information on the
survey: www.ccall.de.

5 CCall – Integration measure

CCall started an integration measure taking into ac-
count the results of the survey. The concept is shown
in figure 3.

At the beginning of the measure a network was creat-
ed. This network consists of call centres, furniture man-
ufacturers, hardware assemblers and other groups of
interests. From these partners the measure was sup-
ported and was represented in the public. At the same
moment suitable handicapped persons were selected
and trained for the measure (“Reha-Pool”).
The measure consists of two parts. The first part lasts
3 months and provides fundamental knowledge for call
handlers. In the second part the participants graduate
from training and are recommended here for their later
employers. A month before the end of the measure
70% of the participants are integrated into labour.
At this time further integration measures are started.
Here different ways of the integration are tested. So the
integration of 5 other handicapped people takes place
directly in the enterprise. Here a two-month training
phase takes place. After that the participants are put
into a full temporary work relation.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports the preliminary results from a study addressing the question of the requirement and mech-
anism related to the integration of video-mediated communication in the computer supported cooperation
work (CSCW). This question is addressed in the specific context of the manufacturing industry. The method
uses interviews as well as the simulation of tasks in experimental context. The results show the relevance of
the videoconferencing means in distributed CSCW solutions.

1 Introduction 

With the globalisation phenomenon and the increasing
pressure for performance in manufacturing companies,
the search for cost saving solutions and the rapid solv-
ing of production problems have become crucial. Using
remote expertise to solve production problems is
among the decisive challenges for current manufactur-
ing companies. Videoconferencing and distributed
Computer Supported Cooperation Work (CSCW) can
be some possible way to success with these stakes.
This paper report preliminary conclusions from a re-
search project that was created by a consortium of re-
searchers and industrial partners in order to: 

(1) generate knowledge about the basic requirements
of videoconferencing for business needs in the manu-
facturing sector, and (2) develop a prototype integrating
videoconferencing in a CSCW setting.

The videoconferencing technologies have been improv-
ing for since 30 years now. One important aspect in this
evolution is the uninterrupted scientific quest to im-
prove the quality of sound and image and to limit delay.
These questions remain important ones, even today
with the dramatic progress seen over the last few years
in network, compression, and end device technologies.
Despite this tremendous improvement, videoconfer-
encing solutions often remain unused or little used
where available. This situation suggests that users are
missing some opportunities to benefit from distant col-
laboration.

The importance and the use of the visual channel in dis-
tant communication have been the subject of much re-
search. As noted by Sellen (1992, p.49) “Video and au-
dio technology have obvious potential for bringing peo-
ple together at remote locations”. Despite this poten-
tial, the mediated communication differs from co-
located face-to-face communication. This aspect of
telecommunication has been the object of some re-
search where, for example, conversational aspects in
video-mediated communication (Sellen, 1992, 1995.)
were compared with face-to-face. Results from those
studies show that the availability of the audio-visual
channel, even with very good quality (O’Connaill et al.
1993) does not guarantee conversational aspects simi-

lar to face-to-face conditions. The feeling of being dis-
tanced and the lack of reciprocity are examples of char-
acteristic that could explain this difference (Sellen,
1992). Evidence from this perspective drove the devel-
opment of many prototypes aiming to recreate the
communication conditions existing in co-located collab-
oration. 

1.1 When Work is the Focus 

Our project aims at bringing some answers to the cru-
cial questions regarding basic requirements for the inte-
gration of videoconferencing capabilities in distributed
CSCW solutions designed for the manufacturing sec-
tor. Moreover, this research includes the notion of task
in its search of optimal solutions, which foster a real
work oriented perspective. For example, we expect
that the quality requirement for video-mediated com-
munication could be different in the negotiation of initial
goals for a important project than in the fine-tuning of a
low-impact solution.
The orientation towards replications of face-to-face
communication conditions may also have overshad-
owed some other important aspects, characteristics
and requirements that have to be considered for sup-
porting simultaneous communication in distant collabo-
ration. As noted by Navarro (2001) in a review of the re-
cent literature on the remote collaboration and the new
communication technology, there are aspects that are
more important than the actual sight of the other partic-
ipant. The author suggests that sharing functional infor-
mation is the fundamental factor for successful remote
collaboration. This may explain the limited success of
usual videoconferencing solutions to support collabora-
tion in the manufacturing industry. It also puts forward
the need for developing more integrated solutions, al-
lowing adapted functional and social information to be
exchanged by the remote collaborators. 
Recent years have also shown a new important and
significant interest in the cooperation and collaboration
phenomenon under the specific context of its comput-
erised support. This prolific field of CSCW is generating
several theoretical, methodological and technical inno-
vations. CSCW and videoconferencing offer a great po-
tential benefit in integrative solutions.
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1.2 Research purpose 

One of the most important aims of our team is to rec-
ognize the great importance of the link between the
real-world context and experimental environment. 

The composition of our team expresses this concern. 

The method used in this research also expressed this
constant preoccupation.

2 Method

The first step of the project was to realise some semi-
structured interviews with users of videoconferencing
systems in the manufacturing industry. These inter-
views were designed to gather some relevant informa-
tion on (1) the aspects related to collaboration and its rel-
evant communication needs and (2) on the global as-
pect in which the real work is performed (immediate
environment, interruptions, other responsibility, inter-
fering tasks, broad goals...). The structure of the inter-
view was inspired from the theoretical model present-
ed by Lamonde and Montreuil (1995) in an article on the
analysis of real work situations. This model, applied to
mediated communication in collaboration contexts, en-
abled the consideration of a broader context and al-
lowed to cover also some more general topics related
to real work performed by the interviewees. 

The interviews were audio recorded in order to allow
subsequent analysis.

The second step in our project will be to select and syn-
thesise some specific tasks in order to use them in lab-
oratory experiments. This synthesis requires qualitative
analysis of the interviews realised in the previous step. 

The third step will be the experimental investigation of
some variation of different communication parameter
in the context of task simulation performed by the sub-
jects. For example, the subjects are asked to perform
some distributed CSCW sketching tasks supported by
different communication solution (basic quality of com-
munication aspects, support for communication man-
agement, etc.) The effects of these variations are mea-
sured in terms of process and output of the collabora-
tion session. On the process level, conversational as-
pects and point of regard are considered. The work
performed (action level) is also included in the analysis.
The output indicators are related to specific and overall
satisfaction.

The experimental setting and the test people are audio-
video recorded while performing the experimental task,
allowing a subsequent analysis of the integration mo-
dalities of the visual channel in the cooperation/collabo-
ration. The audio-video channel is recorded in both sites.
An aerial view of the desk is also recorded in order to
observe what the participants use as support. The
screen area is also recorded.

3 Preliminary results

The analysis of the interviews is ongoing but some evi-
dence already raised. For example, sketching, pointing

and referring to different types of documents are ubiq-
uitous in real work situation as experienced by engi-
neers in manufacturing industry. Such modules will
therefore be included in the prototype. The need to
keep some traces of the evolution in the project also ap-
pears as an important aspect.

The interviews also point out that the need for video-
conferencing technologies exists but is accompanied
by a more important and broader need for integrated
distributed cooperation/collaboration technologies. The
benefit of the joint audiovisual channel depends often
on several basic characteristics of the cooperation con-
text like culture, language skills of the participants and
organizational or structural aspects. 

The technological aspects are also important. Examples
of such factors are privacy / security of the technology
in use, standardisation, end point network capacity, ac-
cessibility and mobility of the system and overall quality
of the communication. 

Examples of important collaborative tasks in the manu-
facturing industry that could be address in the project
are distant trouble shooting in complex process, plan-
ning the modification of a factory layout, new produc-
tion planning etc. 

It is still too early in the project to suggest integration
mechanisms of the video channel in the collaboration
process. Nonetheless, it appears at this point that the
videoconferencing technologies are mainly used to
show functional information. Social interaction be-
tween the participants has also been noticed. 

4 Conclusion

The preliminary results are relevant and give interesting
clues to address the integration of videoconferencing in
distributed CSCW solutions. The video channel is used
by the participants and brings important information in
the distributed cooperation. Nevertheless, more empir-
ical research are needed in order to achieve the optimi-
sation of telecommunication technology in regard to
specific distributed work in the manufacturing industry.
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on finding appropriate time durations for information sharing delay to optimize the perfor-
mance, workload and tolerance in CSCW, as well as how non-technological factors affect user‘s delay toler-
ance. Three factors (gender, task type and difficulty level) were investigated by a mixed 2 X 2X 2 factorial ex-
perimental design. MANOVA analysis indicates that task type (F (1, 28) =121.87; P<0.001) and difficulty level
(F (1, 28) =49.33; P<0.001) have significant effects on user‘s delay tolerance: the more difficult the task, the
longer acceptable time delay (ATD); and user‘s ATD in the calculation task is longer than the ATD in the search
task. Task type and difficulty level also have a significant interaction effect (F (1, 28) =11.02; P<0.01). Two
major strategies of estimating acceptable waiting duration were identified in this study: task simulation and
mental counting. The findings suggest that users will adjust their delay tolerance based on the information of
task type and difficulty level. To optimize the performance, workload and delay tolerance in CSCW, informa-
tion regarding to take type, situation content, and difficulty level should be integrated and presented to users
though Human-Computer Interface. 

1 Introduction 

In computer supported cooperative work (CSCW), us-
ers have to rely on information sharing (exchanging)
within the group to accomplish cooperative tasks.
CSCW is a special case of Human-Computer Interac-
tion. A lot of researchers have been attracted to do re-
search in this field in last two decades. However, delay
effects and influencing factors in CSCW are still under-
studied areas. Previous studies (Billard & Pasquale,
1993) indicate that excessive delay of information shar-
ing will deteriorate the quality of distributed decision
making and cause emotional arousal (e.g. annoyance
and anger); while working without any delay will lead to
stress and increased mental workload to users. Newell
(1990) also pointed out that human‘s capacity of real-
time information processing is limited. Therefore, an ap-
propriate time delay In CSCW is necessary for the Hu-
man-Computer System to keep its optimal perfor-
mance. 

In order to determine the appropriate time delay, we
have to resolve two fundamental issues: the mecha-
nism of time perception in CSCW, and the factors af-
fecting time perception. Unfortunately, there is no uni-
versal agreed mechanism in the literature for time per-
ception. Some studies on time perception (Wang &
Zhang, 1999; Brown, 1998) showed that the law of time
perception would change over research paradigms and
experiment tasks. However, only few researchers have
started to systematically investigate the delay effects
and influencing factors from human‘s perspective. Cald-
well and Paradkar (1995) reported that some non-tech-
nological factors such as the length of information, the
degree of emergency, the sender-receiver distance and
the frequency of use could significantly influence users
tolerance of time delay. Based on previous studies, we
proposed a hypothesis that task type and difficulty level

can affect user‘s tolerance of time delay in CSCW. The
hypothesis was tested systematically by laboratory ex-
periment. . In addition to the major hypothesis, we also
investigated the effects of individual difference such as
gender and cognitive strategy in the same experiment. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Experiment Design

Three factors (gender, task type and difficulty level)
were investigated by a mixed 2 (male vs. female; be-
tween-group factor) X 2 (object search vs. budget calcu-
lation; within-group factor) X 2 (hard vs. easy; within-
group factor) factorial experimental design.

2.2 Subject

Thirty subjects (15 male, 15 female) from China Agricul-
tural University and two research assistants participated
in this experiment. Each subject received $5 upon com-
pleting the whole experiment.

2.3 Apparatus

Two desktop computers running Windows 98 were
connected to serve as a Local Computer Network
(LAN). They were placed in two separated rooms. The
CSCW simulation software was developed by the first
author using Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0; it serves as the
communication platform for two users to accomplish
cooperative work via LAN. 

2.4 Experiment Tasks

Two types of cooperation tasks, object search and bud-
get calculation, were selected for experiment because
they are basic activities in CSCW. A partner (one of two
research assistants) was assigned to subject before ex-
periment, and they were asked to complete a series of
cooperation tasks. 
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In search tasks, the search target will be randomly se-
lected by software. A list of search orders will be pre-
sented on subject‘s computer screen. Meantime, 12
virtual rooms or houses will be presented on the part-
ner‘s computer screen (see Figure 1). In the easy level,
there are only 12 rooms and each room contains 4
items; in the hard level, there will be 12 houses on the
screen, each house has 4 rooms. Again, the search tar-
get is hidden in one of the rooms randomly. The subject
can send a search order to the partner by clicking the
corresponding button. Once the partner received the
search order, he can open the corresponding room to
search the target. If the target is found, the partner will
send feedback to the subject. Otherwise, he will do
nothing but wait for next search order from the subject.
Therefore, the subject‘s main job is to determine when
to issue next search orders. The waiting duration be-
tween two successive search orders is defined as ac-
ceptable time delay (ATD).

There are two difficult levels in the budget calculation
tasks. In the easy level task, the subject was asked to
help the partner to work out the total price for a comput-
er system with 12 components. All the price informa-
tion is available on the subject‘s computer screen, and
the partner only has 11 of them (one is missing random-
ly) as well as the subtotal price of them. Each time the
subject only can send a piece of information to the part-
ner. Once the partner received it, he will check if it is the
missing one. If yes, then add the price into subtotal and
send total price to the subject as soon as possible. Oth-
erwise, just wait for next piece of information. The sub-
ject‘s main job here is to determine when to send next
piece of information. The waiting duration between two
successive pieces of information is ATD. In the hard lev-
el task, they will work together on budget calculation for
a batch order. The number of price parameters is re-
duced to 9, but the partner needs to calculate the prod-
uct of a 6-7 digit number and a 1-2 digit number. All the
calculations must be done with pencil and paper. 

2.5 Experiment Controls

Since gender is a nested factor in the experiment de-
sign, there are only four treatments in the experiment:
easy-level search, hard-level search, easy-level calcula-
tion and hard-level calculation. The subject must accom-
plish all four treatments in one experiment. In order to
control practice effects and fatigue effects, we used
Latin Square to balance the treatment order and took 5-

minute break between two successive treatments.
Each treatment contains one test task and six formal
tasks. Before experiment, subjects will be oriented to
the experiment setting and CSCW software. The each
run of experiment will last 1.5 hours. In order to main-
tain stable performance, research assistants were not
allowed to run two experiments successively. Watches
and clocks are not allowed to use during experiment.

2.6 Data Analysis

The independent variables are gender, type of tasks and
the difficult level of tasks, and the dependent variable is
ATD, which is recorded by CSCW simulation software
automatically. SPSS 8.0 software was used to conduct
MANOVA and simple effect analysis in this study.

3 Results 

3.1 Acceptable Time Delay

Table 1 shows that the ATD increases as the difficulty
level increases in both task types; and the ATD in calcu-
lation task is larger than the ATD in search task at all dif-
ficulty levels. 

Table 1: ATD in Different Treatments * 

MANOVA analysis indicated that the between-subject
factor, gender had no significant effect (F (1.28) =.67,
P>.05). It also didn‘t show any interaction effect with
task type and difficulty level: gender X task type, F (1,
28) =.16, P>.05; gender X difficult level, F (1, 28) =1.69,
P>.05; gender X task type X difficult level, F (1, 28)
=1.57, P>.05. However, both task type and difficulty
level showed significant main effects: task type, F (1,
28) =121.87, P<.001; difficult level, F (1, 28) =49.33,
P<.001. We also found a significant interaction effect
between them (F (1, 28) =11.02, P<.001). Further sim-
ple effects analysis suggested that the simple effect of
task type is significant at both difficulty levels: at easy
level, F (1, 28) =83.02, P<001; at hard level, F (1, 28)
=83.02, P<001. The difference of ATDs between tasks
becomes larger as the difficulty level increases; and it
becomes larger as the task was changed from search to
calculation.

3.2 Time Estimation Strategies

In addition to the measurement of ATD, we also found
three unique time estimation strategies in the experi-
ment: strategy 1, task simulation (simulate the partner‘s
work in mind at normal speed and stop waiting when
simulation is done); strategy 2, mental counting (count
numbers in mind till a pre-set number is reached), strat-
egy 3, intuitions (do nothing and stop waiting when she

Figure 1:  Sample CSCW Software Screens

Treatments Male Female Total

Search(easy) 4.2 (1.8) 4.6 (1.3) 4.4 (1.5)

Search(hard) 9.3 (4.5) 10.5 (6.2) 9.9 (5.3)

Calculation(easy) 15.7 (6.9) 14.8 (6.4) 15.3 (6.5)

Calculation(hard) 24.6 (11.3) 29.2 (11.2) 27.0 (11.3)

* ATD is measured in seconds. Corresponding SD is in the 
bracket.
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thinks she should). Table 2 shows the subject distribu-
tion in each strategy category. 

Table 2: Distribution of Time Estimation Strategies

Both male and female have a similar strategy usage pat-
tern. Two major strategies used by subjects were strat-
egy 1(83.3%) and strategy 2(13.4%). Although we did
not found significant difference between them using
Mann-Whitney Test, we did found that the ATD esti-
mated by task simulation was longer than the ATD esti-
mated by mental counting in the high difficulty condition
(see Figure 2). 

4 Discussion

The results of this study strongly supported our hypoth-
esis that task type and difficulty level can affect user‘s
tolerance of time delay in CSCW. People‘s delay toler-
ance will increase as the difficult level of task increases.
People‘s delay tolerance in the calculation tasks is also
greater than the tolerance in the search tasks. That sug-
gests that humans can automatically adjust their delay
expectation based on task traits such as task type and
difficulty level. So when designing interface for CSCW
software, information regarding to task type, situation
content, and difficulty level should be integrated and
presented to users in order to optimize the perfor-
mance, workload and delay tolerance. 

Although the individual differences investigated in this
study (gender and cognitive strategy) didn‘t show signif-
icant influence on delay tolerance, we couldn‘t ignore

their existence. The variances of ATDs in the treat-
ments (SD2, see Table 1) also indicate that individual dif-
ferences become larger and larger as the difficult level
increases. Other researchers (Angrilli et al., 1997) also
found that emotional arousal could affect human‘s time
perception. Thus, more variables should be investigated
such as A-type personality. 
The results of this study show that ATD and system
performance can have significant effects on coordinat-
ed task performance in CSCW. This study expands the
findings of other research demonstrating delay effects
on coordination of supervisory control teams conduct-
ing vehicle navigation and control tasks (Caldwell and
Everhart, 1998). Both system dynamics and group
members‘ cognitive skill affect team coordination, as is
also seen in this study.
Task simulation is found as a major time estimation
strategy in this experiment. It‘s an important challenge
to one of well-accepted time perception model, the at-
tentional gateway model (Block and Zakay, 1997). The
idea of internal pacemaker cannot explain this cognitive
strategy at all. Therefore, more studies should be con-
ducted for time perception in CSCW. 
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Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3

N Percent N Percent N Percent

Male 13 43.3 % 2  6.7 % 0  0 %

Female 12 40.0 % 2  6.7 % 1 3.3 %

Total 25 83.3 % 4 13.4 % 1 3.3%

Figure 2: Major Estimation Strategies Comparison
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ABSTRACT

Teamwork is the customary type of labor organization used in the framework of Concurrent Engineering (CE).
It requires a suitable design of the supporting software. Within the scope of an empirical study – which was
actually meant to detect factors that could enhance effectiveness – guidelines for this software-design were
derived. On a superordinated management level project contents and objectives as well as their temporal
and logical context should be mapped with the help of a workflow system. On a more operational level in the
team itself degrees of freedom regarding temporal and logical sequence of activities can be accepted. Never-
theless, a detailed planning concerning the contents of activities should take place with the assistance of
groupware or database solutions.

1 Introduction 

In order to reduce time-to-market, most car manufactur-
ers and many of their suppliers fall back upon concepts
for the integration and parallelization of the design of
new products and the appendant manufacturing pro-
cesses. A supporting organizational approach is team-
based Concurrent Engineering (CE). “Concurrent Engi-
neering is a systematic approach to integrated product
development that emphasizes response to customer
expectations and embodies team values of coopera-
tion, trust and sharing in such manner that decision
making proceeds with large intervals of parallel working
by all life cycle perspectives early in the process, syn-
chronized by comparatively brief exchanges to produce
consensus.“ (Cleetus, 1992)

Requirements for an “Effectiveness Model for CE-
teams” can therefore be derived from the named CE-
definiton and from ergonomic demands concerning
team organization (Hacker, 1998; Luczak, 1998): 

• complexity of the work task

• crossfunctionality 

• personnel desintegration

• change-caused pressure

• uncertainty

• parallelism and integration of activities

• goal-orientation

• predefinition of boundaries

• freedom from impairment

• promotion of personality growth

• social compatibility

The requirements mentioned occur more or less dis-
tinctly in the periphery of every CE-team. For this rea-
son, they form the basis for a model-like description of
CE teams and for the derived design guidelines. There-
with, they are automatically relevant for the supporting
software that is used in the CE teams.

2 Model of Team Performance - CETEM

Taking into account the requirements mentioned above
a three-level Concurrent Engineering Effectiveness
Model (CETEM) has been developed in the scope of the
SFB 3611 which is being supported by the German Na-
tional Research Foundation.

Well-known three-level team models served as a basis
for the chosen model structure (Hackman and Morris,
1975; Hackman, 1990; Gladstein, 1984). These models
are being completed with the help of criteria which
meet the named requirements for CE teams (Durst and
Kabel, 2002). An operationalization through measurable
and observable criteria follows subsequently. 
The input variables describe the surrounding organiza-
tion, the task and the individuals belonging to the team.
The system variables can be divided into structural and 
procedural variables. Within the element “Team Pro-
cess” variables with boundary, process or uncertainty 
reference are being operationalized. In this context 

1. Collaborative Research Center 361 “Inte-
grated Product and Process Design” – sub-
project “Project Management in Integrated 
Product Development”, supported by the 
German National Research Foundation (DFG).

Figure 1: CETEM (adapted from Kabel, 2001)
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uncertainty of process UP and uncertainty of activities 
UA have to be emphasized. 

Related to the structure of the business process a char-
acteristic value is being defined which operationalizes
activities with uncertain configurations. Thus, the draw-
ing of a conclusion regarding the structural uncertainty
of a process is possible. The implied activities can be
found in so-called Blobs (Harel, 1987; cf. Figure 2).

The project plan as well as the last team meeting – in
which the detailed procedure for the subsequent inter-
val has been fixed – serve as a basis for planning. Single
activities can also take place unplanned, i.e. caused by
external influences, malfunctions or lack of detailing.
Such activities therefore generate uncertainty of activi-
ties.

Output variables can be subdivided into economic
team “Performance” and “Psychosocial Outcomes”.
Performance is being measured primarily by taking into
account the ability to meet the classical three objectives
of project management – costs, deadlines and quality.
Apart from the degree of achievement of objectives in
terms of effectiveness the quality of the use of available
means in terms of efficiency is of interest. Psychosocial
outcomes are being assessed separately with the help
of the Job Characteristics Model (JCM; Hackman and
Oldham, 1975) and the Instrument for the stress-orient-
ed Analysis of Work (ISTA; Semmer et al., 1999).

3 Empirical Study

An empirical study consisting of ten teams and 67 mea-
surements was being conducted in order to show a cor-
relation between the described variables. Apart from
qualitative discussions, quantitative statistical methods
were being applied. Pearson’s r was used in order to

point out the relationship between variables on an inter-
val-scale-level whereas Spearman’s ρ got into action for
variables on an ordinal-scale-level or variables that
would not fit into a normal distribution. Normal distribu-
tion was tested with the help of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov-Test. (Bortz, 1999).

The correlation between uncertainty of process and
meeting efficiency shows a statistical significance on a
1% alpha criterion level. A statistical significance on a
1% alpha criterion level can also be stated for the corre-
lation between uncertainty of activities and freedom of
stress (cf. ISTA). Finally, correlations between uncer-
tainty of activities and effectiveness/level of achieve-
ment respectively meeting efficiency were found on
5%-alpha-criterion- level. 

By means of a cluster analysis four team-states were
unequivocally identified. These states can be arranged
on a scale of effectiveness. 

A comparison of the different clusters allows the con-
clusion that uncertainty of process apparently possess-
es a maximum and therefore needs to be limited. Too
much structure seems to increase stress and endanger
effectiveness, whereas too little structure lowers meet-
ing efficiency. As a target figure effectiveness has prior-
ity compared to meeting efficiency and freedom of
stress. For this reason, it appears to be plausible that
process structures should not be fully determined on a
team level (cf. Figure 3). A certain amount of uncertainty
of process contains flexibility which team members use
in order to heighten their level of achievement. 

With a rise in the uncertainty of activities, effectiveness,
meeting efficiency and freedom of stress are getting
lower. Uncertainty of activities is caused by unplanned
activities; i.e. a high planning quality improves the out-
put of the team. Hence, it should be the main objective
to avoid unplanned activities. 

A conjoint analysis of the variables uncertainty of pro-
cess and uncertainty of activities exposes a clear guide-
line for the management of a project. This recommen-
dation has to be considered during the design process
of software support. While the structure should be kept
rather flexible, i.e. uncertainty of process should not be
held at a minimum, uncertainty of activities should be
avoided. Given this fact, most content-related activities
on a team level should be planned in a detailed way at
the beginning of a project, whereas the logical context
of activities should be flexible and not fully defined. 

UP =  
Number of Activities in Blobs

Number of Activities

UA =  
Number of uncertain Activities

Number of Activities

Figure 2: Computation of characteristic Values

Figure 3: Requirement for Software in CE
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4 Guidelines for the Design of the 
Supporting Software

The insights attained with the help of this empirical
study and its statistical analysis regarding the correla-
tion between the variables uncertainty of activities as
well as uncertainty of process and the output variables
influence the contents and the design of team-based
and computer-supported tools, e.g. workflow and
groupware systems. 
The study indicates that a high uncertainty of activities
leads to lower outputs. Due to the fact that this correla-
tion is probably linear, it must be the goal to reduce un-
certainty of activities to a minimum. Hence, all activities
should be planned in a detailed way on a content level.
For instance, this can happen one week in advance. 
Uncertainty of process likewise influences the output
variables but seems to have a maximum. That is why a
detailed structural plan is not necessary on a team level. 
As consequences for process-supporting tools on a
team level, it can be stated that activities should be rath-
er easily available and planned thoroughly with the help
of the given information. A representation of the pro-
cess structure is not necessary – this is only useful and
fully sufficient on a management level. This fact speaks
against the use of inflexible and rigid project plans and
workflow-systems on a team level. Workflow-systems
are being successfully used on a management level for
the planning of rough work packages and milestones
(Grässler, 1999).
Given these results, the use of groupware-systems with
rather open structures is sensible on a team level (Wolf
et al. 2000). Such systems enable the team to work on
a co-operative task within a defined amount of degrees
of freedom. The boundaries are being fixed through the
workflow-system on the management level. This is
where clear demands are being set which can be met by
the team in the framework of a decomposition task. 
On the individual level the lists of activities should be
generated with the help of the available software. On
the one hand they list activities according to dates with
specifications of the technical solution, responsible per-
son, deadline and level of achievement but on the other
hand they do not determine the process structure. 
Interfaces between the different levels are being
formed through activities with the aim of decomposition
of goals and tasks and feedback of results in the sense
of controlling. Through such activities the team level can
influence the management level and vice versa. The
system also documents and saves the data in a flawless
and clear manner even though the project might be al-
ready over. This enables future teams to use knowledge
out of running or past projects for their own planning
processes. By this means a prevention against critical in-
cidents and misconductions becomes possible.

5 Conclusion

The results of the study show that an information and
interface management based on an integrative soft-

ware concept is needed in highly complex projects. A
commonly used, priority-structured project information
system seems to be useful. It should be based on a da-
tabase that saves all the activities undertaken and all the
relevant pieces of information. 

On an individual level the single developer interacts with
the system in order to plan his work with the help of
lists of activities. 

On a team level the team is being supported by group-
ware that maps cumulated lists of activities as well as
network plans and thus supports the interactions of the
different team members. 

On a management level milestone plans serve the pur-
pose to visualize a rough workflow and therefore man-
age the project as a whole. 
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ABSTRACT

CSCW did not diffuse as rapidly as most IS researchers envisioned two decades ago. We argue that this per-
tains firstly to a lack of understanding of group work from the systems designers point of view. Secondly re-
searchers did not adress the process of introduction of CSCW systems in a manageable way for practice. We
use the concept of implementation characteristics to derive some guidelines for a successful adoption of
CSCW. 

1 CSCW – what is it about?

1.1 Basic concepts and some examples 

For a long time, ideas and applications of computer sup-
port for group work have been around – but not at hand
in organizational reality. Diffusion (or rate of adoption) of
these ideas has been poor in the last two decades. On
the other hand – ideas that have been around and were
touted dead, are still around: mainframe computers –
today called servers. The difference between these two
ideas is, that we are talking about a technical concept in
the case of mainframe computers and about a socio-
technical concept in the case of CSCW. This exerts con-
siderable influence on the adoption process of CSCW
applications.
After mainframe computers revolutionized the way
how administrative tasks were performed, a new spe-
cies of applications emerged on our desktops in the mid
70ies: office automation systems. These systems were
single user applications and basically aimed to enhance
personal productivity with digital spreadsheets, word
processors and databases. Ten years later, the concept
of group work became popular – researchers and prac-
titioners discovered the group as a social system which
might enhance business performance. So called “pro-
cess gains” of group work were supposed to enhance
productivity (Nunamaker; Dennis; Valacich et al. 1991). 
But office automation systems were not designed for
groups and researchers and practitioners were wonder-
ing about the question how to improve group work with
computers. The failure of office automation systems to
support groups effectively and efficiently is based on a
large difference in design requirements for such sys-
tems. Of course – technology was a limiting factor, but
designers did not know how people work together in
groups (Grudin 1991). Which are processes and condi-
tions that constitute an effective and efficient socio-
technical system? Some answers to these rather socio-
logical questions have to be translated into design re-

quirements for information systems engineers. We are
talking about a class of applications and organizational
concepts called computer supported collaborative work
(CSCW), a term coined by Cashman and Greif during a
Workshop at MIT in 1984 (Schlichter; Reichwald; Koch
et al. 2001). 

CSCW is a multidisciplinary field of research and appli-
cation, which aims at the design of information systems
that enhance temporarily and spatially independent
group work. CSCW applications usually consist of fea-
tures for information, communication, coordination and
collaboration. CSCW applications are widely known
through the dominant commercial software packages
Lotus Notes ™ and Microsoft Exchange ™. A tool that
has received significant interest from both practitioners
and researchers is GroupSystems™ as a platform to
support synchronous group work.

Today, an understanding of group work in order to de-
sign tools that allow the transformation of shared digital
material is used by engineers as the main point of refer-
ence. The concept of shared digital material differenti-
ates collaboration from communication by providing an
explicit and shared point of reference (Schrage 1990).
Collaborative problem solving in a distributed work set-
ting, for example, is enabled by the digital representa-
tion of shared material and the provision of tools to
transform this material. 

1.2 CSCW applications as enablers of new 

ways of doing business

After one and a half decades of research and practice,
CSCW applications are integrated in some organization-
al innovations which try to respond to changing market
conditions and aspirations of employees. Telework
aims at concepts to make work more flexible by tech-
nology enabled arrangements – nameley remote ac-
cess to databases, communication channels and coop-
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eration material. 4 different forms of telework can be
differentiated:

2 The diffusion of innovations approach 
in CSCW

Although CSCW is a not a failure today, results are
somewhat mixed (Orlikowski 1992a; Klein; Krcmar
Schenk 2000). Of course - we know much more about
the nature of group work and how it is affected by com-
puter support, but most knowledge is gleaned from lab
research and digital collaboration has not diffused as
rapidly as researchers envisioned a decade ago. We be-
lieve mixed results in CSCW research and practice are
mainly the result of a lack of knowledge about the pro-
cess of introducing these systems as an innovation in a
business context. 

Rogers defines diffusion as “the process by which an
innovation is communicated through certain channels
over time among the members of a social system”
(Rogers 1995, 5). The organizational decision process to
adopt an innovation constitutes diffusion and is the is-
sue at hand for research and practice. According to Rog-
ers, the innovation decision and therefore the speed of
diffusion on the individual level is strongly influenced by
the innovation characteristics (relative advantage, trial-
ability, observability, compatibility, complexity). These
characteristics are also important and have to be taken
into account for CSCW succes. 

But another class of variables play an important role too,
on which we will focus on the rest of this paper. If we
shift the focus from the individual level to a group or or-
ganizational level, we have to deal with another level of
complexity. Firstly, there is usually not one decision
maker who decides about and uses the technology.
That is, the communication process about the innova-
tion is different since it has to address management and
users. Secondly, innovations in organizations are em-
bedded in a network of activities and dependencies.
This aspect is especially important in CSCW projects,
since the benefits of systems usage for the individual
are tied to the usage of the group as a whole. An inter-
esting perspective on that issue is provided by Leonard-
Barton (1988a). She proposes a model of implementa-
tion characteristics. In that, not only the inherent charac-
teristics of an innovation (as identified by Rogers) have
to be considered but also implementation characteris-
tics of an innovation. These characteristics set parame-

ters for implementation strategies and influence the in-
novation response decisions, which can be acceptance,
rejection or even sabotage.

Implementation characteristics are (1) transferability, (2)
complexity and (3) divisibility. 

(1) Transferability refers to the proof of feasability of a
technology (preparedness) and “the degree to which a
technologies operating principles (know how) and un-
derlying scientific principles (know why) can be commu-
nicated to people other than its developers” (Communi-
cability) (Leonard-Barton 1988a, 608). In recent years,
CSCW applications have reached reasonable stability
and reliability. On the other hand, the concept of shared
digital material is not at all easy to communicate, and
people usually need coaching on their way towards dig-
ital collaboration.

(2) Complexity from Leonard-Barton’s point of view is
characterized by organizational span as the number of
people affected by the introduction of an innovation and
by organizational scope which “is determined by the
number of different organizational subunits that must al-
ter their output or input operations to accommodate an
innovation” (Leonard-Barton 1988a, 612). 

(3) Divisibility has two dimensions: modularization and
individualization. Modularization is related to the tech-
nology and how it is possible to introduce single mod-
ules, each of which provides some benefit for the unit
of adoption. Individualization is “the potential for bene-
ficial use of a technology {…} independent of the inno-
vation responses of others {…}” (Leonard-Barton
1988a, 613). 

Some characteristics-variables identified by Leonard-
Barton vary significantly dependent on size and scope
of a CSCW project. On the other hand, transferability
(particularly communicability) and divisibility seem to
show stable patterns in CSCW projects. Communicabil-
ity is relatively low, because people cannot anticipate ef-
fects and consequences for their evereyday work with-
out a hands on CSCW experience. The divisibility di-
mension is relativeley low, too. Whereas modularization
is in part feasable with most commercial groupware
platforms, individualization of CSCW applications is a
problem: The use of shared digital material for coopera-
tion is not useful, if only a part of a group uses this ma-
terial. That is, the beneficial use of technology is tied to
the innovation response of others. The next section pre-

Figure 1: Different forms of telework (Reichwald;
Möslein Englberger 2001, 442)

Figure 2: Implementation Characteristics (Leonard-Bar-
ton 1988a)
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sents some guidelines for successful CSCW implemen-
tation.

3 Being a successful innovator - some 
issues in the adoption of CSCW

Given that CSCW projects are characterized by low
communicability and relatively low divisibility, we sug-
gest the following strategies, based on the assumption
that implementation characteristics exert a significant
influence on the diffusion of an innovation:

(1) Involvement of users - learn from and with users
about their work processes and contexts. On this basis,
provide training scenarios that include problemsolving
with and without CSCW technology to make clear what
the difference really is. Only if individual benefits are
clear, one will achieve a critical mass of users. 

(2) Enable mutual adaptation of technology and or-

ganization – (technological) innovations are more suc-
cessful, if people are encouraged to modify the technol-
ogy in question to their needs and organizational struc-
tures are flexible enough to respond to new usage pat-
terns (Rogers 1995). The window of opportunity (Tyre
and Orlikowski 1994) for these processes is relatively
small. As Tyre and Orlikowski showed, most adaptive
activities are performed in a 1-7 months period after im-
plementation. Structural change occurs only, if manage-
ment champions “an experiment, rather than a project
with a highly certain outcome” (Leonard-Barton 1988a,
619). 

(3) Focus on problems, not tools – successful CSCW
applications start with a clear defined problem of people
who are expected to used the technology. This rather
obvious advice is often neglected in practice because of
the pressure to achieve “quick wins” – often based on
availability of technology and not the potential to solve
problems.

(4) Focus on core business processes – CSCW appli-
cations aim to change behaviour. Changing behaviour
needs practice, therefore a successful adoption of
CSCW applications is achieved more easily if applica-
tions are embedded in core business processes. 
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ABSTRACT

For the computer support of cooperative engineering design tasks, aspects of individual knowledge repre-
sentation and team-based, collaborative work are described. In a cognitive engineering approach an analysis
of empirical data in conjunction with the theories of shared mental models and awareness are used to derive
implied requirements for cooperative design systems.

1 Introduction

Current product development processes can be charac-
terized by their interdisciplinary team-based work orga-
nization. Regarding problem solving in design teams co-
operative and coordinative aspects of simultaneous en-
gineering become more important. The extensive intra-
enterprise cooperation requires a comprehensive infor-
mation technology network not only on the level of data
exchange but also on the level of knowledge sharing be-
tween various departments according to competency-
oriented labor partition. The following cognitive engi-
neering approach tries to support computer mediated
interdisciplinary design work by modeling and structur-
ing product development on a knowledge-based level.

2 Knowledge representation for 
engineering design from a single user 
perspective

Starting point for a cognitive engineering approach to
computer supported cooperative design are former
studies in supporting a single designer’s work.

Rasmussen (1986) described a two-dimensional rea-
soning space as a conceptual framework for human in-
formation processing. Functional properties of technical
systems are represented by a means-ends abstraction
hierarchy. This hierarchy describes bottom-up what
components and functions can be used for, how they
may serve higher level purposes, and, top-down, how
these purposes can be implemented. Independently,
and orthogonal to this functional dimension, various ag-
gregation levels describe the whole-parts relationships
of the system as a hierarchy of parts.

In all design process phases according to established
design methodology (Pahl et al., 1996) the designer’s
tasks can be assigned to different levels of abstraction
in correlation to Rasmussen’s model of a functional ab-
straction hierarchy (Luczak et al., 2001). In the dimen-
sion of means-ends-relationships five abstraction levels
can be separated:

(1) The requirements list is a result of task definition
and clarification to describe essential functional pur-
poses and goals at the most abstract level.

(2) The identification of functional interrelationships
refers to the level of abstract function, where con-
versions of energy, material and signals are defined.

(3) The description of standard functional relationships
is the basis for principal solution variants.

(4) To perform these generalized functions and work-
ing principles, physical effects and general material
properties are used.

(5) Results of final design in the construction interrela-
tionship are all product defining data and related
documents.

The designer’s mental model of the task can compatibly
be represented in this framework and the structure can
be used as a computer supported reasoning and naviga-
tion space. In an empirical case study (based on a de-
sign task derived from design methodology) this ap-
proach proved to meet the demands of working engi-
neers. The results generally confirm the hypothesis that
a comprehensive and unambiguous structure for knowl-
edge representation in computer supported product de-
velopment can help in design problem solving and deci-
sion making (Schmidt & Luczak, 2000; Schmidt et al.,
2000).

3 Team-based product development

3.1 Empirical case study

The model of the design reasoning and navigation
space has to be extended from the single user perspec-
tive to meet the requirements of team-based product
development. To ensure the practical applicability of the
concept in addition to design theory, empirical data
were collected from a real product development scenar-
io. This survey comprised structured interviews, partici-
pating observation of subtasks’ solutions and an exten-
sive document analysis of the overall development
project.
The project was modeled and graphically described us-
ing activity diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) (Rumbaugh et al., 1999). Specific elements for
the aggregation and decomposition of activities as well
as for the description of communication, coordination
and cooperation (c3) processes were added. With re-
gard to c3 modeling these extended UML activity dia-
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grams were identified as suitable for task and informa-
tion modeling (Killich et al., 1999; Foltz et al., 2001).
Altogether, 134 activities and 121 objects were applied
to model the overall engineering design process of an
electromechanical product. A detailed task analysis re-
vealed the main problems and deficits in team-based
communication, coordination and cooperation process-
es. This was used to derive requirements for computer
supported cooperative design systems.

3.2 Analysis and requirements

Within the scope of teamwork a competency-oriented
labor partition is roughly determined in the project plan-
ning phase. Besides the single designer mentioned
above there are further engineers involved in the devel-
opment process. Some of them have a similar profes-
sional qualification and work in comparable subtasks;
others with different occupational skills and knowledge
solve complementary problems. Orasanu and Salas
(1993) characterize a ‘group’ by similar, possibly ex-
changeable members with homogeneous task-specific
knowledge and skills; in contrast, ‘teams’ have different
members concerning their professional qualification,
their roles and their responsibilities as well as they are
highly dependent from other team members to suc-
ceed a common goal (Orasanu and Salas, 1993; Kang et
al., 1998). Consequently, a user group specific knowl-
edge representation is required for cooperative design
systems.
As a first step, appropriate abstraction hierarchies for
other team members can be established comparable to
the conceptual framework for the single design engi-
neer. Instancing an electrical engineer’s hierarchy, the
whole-part- and means-ends-relationships can com-
prise the representation of information on electrical
components. Five levels of abstraction cover
(1) the requirements list about electronics representing

the functional purpose,
(2) the block diagram for the functional structure of sig-

nal processing on an abstract level,
(3) the circuit diagram reflecting the generalized func-

tion of idealized electronic components,
(4) the simulation model of electronic circuits, including

the borders of physical function and time response
of non-ideal, real components and

(5) the physical form referring to components’ dimen-
sions, the mounting diagram and the layout of the
printed circuit board.

As a second example, when regarding a team member
belonging to the marketing department, there is no cor-
respondence to the physical function, but the means-
ends-relations can be defined according to the struc-
ture, that the respective higher abstraction level an-
swers the ‘Why?’ and the respective lower level re-
sponds to ‘How?’ as described in paragraph 2.
Altogether, user group specific abstraction hierarchies
for each member of the team enable task-and qualifica-
tion-specific views in the design system, different in re-
spect to content, but using a comparable structure for

modeling the reasoning space. This can be understood
as a user-specific filter on the overall database.

Due to cooperative work and mutual dependencies,
team members need to coordinate or ‘synchronize’ at
particular points in time in terms of information ex-
change for other persons’ tasks. Intermediate or final re-
sults of individual tasks are interchanged at a kind of
junction between individual abstraction hierarchies.
From a cognitive engineering point of view this requires
not only an access via data systems technology with no-
tification and version management, but also a shared
understanding in collaborative and the exchange part-
ner’s individual tasks. E.g. a team member must esti-
mate, whether or what kind of information is important
for the cooperation partner. Otherwise data exchange
can result in information overflow and problems to filter
the relevant information, as the investigated product de-
velopment scenario and Simon and Springer (1997)
pointed out. Rouse et al. (1992) describe the high rele-
vance of shared mental models for cooperative work
and the related team knowledge about roles, relation-
ships and mechanisms of team performance. 

For users’ task coordination and as a context for a team
members own activity, knowledge of what the other
team members are doing at the same time or have
done before is essential (also referred to as ‘aware-
ness’; Dourish & Belotti, 1992). According to Greenberg
et al. (1996) four types of awareness are distinguish-
able:

(1) Informal awareness is fundamental knowledge
about the general, temporal and spatial presence of
cooperation partners.

(2) Group-structural awareness refers to knowledge
about roles and responsibilities of the other team
members.

(3) Social awareness stands for knowledge about
attention paid by another person, her emotional
state and her level of interest derived from the
social context

(4) Workspace awareness comprises knowledge about
other team members’ kind of interaction within a
shared workspace.

As an implication for computer supported cooperative
design systems, information about ‘who is participating
in the design process’, ‘what are the other team mem-
bers doing’ and ‘where are they working’, should be
considered to ensure high awareness during synchro-
nous collaborative work.

Especially the term of group-structural awareness is
closely connected to the concept of shared mental
models defined by Orasanu and Salas (1993), namely
shared understanding of other members’ knowledge
about functional principles, terms, language, methods,
standards, roles and responsibilities.

Ye (1998) as well as Kraiger and Wenzel (1997) pointed
out, that shared mental models can be measured and
quantified. The significance of shared mental models
for team performance could be proved empirically (Gar-
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bis/Wærn, 1999; Kang et al., 1998). Also the weak point
analysis of the investigated development process ex-
poses cooperation problems if there is an insufficient
shared mental model, estimated on basis of the in-
volved persons’ qualification and know-how. This impli-
cates cooperative design systems not only to offer
common junctions between user group specific ab-
straction hierarchies, but also to support a shared men-
tal model with the cooperation partner at these nodal
points. For example, if team member A can look to a
certain degree at member B’s reasoning space, A is en-
abled to set his own results in context to member B’s
tasks. According to awareness aspects, attributes to
describe the junction’s characteristics can be: involved
persons, their roles and responsibilities referring to the
cooperation object, the kind of exchanged data and its
time slot, conditions for access (synchronous, asyn-
chronous, limited access rights), quality and state of in-
formation.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, a cognitive engineering approach to com-
puter supported product development regarding the
theories of awareness and shared mental models was
presented. To meet the requirements of team-based
engineering design, individual abstraction hierarchies
and attributed junctions between them were used. It is
planned to evaluate this approach using a software pro-
totype.
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ABSTRACT

Data, states, events, information, experience and knowledge are present in all production enterprises in a
vast array of forms. There is a common trend for storage, administration and processing of these in a distrib-
uted and connected information system for collaborative computer work. Work objects and data in a shared
computer application can be continually changed and modified by different users working simultaneously
with this application. Due to the different versions and the history of a common working object it becomes
more and more important to be aware of the various states of the object. Within a recently completed com-
parative investigation study at the "Laboratory for Human-Machine-Interaction" of the ifab-Institute, different
ways of visualizing object versions and archives were evaluated. The investigation was based on different
structured visualization forms.

1 Introduction 

Work objects (for example a text document or a draw-
ing of a new product) and data in a shared computer ap-
plication can be continually changed and modified by
different users working simultaneously with this appli-
cation. Due to the different versions and the history of a
common working object it becomes more and more im-
portant to be aware of the various states of the object.
The version of an object is the explicit notation of a
changing- or development level of this object. The fol-
lowing example should explain this in detail: within the
shared development process of the design of a new
product by different design engineers distributed over
distant locations, different object versions (drawings)
will be created and must be administrated by the com-
puter application.

Moreover, the notification and visualization of different
temporary modifications of an object, the so-called ob-
ject history, is essential for the users in many applica-
tion areas (e.g. CAD, CASE or CSCW). The object histo-
ry can be realized with the use of time-orientated at-
tributes for the transaction time, the so-called time
marks. Object versions and their historical evolutions
stored in archives are quite meaningful for engineering
applications. The concept of object versions and ar-
chives presents new and comprehensive possibilities
for cooperative computer work in distant working
groups.

When using the construct of object versions and ar-
chives in shared work organizations importance must
be attached to the user-friendly visualization of these at-
tributes. A user-friendly design of object versions and
archives requires an integration of human information
processing aspects. The state of a work object must be
visualized in a comprehensive, actual, process-orientat-
ed, perceptible, interpretable and user-friendly way in
order to fulfil the ergonomic transparency requirement. 

2 Design of the investigation of 
archives and versions of objects

2.1 Participants and methods of the 

investigation

The ifab-Institute of Human and Industrial Engineering
at the University of Karlsruhe is occupied with the struc-
tured development and the cognitively-orientated ex-
perimental evaluation of human-computer interfaces in
work environments. Within a recently completed com-
parative investigation study at the "Laboratory for Hu-
man-Machine-Interaction" of the ifab-Institute, different
ways of visualizing object versions and archives were
evaluated. Twenty test persons from several industry
enterprises took part in this examination. In this way it
could be verified to what degree the developed repre-
sentation variations fulfilled the demand for industrial
relevance.

In order to achieve the results, several evaluation tech-
niques were used: eye mark registration, key stroke re-
cording, video-taped observation of the test subjects
and interview with checklists. The eye mark registration
with a SMI Headmounted Eyetracking Device System
(SMI 1999), for example, is very useful in finding out
which spot on the interface the user is looking at, which
type of information representation he prefers or, gener-
ally speaking, in which way the cognitive information
processing is proceeding. In particular, key data give ob-
jective hints on aspects of a user-friendly visualization.
Key stroke recording was used to examine interactions
of the test subjects and to record e.g. the time the user
needed to perform a specific task. Thus, this method
was suitable for the analysis of the tactile actions of a
user on the keyboard or mouse. Furthermore, other
methods, such as video recordings of the test subject's
actions and structured interviews, were used to obtain
subjective information.
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2.2 Investigated variants of archives and 

versions of objects

The identification of components, their state of validity
and time of transactions on them can be called upon for
the representation and assessment of temporal as-
pects in object modelling (see Schreiber 1995; Saake et
al 1997). 

2.2.1 Identification of object versions:

Normally, as soon as an object is created for the first
time, only one valid version of this object should be dis-
played to the user. If modifications to the object are car-
ried out, the user must be made aware of the version
sequence in such a way that the versions can be distin-
guished from one another and can be arranged accord-
ing to their historical context.

2.2.2 State of validity of a version:

In the representation of data the user must know
whether the object version is valid, outdated or invalid.
The state of validity of a version generally changes with
time.

2.2.3 Transaction date:

The transaction date (also called "time of registration")
indicates when a specific version of the object was
saved in the database. Fundamentally, the transaction
date can neither changed retroactively, nor can it lie in
the future.
Fundamentally different forms of visualization can be
chosen for presenting object versions, the state of valid-
ity and the transaction date. In the choice of a represen-
tation variant, it is important that the user can locate the
sought data quickly, securely as well as perceive and
process it without error. Various characteristics such as
form (e.g. fonts, pictograms, graphics), colour (e.g. red,
yellow, green) and location (e.g. object proximity) can be
used for the optical coding of object variants. Generally,
the variants differ with respect to the coding of their po-
sition on the screen (fig. 1). The object attributes are
usually visualized either in direct proximity to the object
(e.g. version number directly beside the object name) or
at a greater distance to it (e.g. version number in an in-
formation bar). The coding of version identification and
transaction date were implemented numerically. Ac-
cording to this, a version is described clearly by a ver-
sion number as well as a transaction date (date and
time). Other forms of graphical visualization of these
quantitative specifications, e.g. with symbols or dia-
grammes, are, from an ergonomics point of view, not
suitable (see DIN 66 234, part 5, 1988; Shneiderman
1998
In comparison, qualitative statements about the state of
validity can be represented by means of alphanumeric
symbols, colours or pictographical symbols (see DIN 66
234, part 5, 1998). The state of validity of a version could
assume the characteristic "current" (current version with
the most recent date of transaction), "valid" (not the cur-
rent version, some attributes however are still valid) or

"invalid" (outdated version, attributes are no longer val-
id). An object can, according to this definition, posses
one or more actual versions, one or more valid versions
as well as one or more invalid versions. Three variants
with alphanumeric symbols (current, valid, invalid), one
colour coded "traffic light"-representation (green de-
notes current, yellow denotes valid, red denotes invalid)
and one abstract bar graph representation (full denotes
current, half full denotes valid, empty denotes invalid)
were examined for the representation of the state of va-
lidity. These three variants were, in one case, positioned
directly beside the object, and in the other case, posi-
tioned at a distance (in the information bar).

Each test person was given a series of tasks including
21 tasks of identifying versions, validity states as well as
times of transaction for various objects. In this test, the
objects were instanced using condensed key figures
from the areas of personnel, technology and organiza-
tion (key figure system defined by Groth 1992). In differ-
ent scenarios from order scheduling and operations
planning the test persons were then required to pro-
cess various of data archives aspects (e.g. identification
of the oldest and still valid version of an object, identifi-
cation of the instance with transaction data 13.11.97
etc.). Initially, the different variants were presented to
the user separately. In a final scenario all variants were
then integrated into the user interface in order to sort
out the user's preferred variant.

3 Results of the investigation

The questions posed were:

• Which spatial position is preferred for the represen-
tation of version number, transaction date or state
of validity with respect to the representation posi-
tion of the object?

• Which representation of the state of validity is pre-
ferred?

• Which strategy is used preferentially for searching
historical data?

The assessment of the interviews and the eye move-
ment registration showed that all test persons preferred
the coding of the version number, transaction date and
state of validity in direct proximity to the object. A rep-
resentation of these attributes in the information bar

Figure 1: Visualization of object versions and archives 

Identification of versions

Component Investigated variants

letters, 

in direct or distant
position to the object

State of validity

Transaction date

Examples

version number:
V1, V2, ...

data entry time:
12.04.1998 / 13.31 h

letters,
traffic light visualization,
filling beams visualization,

each in direct or distant
position to the object

letters, 

in direct or distant
position to the object
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(e.g. after the mouse pointer was moved over the ob-
ject) was proven to be unsuitable; this form of coding
led to a 25 % longer search time. Furthermore, it was
observed that an indirect positioning of the temporal at-
tributes increased the strain on the visual system due to
more frequent glance changes, which is proven by the
average eye path of 20800 mm with an indirect posi-
tioning, compared with 16700 mm with positioning in
close proximity. Thus, the attributes for the representa-
tion of versions or archives should be placed relatively
close to the object. For example, in a list representation
of all objects, the version number should be aligned di-
rectly adjacent to the represented object.

The examination showed clear preferences for the rep-
resentation of the state of validity. The use of colour
coding (the traffic light representation in this examina-
tion) substantially improves the performance with re-
spect to orientating, searching and discovering of the
state of validity. A colour coding can be detected more
quickly in a set of objects than other forms of coding,
such as alphanumerical characters or abstract graphic
representations (e.g. bar graphs). This advantage of co-
lour coding is in part a result of the fact that colour sig-
nals can be discovered and differentiated well, even in
the periphery of the fixation point.

The comparison of the identification durations of the
sought objects (averaged for all test persons and tasks)
resulted in 17 s for colour coding, 22 s for bar graph rep-
resentation and 23 s for representation with written
characters. Thus, invalid objects should be coded, for
example, in red, either with red characters for the name
in the object list or with an abstract colour labelling (e.g.
a red circle beside the object name). However, it should
be mentioned that the sole use of colour as a coding
characteristic can not be recommended, for several rea-
sons (e.g. colour weakness of user, monochrome
screens). It should rather be supplemented with a fur-
ther form of coding (e.g. alphanumerical signs). 

During the survey of the test persons and the assess-
ment of the eye mark registration it was discovered that
various different strategies were used to solve the giv-
en tasks. It could thereby be differentiated between a
structured approach to identifying the object's historical
data and an unstructured one. In a structured approach
the presented set of objects is searched systematically
for the wanted attribute. Test persons with unstruc-
tured approaches shift their gaze to randomly chosen
objects in the hope of finding the right one in this man-
ner.

The rate of fixation can be called upon in the description
of glance behavior during task processing (Stowasser
2002). It has been shown that a much smaller fixation
rate can be ascertained with those individuals who use
a structured strategy (fig. 2). Glance transfers, so-called
saccades, occur between two fixations. The average
saccadic length was substantially longer when a struc-
tured approach was used than when an unstructured
approach was used. This behavior can be explained by
the fact that the test persons with a structured strategy
let their eyes flow over the rows or columns. A visual
information uptake can obviously not always be as-
sumed with this "wandered" gaze so that the saccades
between two fixations are longer. The eye path be-
haves differently: the more difficult the pattern of stim-
uli is to identify, the longer is the length of eye paths. In-
dividuals with an unstructured approach should be di-
rected by a structured arrangement of the objects on
the screen and a correspondingly clear representation
of the associated attributes.
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Figure 2: Key data of the eye mark registration of
object versions and histories 

Characteristic number All test persons
Test persons with

structured approach
Test persons with

unstructured approach

Total processing time (in s) 383 356 409

Fixation rate (1/s) 4.4 3.3 5.5

Average saccadic length
(in mm) 27 35 18

Total view path (in mm) 40,191 37,904 42,477
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ABSTRACT

Interorganizational cooperation is gaining in importance. A computer support can essentially improve the
communication and coordination of the involved partners. The technical and organizational realization of a
CSCW-System for an interfirm cooperation has to deal with two or more independent organizational units.
Hence, a software-tool has to take into account the different environmental and organizational conditions of
the partners. The article describes the experiences and results of the development and implementation of a
software-tool for a Small and Medium Sized Enterprise (SME) network in the German automotive supply
chain industry. The tool called VIA-TeamUp enables the communication of experts as well as the coordination
of discussion groups in order to make use of synergetic potentials.

1 Introduction

Automotive suppliers have to face new challenges. On
the one hand, the economic relationship between car
manufacturers and automotive suppliers has experi-
enced major changes within the last years. The car
manufacturers are outsourcing all operations, which are
not belonging to their core competencies, e.g. market-
ing, design, engine development and manufacturing.
Thus, the suppliers are required to develop and produce
complete systems or modules instead of supplying just
simple parts (Collins, 1996). On the other hand, the
changing environmental conditions are leading to an in-
creasing pressure according to time, quality and costs.
Keywords like globalization, global competition, de-
creasing time to market etc. are becoming more and
more crucial for these companies (Baur et al., 1999; Eh-
rig, 1999; Wildemann, 1992). 
Most of the Small and Medium Sized Enterprises
(SMEs) are not able to cope with these new challenges
by themselves. Furthermore, the complexity of the de-
velopment process and the production of whole sys-
tems or modules requires a close collaboration of differ-
ent disciplines. Therefore, the strategic concept of co-
operation, in-between the economic field of 'make or
buy', is gaining in importance. ‘There is a large amount
of partnering activity going on between suppliers in the
form of alliances, acquisitions and mergers. Strategic al-
liances are by far the most common form of partnering’
(Automotive Consulting Group, 1996: 47).

2 Computer Supported 
Interorganizational Work

Cooperation always involves two or more organizational
units. In terms of an interfirm cooperation two structural
levels of work processes have to be taken into consid-
eration: The level of industrial relations and organiza-
tions and the level of human relations and group work
(Luczak, 1997: p.346). On the level of the industrial rela-
tions and organizations, the environmental and organi-
zational conditions as well as the overall goal of the in-

terfirm cooperation are defined. On the level of the hu-
man relations and group work, the cooperation is actu-
ally performed. A prerequisite for a cooperation on this
level is an unhindered communication of the individuals
(Piepenburg, 1991: 81). Another condition of coopera-
tion is, that several activities of the organizational units
have to be related to each other. Furthermore, ‘coordi-
nation is managing dependencies between activities’
(Malone & Crowston 1994). Hence, improving the com-
munication and coordination of the individuals and their
cooperational tasks is one major aspect to enable a con-
venient framework for interfirm cooperation.

Form and extent of an interorganizational cooperation
can vary from a mere information or data sharing up to
an organizational integration like a joint venture. The ob-
jectives of the cooperation activities are likewise nu-
merous. Thus, it is very difficult for the management of
a SME to decide on and set up a suitable cooperation
strategy. Furthermore, a common approach to initiate,
form and run an interorganizational cooperation is lack-
ing. A lot of existing concepts, methods and tools ac-
cording to a work system can be applied, though. The
use of these approaches is often limited by the differ-
ences of the partners in technique, organization and
personnel. Hence, existing approaches for communica-
tion and cooperation support have to be investigated
and adapted, or elaborated, to specific cooperation con-
ditions.

3 Communication and Coordination 
Support of an Enterprise Network

In 1994, ten SMEs of the German automotive supply
chain industry decided to cooperate in order to meet the
new requirements stemming back to the environmental
changes described earlier. These competitors initiated
common discussion groups to work on special topics
and exchange experiences in sales, design, quality man-
agement and electronic data processing (EDP). One
specialist of every company took place at regular meet-
ings which were related to the respective expertise.
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Thereby, the basis for an information exchange and a
mutual learning process was established. More and
more this cooperation has been extended, so that this
network of automotive suppliers (called VIA) incorpo-
rates three joint ventures so far. 

Even if the interorganizational cooperation was very
successful, the effort to organize and stick together the
several discussion groups was very high, because the
members of each group work at different locations
within a different organizational structure. For instance,
making a simple agreement on a common appointment
besides the regular meetings took a lot of time. Further-
more, problem solving processes out of the meetings
were carried out bilaterally via email or telephone. Thus,
the discussion of problems and the elaboration of the
respective solutions had to be done repeatedly within a
group. Therefore, VIA and the Institute of Industrial En-
gineering and Ergonomics (IAW) decided to ease the
communication and coordination within the discussion
groups. In several workshops with different discussion
groups, a concept of a computer supported communi-
cation and coordination tool was elaborated. According-
ly, the software tool should support the management of
the groups, the information exchange between the
group members, visualize the organizational structure
of the project teams, allow access from different loca-
tions and be accessible from different IT-platforms.
Hence, the software called VIA TeamUp had been con-
ceptualized, programmed and applied to the network.

VIA Team Up is an internet-based application. Every reg-
istered user can access VIA TeamUp by using a usual in-
ternet browser and login with a personal account and
password. VIA TeamUp consists of several areas. Every
user can access the common area as well as the re-
spective group area of the discussion group (according
to the assigned rights), e.g. the sales area. In the com-
mon area information about the network itself is of-
fered, whereas the other group areas consist of the sev-
en modules document management of minutes of
meeting, making appointments, team calendar, to-do
list, project team news, discussion and group organiza-
tion. The use of the respective modules had to be sim-
ple and feasible for an unpracticed computer user.

According to the assigned rights, in the first module
document management of minutes of meeting the user
can up- or download minutes of a meeting with associ-
ated information like date of the meeting, state of the
minute (preliminary or agreed) and subject. In the mod-
ule making appointments, the user can invite people to
a meeting and suggest up to five different dates for the
appointment. The invited people are going to be notified
by an email and have to choose for every suggestion be-
tween the states "accept", "accept under reserve" and
"deny". The inviting person can fix a date based on the
result of the voting afterwards. In figure 1, an exemplary
result of a vote of 20 group members is shown. The in-

viting person would probably choose the appointment
on February 15th, 2002.

After fixing the appointment by the inviting person, this
date is automatically entered in the team calendar
where supplementary dates can also be filed. Further-
more, every invited person will be informed via email
about the appointment. Thus, an arrangement of an ap-
pointment can be fixed for 20 persons within 2 days
without any additional effort of the inviting person as
shown in figure 2. 

The common to-do list comprises all group-related tasks
that have been agreed on. The task possessor can
change the percentage of completion as well as the
state from "not started", "in process", "wait mode",
"placed back" or "completed". The group members
themselves demanded a visualization of overdue tasks
to be implemented in Via Team Up in order to increase
the commitment on commonly agreed tasks. In the
project team news module the entitled persons can en-
ter information which are relevant for all involved group
members. In the discussion module, specific topics or
questions can be discussed and answered by the
group. Every group member has the possibility to enter
a new discussion theme or to answer to a specific state-
ment. Especially within the EDP area the discussion
module was frequently used to solve specific problems.
Thus it became obvious that a lot of problems had al-
ready been solved by partners within the network. In
the group organization module every person who can

Figure 1: Exemplary Result of an Appointment Voting.

Figure 2: Time Dependent Arrangement of an Appoint-
ment.
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access the group area is listed with his or her assigned
rights. This organizational transparency is a crucial factor
for the acceptance of a communication tool.
Besides all modules, several cross-functions have been
implemented. Accordingly, it is possible to subscribe to
every module. By subscribing to a module a notification
via email is served if a new entry is added to the mod-
ule. Thus, the user can individually specify whether he
wants to be kept up-to-date automatically or not. In or-
der to apply to personal communication preferences,
the subscriber can choose whether he or she wants to
be informed immediately, every hour or once per day.
Another cross-function is related to the group structural
awareness. Every name entry in the system, e.g. in dis-
cussion groups or to-do lists, contains a business card
which can be activated by clicking on the name. This
business card comprises, in addition to the general in-
formation like telephone number and address, a photo
of the respective persons (see figure 3). Thus the link
between entered information and the face of the re-
spective person is established. This is very important
because the regular discussion meetings take place
once a month, which is not enough for the group mem-
bers to link faces to names and enterprises.

For an administrator of an interfirm cooperation tool it is
very difficult to keep up-to-date all data of the groups
and their members. Therefore, a decentralized adminis-
tration concept has been implemented. Every group
member is responsible for the administration of his or
her personal data like telephone number and address.
Additionally, for every area a group administrator is as-

signed, who can add or remove members from/to the
group. Furthermore, the group administrator can
change and remove all data entries of the area. The sys-
tem administrator therefore can add new areas and ad-
ministrate the Common Area as well as assign the
group administrators.

4 Conclusion

A CSCW tool for communication and coordination sup-
port of an interfirm cooperation was presented. The
elaborated and implemented software, called VIA Tea-
mUp, has been widely accepted within the network be-
cause of its feasibility. Thus, VIA TeamUp has been
used by the network of automotive suppliers for two
years so far. By now Via Team Up consists of seven ar-
eas including one specific area for the managers of the
SMEs. The network is growing and in January 2002 a
new Joint Venture for the consulting service of the net-
work called VIA Consult has been set up. 
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ABSTRACT

The development of a Web-based portal for the community of man-machine-interaction is the primary goal of
the project MMI-Interaktiv. Scientists and other experts both in research and in industry can use this portal
for information retrieval, communication, support and help. The portal is funded by the DFN organization and
addresses initially German-speaking people. According to these aspects the portal is extended with a shared
workspace to meet the cooperative needs depending on different user groups. High usability is an important
aspect of the implementation. Therefore, the design should be flexible and cover most of the requirements.
To achieve these aims a “Shared Workspace Open Framework” called SWOF was developed. This frame-
work can be adapted to several cooperation tasks and even to other problems.

1 Introduction

Today, cooperative work is a common practice in re-
search and development. Therefore, it is typical for both
teams of developers in industry and scientists of differ-
ent research organizations to work together as a virtual
and interdisciplinary team. The goal of the project MMI-
Interaktiv is the development of a portal called “ergo-
nauten.net” (see figure 1) that focuses on the scientists
and experts of the community of man-machine-interfac-
es (MMI) needs. To build up the portal some already ex-
isting components are used: an online journal, psycho-
logical and ergonomic links, a list of upcoming confer-
ences and a database of experts in ergonomics and in-
dustrial engineering (Bruder et al., 2001). These
components are completed by a shared workspace that
should be both flexible and easy to use (Kuenzer &
Schmidt, 2002).

A Shared Workspace is a kind of a groupware system.
Users share workspaces (e.g. for different projects)
with each other or have their private ones (e.g. for per-
sonal documents). A shared workspace can contain dif-
ferent kinds of information such as documents, pic-

tures, URL links to other Web pages, threaded discus-
sions, information about other users and more. The con-
tents of the workspaces are often arranged in a folder
hierarchy based on structuring principles agreed upon
by the members of a workspace (see Appelt, 1999).

The use of shared workspaces is becoming increasingly
popular today (Appelt, 2001). Nevertheless, these sys-
tems have some problems and so the acceptance is of-
ten not very high. Caused by the technical restrictions
given by the Internet protocols HTTP and HTML, the us-
ability e.g. is usually not good. Nevertheless, the re-
quirements of the users are not considered adequately.

2 Cooperative Work in the Web

Starting from these considerations a detailed analysis in
terms of cooperative work was conducted. The goal of
a study was to show, which aspects of information and
communication processes and relations are important
within the context of a cooperation platform like MMI-
Interaktiv. For this, the style of existing cooperation re-
lations as well as problems using the World Wide Web
were focused (Leuchter et al., 2002).

The analysis results show that cooperation is an impor-
tant part of the work of MMI scientists and experts (the
target group of ergonauten.net). Cooperative work is
done mostly “offline” so far. The web as a cooperation-
medium is not used frequently so far: only 5 percent of
respondents use shared workspaces for their work and
about 40 percent do not even know what a shared
workspace is.

However, the study shows that there is a need for a bet-
ter technical support of cooperative work. Caused by
the large amount of cooperative activities the users see
both a technical and a time benefit. Therefore the inte-
gration of a shared workspace to support the coopera-
tive work is a critical factor for the acceptance of ergo-
nauten.net.

Figure 1:  Design Draft for ergonauten.net
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3 Requirement Analysis

The criteria for electronic workspaces in figure 2 (Herel,
2000) form the basis for the requirement analysis.

A survey should show how and to what extent people
are using existing shared workspaces in their work. For
this 28 persons were questioned. 18 of these inter-
viewees belonged to the university field. Figure 3
shows the results for the main features for those inter-
viewees having at least a medium skill in working with
shared workspaces (altogether 15 interviewees, there-
of 10 of the university field).

Furthermore the people who are involved in MMI were
questioned for their requirement priorities according to
the main features (figure 3). This information was used
for a detailed requirement list, which forms the basis for
the new shared workspace component of ergonau-
ten.net.

4 Shared Workspace Open Framework 
(SWOF)

Many commercial and some free groupware solutions
frequently integrate shared workspace functionality.
Apart from using different concepts (e.g. virtual file sys-
tem vs. rooms), they are mostly web-based. Normally
users use several shared workspaces for different
projects (particularly when cooperating with other com-
panies). Therefore it is important to consider the effort
for training with these systems.

In the most cases the usability of such solutions is not
comparable to the usability of desktop applications. One
reason for this is the limited technical possibilities of
HTTP and HTML respectively. In addition many shared
workspaces have a lot of functions, which the normal
user doesn’t need. However, most users only know
and use a small set of functions (Appelt, 2001) and this
makes the usability often poor. Nevertheless, the set of
functions a user really needs differs depending on the
cooperation goals. Because of this it is not sufficient to
reduce the amount of functions to increase usability.

As a possible solution to this a “Shared Workspace
Open Framework” (SWOF) was conceptualized, which
focuses on easy adaptation and extension of a shared
workspace. Depending on the cooperation task only the
required objects and functions are available. So this ap-
proach reduces complexity as well as the learning effort
of the user:

• A lot of basic functions and object types are avail-
able using SWOF as an adequate shared work-
space.

• Different use cases (e.g. engineering tasks or docu-
ment creation) can be supported by adding ade-
quate object types or removing functions that are
not needed.

5 Architecture

The architecture of SWOF uses an application server
and is based on Java Servlet Pages. The free available
and widely used open source solution Tomcat has been
chosen due to the fact that it is the JSP reference imple-
mentation. In order to derive an open architecture that
can be easily extended, the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) design pattern has been chosen (see figure 4).

• As model, basic object types for SWOF were imple-
mented, which support the basic features like data-
base persistence, presentation and modification.
The object types were structured in a way that
allows other developers to improve the existing
framework to support new tasks. This is shown
schematically in figure 5.

• The controller distributes user requests and for-
wards these to the referring objects and methods.
If necessary, the controller can be extended too.

• The view component is responsible for the presen-
tation in SWOF and can be tailored completely to
support other layouts or user interfaces. 

Figure 2:  Criteria for Shared Workspace

Figure 3:  Users’ Usage and Requirements for Shared
Workspaces (5 = High, 0 = None) Figure 4:  Model-View-Controller Design Pattern
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6 SWOF and ergonauten.net

The primary goal for developing SWOF was to extend
ergonauten.net with a shared workspace. To achieve a
smooth integration for this purpose several new object
classes were created. On the one hand the user’s hab-
its have to be supported in a more natural way. Thus
e.g. tailored workspaces are used such as 
• Personal Archives: Allow the user to store informa-

tion objects of interest in a hierarchical file system,
like links to the portal or documents he or she
found.

• Special Interest Groups: A workspace should
emphasize the common interests of the members
and increase their self-confidence. This is one pos-
sible way for user motivation (Kindsmueller et al.,
2002).

• Project Spaces: Focus on solving a special project
together with other users.

• Meeting Point: A central point for all users where
threaded discussions about “ergonauten.net” can
be held. In addition, this area contains documenta-
tion to the portal.

These workspaces have a different layout and some rel-
evant functions. Anyway, this approach makes it easier
to distinguish between workspaces, e.g. to search for a
Special Interest Group.
On the other hand, new object classes were created
corresponding to the objects in the portal like categories
and links to voting results etc. This enables users to
store global objects in the Personal Archives.

7 Other Use Cases for SWOF

A major advantage of the SWOF framework is that it
could be used in different cooperation cases without
modifications. For cooperative engineering, some addi-
tional object types can support the engineers, e.g. by
previewing CAD files. Additionally the SWOF frame-
work can be used in non-cooperation scenarios, e.g. it
can be used to develop an electronic quality manage-
ment (QM) system. This can be done by implementing
a new interface and new object types for agreements
and processes. The history function is helpful to log the
document modifications. The development of special
views supports the quality managers by showing impor-

tant information, e.g. responsibilities and audit agree-
ments etc. (Oehme et al., 2002). 
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a design of visual interfaces for real-time decision making in hierarchical structures. Hi-
erarchical structures are often adopted to control or manage large scale real-time systems, where the whole
problem is divided into small portions of sub-problems which can be managed by each member. In this paper,
real-time problem solving in hierarchical structures is analyzed first, and its process model is proposed. Then
the visual interfaces are designed to support real-time decision making in hierarchical structures on the basis
of the process model. The visual interfaces are applied to the management of the fire systems, and its re-
sults are evaluated.

1 Introduction

Here we focus on real-time problem solving in hierarchi-
cal structures, which is typically observed in control and
operation of large scale systems such as fire systems or
transportation systems. The structure of an organization
should be suitably designed for the type of problem
which might arise in it (Malone, 1987). In hierarchical
structures, the whole problem is divided into small por-
tions of sub-problems which are assigned to the mem-
bers with suitable specialties. Each member deals with
the assigned sub-problem according to his/her specialty
and position. Hierarchical structures cause problems
entirely different from those which are dealt with in the
GDSS (Nunamaker, 1989) when they are used for real-
time problem solving. We believe that special-purpose
interfaces are necessary to cope with these problems.

2 Process Model for Problem Solving in 
Hierarchical Structures

The process of real-time problem solving in hierarchical
structures is investigated. First of all, we interviewed
fire people, and asked how they make decisions and
how they change their decisions. Two important fac-
tors, that is, "intention" and "situation", were induced
from the analysis of the interview. Both of them are de-
fined as follows.
Intention : Intention is what the operator wants to do on
his/her problem. Intention is composed of "target",
which is the goal to be reached, and "strategy" which is
the path to reach the target. It is very important that
each operator understands intentions of other operators
at different levels. 
Situation : Situation is the state of the system or sub-
system to be managed by the operator. The situation
changes every moment, and it is important that the sit-
uation of the system is expressed for the operators to
be understood intuitively and easily.

Operators at each level of hierarchy have their own in-
tentions depending on the situation. In a two-layer mod-
el of hierarchy, the upper level manages the whole sys-
tem and the lower levels manage each area. The inten-
tion at the upper level, which is composed of its target
and strategy, is decided on the basis of the situation of
the whole system. Then orders in perspective are sent
to the lower levels based on the intention. At each low-
er level, intention is formed from the orders from the
upper level and the situation in its area, and concrete op-
erations are conducted based on its intention. The
changes of the situations are caused by these opera-
tions at the lower levels, and in some cases the chang-
es of intentions are caused as a result. This process
continues until the problem is solved totally.

The proposed model was traced for the real problem
solving process observed in the fire systems, and it was
confirmed that the concepts of intention and situation
were suitable to express the real-time problem solving
process.

3 Design Concept of Visual Interfaces 
for Hierarchical Decision Making

Coordination between different levels in a hierarchical
structure is very important in real-time problem solving.
The following functions are proposed based on the pro-
cess model in the previous section.

(a) Visualization of intention
Showing the intentions at other levels in concrete visi-
ble form is considered to be useful to enhance mutual
understanding between operators. It will be useful for
the lower situations. On the other hand, at the lower lay-
er, fire people are trying to go to the fire points as fast
as possible to extinguish lower level operators if they
can see the intention of the upper level operator togeth-
er with the issued orders concretely.
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(b) Visualization of situation
Situation is the current state of the system which is
dealt with at some levels of hierarchy. It is considered
to be useful for the operators to express the situation in
the space defined by a small number of important indi-
ces. If the situation in each area is expressed by a few
important indices, it will be useful for the operators at
each level. 

(c) Visualization of the gap between intention and situa-
tion
Another important function for the operators is to show
the gap between intention and situation at each level.
This gap shows the difference between the intended
operation and its result, that is, the gap becomes zero if
the operation works as he intends, and the gap be-
comes large if the operation does not work as he in-
tends. Direct expression of this gap will be useful to de-
tect the problem in the current situation and will give
suggestions to the related operators.

The basic concept of our proposed interfaces is to visu-
alize intention, situation and their gap in the same space
as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, and to utilize them
for the coordination in a hierarchical structure. (Details
are shown in Koiso, 1999)

4 Implementation and Evaluation of the 
Visual Interfaces for Management of 
Fire Systems 

The proposed interfaces were implemented on the per-
sonal computer for the fire system management by
JAVA language. Fire systems are usually composed of
two or three layers. Here we suppose one upper layer
(U) and two lower layers (L and R) as shown in Figure 3.
At the upper layer, the total strategy for distribution of
fire engines and fire people is decided by considering
the whole fire. The following indices are picked up to ex-
press the situations.

(1) Risk Index(RI)
RI shows how high the risk such as the danger of explo-
sion etc. is. This value becomes large when the risk is
high. 
(2) Burning Index(BI)
BI shows how fast the fire is predicted to extend. If the
fire is in wooden building area, the value is high. On the
other hand, the value becomes low if the fire is in the
fire-proof building area.
(3)Current Burning Area(CBA)
CBA shows the burning area currently. When the fire is
extinguished, CBA becomes zero.
Figure 4 shows concrete interfaces of the proposed
system. The interfaces were evaluated using a fire sys-
tem simulator by giving various types of fires in the sim-
ulation area. The following results were obtained from
the experiments.
The proposed interfaces are useful to reduce the time
to extinguish all the fires in the hierarchical organization. 
Especially the interfaces are effective for the users who
pay attention to index plane, however, the system is not

Figure 1: Expression of intension and situation on the
same plane (two indices case)

Figure 2: Expression of the gap between intention and
situation (two indices case)

Figure 3: Hierarchical structure
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so effective for the users who pay attention to fire situ-
ation directly.
The results of the experiments showed that the coordi-
nated interfaces are basically effective for hierarchical
system management. 

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed visual interfaces for real-time
decision making in hierarchical structure. A prototype
system with GUI is developed on PC and the system is
evaluated by the experiments. The results showed that
the system is effective for fire management.
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ABSTRACT

It is very important to support decision making in emergency of large scale systems. This paper deals with
group decision support system for emergent situations in a hierarchical management structure. Our system
is based on the communication and workflow model which considers human related factors such as "compe-
tence", "duty", "responsibility" and "knowledge". A prototype system is developed based on the model, and
the system is evaluated for a plant management example.

1 Introduction

It is frequently observed in the emergent situation that
important information does not reach to an appropriate
person or department in the organization because of
the confusion after the emergency or in some case be-
cause of lack of knowledge on contact address. This
phenomenon happens especially when the size of orga-
nization becomes large, and we believe it is very impor-
tant to support communication in emergent situation
for large scale systems.
Several types of communication models have been
studied in the field of CSCW (Computer-Supported Co-
operative Work) (Conklin & M.L.Begeman,1988) (Naka-
tani & Nishida,1992) (Winograd,1988) (Stefik et
al.,1987). In this research, we first investigate in the im-
portant factors in emergent situations and propose a
communication model in emergent situation which fo-
cuses on human related factors such as "competence",
"duty", "responsibility" and "knowledge". Then a group
decision support system is proposed based on the
communication model and work flow model. Finally, a
prototype system with GUI is developed and its evalu-
ation results are discussed.

2 Analysis of Decision Making in 
Hierarchical Organization in 
Emergency

Recently, "commandware" is recognized to be very im-
portant in the field of crisis management (Kawata,
1995). "Commandware" is regarded as the chain of
commands to manage emergent situations. Com-
mandware is closely related to the structure of organi-
zation. Hierarchical structures are usually adopted for
the large scale system such as fire department, police
system, management system for large scale chemical
plants, and so on. In the hierarchical structure, problem
solving is conducted by mutual communication among
the nodes in the hierarchy.
Here we interviewed to the people who manages large
scale plants such as power plant etc. from the view-
points of communication. Concretely, we asked what
type of communications occurred, and what was the
objective of the communication. By summarizing these

data, we reached to the conclusions that many commu-
nications, which were observed in plant management,
are caused by the following factors.
1. Who is the person that has competence to execute

the operation?
2. Who is the person that must execute the opera-

tion?
3. Who is the person that takes responsibility for

assuring some results on the emergent situation?
4. Who is the person that has knowledge on the cur-

rent situation or on the actions to be taken?
We call the above factors "human related factors" , and
it is thought that they play a very important role in se-
lecting proper actions in the judgement process. The
human related factors are the causes of communica-
tions between each node in the hierarchy, and the des-
tination or the quantity of the communication depends
on the human related factors. Though little attention
has been given to the communication caused by these
factors so far, we recognized the importance of the hu-
man related factors through the analysis of the inter-
views to the fire department. In next section, commu-
nication model in emergency is discussed based on the
human related factors.

3 A Communication Model in Emergent 
Situation

The following four types of the communications gener-
ated at each node in the hierarchical organization are
considered.
(1) Communication generated by competence
It is defined as the communication to get permission
for executing some operation, since the person has no
competence, that is, no right to execute the operation.
(2) Communication generated by duty
It is defined as the communication to contact to the oth-
er person who has the duty to execute some operation
under a given situation, since current situation is consid-
ered to require the operation and the person has no duty
of executing it.
(3) Communication generated by responsibility
When a person does not have the responsibility on
some operation for assuring some results, it is defined
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as the communication to contact to the other person
who has the responsibility to execute it. Here responsi-
bility means to assure the results by taking any means.

(4) Communication generated by knowledge
It is defined as the communication to contact to the oth-
er person who knows the situation or the operation
very well, since the person does not know it well. 

Our communication model in emergent situations con-
sists of the above four types of basic communications,
and the model is composed of both "physical structure"
of the large scale system and "human related factors" in
it. Figure 1 shows concrete components of physical
structure and human related factors. Physical structure
is decided by the structure of artifacts. Physical struc-
ture is divided into four sub-structures as follows:

(a) Plant Structure (PS): PS shows names, location of
each part.

(b) Sensor Structure (SS): SS shows sensor name, loca-
tion, measurement and values.

(c) Actuator Structure (AS): AS shows actuator name,
location and type of actuator.

(d) Trouble Operation Structure (TOS): TOS shows the
relation between trouble situation, action to be taken
and result of the action. Workflow data is included in
this part, and a sequence of actions to be taken are pre-
sented depending on the situation.

These sub-structures are determined by the physical
factors of the system, and it is independent of the hu-
man related factors. On the other hand, the human re-
lated factors are concerned with competence, duty, re-
sponsibility and knowledge. The factors are determined
by the formation of organization, bylaw related to per-
sons, each person's knowledge and so on. The human
related factors are expressed by the following five sub-
structures:

(e) Organization Structure (OS): OS shows names of
each person in the organization and location of hierarchi-
cal organization.

(f) Competence Structure (CS): CS indicates persons
who can execute some actions to be taken.

(g) Duty Structure (DS): DS indicates persons who must
execute some action to be taken in the trouble situa-
tion.

(h) Responsibility Structure (RS): RS indicates persons
who assure some results for the trouble situation.

(i) Knowledge Structure (KS): KS indicates persons who
know the part of physical structure well.

Adding these structural data, the model has inference
mechanism to predict "who has the competence on the
operation?" "Who has the duty on the given troubled sit-
uation?" and so on. When some situation is given as an
input, the person to be communicated is determined by
the model on the basis of the physical structure and the
human related factors. The details of the model are ex-
plained in Koiso & Nishida,1998.

4 Prototype System

A prototype system is developed to support decision
making in emergency based on the communication
model and workflow model. Figure 2 shows an archi-
tecture of the prototype system. The system is com-
posed of communication model part and workflow
model part. The concrete function of the system is as
follows.

The system gives advice on the persons to be commu-
nicated depending on the situation. (This part is based
on the communication model.)

The system gives advice on the sequence of actions to
be taken. (This part is based on the workflow model.)

It is frequently observed that the communication route
is not maintained or some actions cannot be conducted
during emergency. The system gives advice on the al-
ternative persons to be communicated or alternative ac-
tions to be taken to cope with these situations. This
function is realized by giving meta-rule to decide alter-
native communication or actions for the system.

Furthermore, it is confirmed that the system can give
advice on the alternative communication or actions. A
prototype system is implemented on PC by C lan-
guage, and it has a GUI as shown in Figure 3. It is con-
firmed that the system works well, and that the system

Figure 1: Communication model

Figure 2: System Architecture
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generate advices on the persons to be communicated
and actions to be taken exactly.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a group decision support
system based on the communication and workflow
model in emergent situation. The system gives advice
on the persons to be communicated and also on actions
to be taken in emergency. A prototype system with

GUI is developed on PC and it is confirmed that the sys-
tem works well.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents Remote Maintenance Management (RMM) as an instrument to enable Portuguese
equipment manufacturer companies to overcome international competitive weaknesses. The main issues in
the national context of maintenance management are presented. General requirements for RMM systems
are described, focusing on both functional and non-functional requirements. An approach to the design and
implementation of RMM systems making use of state-of-the-art architectures and technologies is outlined.
The paper concludes with the description of an industrial research project aiming at developing a RMM sys-
tem according to the general requirements identified before.

1 Maintenance management in a 
national context

Today the equipment manufacturers seek to guarantee
to their customers a product perfectly adapted to their
present and future needs. A well-managed relationship
with the customers allows equipment manufacturers to
supply high quality services and products with continu-
ous improvement. Therefore, in all stages of the prod-
uct life cycle, namely product design and development,
manufacturing, sales and after-sales services, custom-
er's requests during the equipment usage are taken into
consideration. The integrated offer of products and ser-
vices, covering the complete product life cycle allows
the continuous monitoring of the product performance,
customer satisfaction and market trends knowledge.
In the Portuguese context, equipment producers are ex-
periencing difficulties to compete internationally. The
lack of exporting tradition, the difficulty in passing an im-
age of quality and the inability to support distributed
structures, have been limiting the investment capability,
hindering a competitive jump. With the number of in-
dustrial installations increasing, and the concerns with
reliability and availability being more demanding, there
is the need to increase the maintenance staff, to dis-
place them more often and to spend more time servic-
ing the clients. The inability of most of the supplier com-
panies to cope with these requirements, result in a clear
preference of the equipment clients for international
equipment suppliers, more able to provide effective
support services. 
From the side of the companies buying the equipment,
the concern is to take the most advantage of it, trying to
improve continuously its operation in order to contribute
to the company's overall performance. As a conse-
quence, clients decide for equipment suppliers that also
are capable of providing efficient maintenance and tech-
nical services.
Remote maintenance management (RMM) is the most
effective solution to provide a high quality of service at
an adequate cost, and can constitute an effective strat-
egy for the Portuguese equipment supplier companies

to overcome competitive weaknesses. Nowadays,
there are few Portuguese equipment manufacturing
and seller companies that provide remote technical as-
sistance and maintenance to their customers. Regard-
ing the solution providers, there are mainly two areas
where RMM concepts are applied: some IT companies
provide remote technical assistance for a limited set of
functions (version updating, bugs correction, etc.) and
some automation companies provide tele-monitoring
systems (based on SCADA applications) that provide
some RM functions. In conclusion, there are very few
solutions in the market that are adequate to satisfy in
great part the requirements of industrial maintenance
applications. This led us through the analysis, design
and implementation of a RMM information system. 

2 Remote maintenance management 
systems

Using a RMM has advantages both for the equipment
manufacturers and the equipment users. The former re-
alise a business opportunity by providing an integrated
product and service package, while the later get rid of
an often overlooked but important support process.

From the point of view of the equipment manufacturers
there are some obvious advantages in offering a RMM
service: reduces the staff allocated to customer servic-
ing in terms of maintenance, improves the overall qual-
ity of maintenance service (e.g. by decreasing time-to-
service), makes easier the internationalisation of sales
by reducing the need to displace temporary or perma-
nent maintenance teams, improves the marketing im-
age of the company.

2.1 General functional requirements

A RMM system should support a set of maintenance
and technical assistance services to be carried out re-
motely by the equipment supplier companies. For that,
this system must provide a set of functionalities to de-
tect, diagnose and correct malfunctions or breakdowns
remotely. This implies, of course, the remote access to
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the equipment controllers and data. As basic require-
ments, a RMM system should:
• monitor remotely of the equipment status,
• detect and diagnose malfunctions and breakdowns,
• store breakdown, malfunction and repair data,
• notify maintenance managers,
• visualise the status of the monitoring components
• visualise maintenance state variables 
• control the equipment remotely,
• remotely access to the equipment technical data, 
• extract and visualise performance indicators regard-

ing interventions and maintenance costs,
• assist technically in the of equipment problems.
Additionally, RMM services must enable the co-ordina-
tion with local maintenance activities. RMM cannot cov-
er all the maintenance needs, but it should support
complementary actions performed on-site by the com-
pany technicians. 

2.2 General non-functional requirements

The success of a RMM system depends a great deal on
the efficiency in monitoring, create and communicate
correct maintenance data where and when it is neces-
sary. Also crucial is the ability of being reconfigurable in
a flexible way in order to respond to the change in the
equipment itself and its characteristics. More specifical-
ly, in addition to the functional requirements enumerat-
ed above, a RMM system should:
• provide high levels of availability,
• adopt the simplicity and usability of a web based

system,
• be easily integrated with legacy systems,
• be used by a number of users without a noticeable

performance degradation
• assure trusted enterprise transactions,
• be scalable to assure a smooth evolution with more

demanding requirements,
• enable localised and isolated changes to the sys-

tem,
• be able to be distributed across multiple platforms

in a network
To conclude, it must be known that there are a few
more considerations for a RMM system to be compre-
hensively designed: there are different contracts for dif-
ferent clients, clients can be in very different locations,
maintenance staff can also be in different locations, the
equipment to maintain evolves rapidly, and the clients
are more and more demanding.

3 Architectures and technologies to 
support RMM

To design and implement an information system that
fully implements the above requirements, it is neces-
sary to make use of state-of-the-art architectures. Multi-
tier architectures and distributed objects technologies
enable to separate user interfaces from business rules
and data management. They also enable a system to be
built around a component structure that makes it easier
to evolve through the updating or creation of compo-

nents. These architectures are based on standards such
as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) or the Enterprise Java Beans Architecture
(J2EE) (see figure 1).

The project STEPE aims to design and implement a
RMM system for critical equipment. The main goals
are:
• to provide a set of services for technical assistance

and maintenance that can be performed remotely
by equipment manufacturing companies to their cli-
ents and

• to support local maintenance management either
by internal staff or by the service provider.

This way the STEPE system provides three solutions:
remote maintenance, external maintenance manage-
ment and internal maintenance management. 

The main functionalities of this system are: static data
management, intervention management, alarms man-
agement, tools management, stock management,
monitoring and tele-maintenance, technical support,
staff management, document management, training
and evaluation.
The STEPE system was built around the technologies
enumerated above. More specifically, object-orientation
was implemented through the use of the Java language
that provides platform independence either. The design

Figure 1: Generic three-tier architecture to imple-
ment RMM systems (source: java.sun.com)

Figure 2: Architecture of the first STEPE prototype 
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was based on the Unified Modelling Language and the
implementation was based on open-source software.
After testing some development environments, the
J2EE architecture was chosen because of its support to
multi-tier and distribution (Avedal et al., 2001). The plan-
ning of the project considered the development in par-
allel of two prototypes: the global system prototype and
the monitoring and tele-maintenance module. These
where implemented in a pilot company where it was
possible to evaluate the expectations of the customer
regarding tele-maintenance, validate the system func-
tionalities, refine the monitoring infra-structure, define
the operating methods.

4 Conclusion

A first prototype of this system was configured for a
company that produces automated transport systems
for the textile industry. The distributed system was in-
stalled in both the producer and in one of its clients. The
prototype architecture is shown in figure 2. Both soft-
ware and hardware problems are being identified, diag-
nosed and solved without the physical displacement of
maintenance staff to the client premises. With this ap-
proach, the client is fully satisfied with the availability of
the equipment. Furthermore, the equipment supplier,
besides obvious costs reduction in the performance of

maintenance services, also improves its image to this
and other clients.

RMM proved to be a valuable instrument in implement-
ing an integrated product/service strategy. Today's in-
formation systems architectures enable the construc-
tion of cost-effective distributed applications that an-
swer comprehensively to the requirements of RMM.
Nevertheless, there stills a lot to do in terms of optimiz-
ing the systems architecture to be more easily and flex-
ibly adaptable to the different situations that can arise.
From an organizational perspective, there is the need to
redefine maintenance management business process-
es (Silva, 1997) in order to fully take advantage of these
systems. On-going research work in these areas is still
being done at INESC-Porto.
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ABSTRACT 

The application of new information and communication technologies in manufacturing gives companies the
possibility to create value-added services in the usage phase, for example through remote operations or vir-
tual facility management. In this regard a communication platform for a digital factory was developed to make
diagnoses of the machine, changes of programs or process optimizations possible in less time by using an in-
tegrated control system, visualization and surveillance. The precise reproduction of the production system in
a virtual world makes it possible to analyze and optimize all influences on the real production in that virtual
world or virtual workplaces Especially the integration of virtual reality applications to provide 3D visualizations
of machines operations leads to a higher level of immersion for the user.

1 Introduction

During the last few years the technical development
has been widely changed by new information and com-
munication technologies. These changes have, howev-
er, not yet been adopted for manufacturing technolo-
gies in a larger scale because users are not prepared to
take risks due to the high investments required. Yet in
the field of manufacturing technology there is a high po-
tential for extra added values during the product life cy-
cle, too.

2 Value added services in the product 
life cycle

A possible method to evaluate these idle potentials
economically is the method of life cycle management
[1]. It shows the costs and benefits of the product’s
whole life cycle and makes a better identification of the
life cycle profit and its key influences possible.

As seen in Figure 1 the phase of product usage has the
highest influence on the life cycle profit. Within this
phase the product’s economic success or failure is de-
termined. Therefore, production should aim at improv-
ing the added value especially in this usage phase by es-
tablishing of so called value added services.

Nonetheless, these value added services are possible
in any phase of the product life cycle, starting from plan-
ning and making concepts, including the manufacturing
and service processes as well as the phases of usage
and finally recycling or disposal. Often new technolo-
gies are used in order to achieve better results in less
time through process knowledge and process transpar-
ency and to make a more flexible and especially ubiqui-
tous provision of knowledge and work possible (e.g. e-
service, Tele-operations). With these developments it is
possible to realize flexible structures and high process
control, because “the only thing that is certain for the
future is that nothing is certain” [2].

3 Change drivers for the production

Based on this thesis, which has by now been common-
ly accepted [3, 4, 5], the structures of future production
companies will gravely differ from today’s production
structures. One main characteristic of these future pro-
duction structures will be its higher versatility, which
makes it possible to react to changing market require-
ments faster or even proactive. These versatile produc-
tion structures do not put their focus on the “computer-
guided unpeopled factory” as it was the aim in the
eighties, but try to establish a factory structure which
works in the outer levels of the technological limitations
and in which the human being is the central element in
the continuous adaptation of factory structures because
of their unique abilities in terms of association and cre-
ativity.

Based on a Delphi-Study [6], there seem to be two
main change drivers in production technology at the
moment:

On the one hand the ergonomic representation
and security of planning will increase by establish-
ing “virtual production worlds”, which are based
on detailed reproductions of the real production
systems on the computer. 

It is possible to test all measures for the real production
in the virtual production world first and apply the results

Figure 1: Costs and benefits in the product life cycle
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to the real production world only if the results are suc-
cessful. 
The global interactive relationships between manufac-
turer and user of production systems enable the manu-
facturer to receive information - with the agreement of
the user - about the actual status of the production sys-
tems, independent of where in the word they are locat-
ed.

4 Process control and virtual 
technologies 

However, these change drivers demand a detailed
knowledge of the technical and technological process-
es in a production system. One has to know the rele-
vant process parameters and their influences to model
a manufacturing process or to operate it with a remote
control system. 

In reference to these demands of process information
the developments in sensor technology are very impor-
tant (see Fig. 2). Today it is possible to make measure-
ments in situ, i.e. directly within the process, which pro-
vide online information for simulation or knowledge
bases to allow a closed loop control of manufacturing
processes in order to achieve a zero-waste production
[7,8]. Sensor data can be presented to the user with as-
sistance of computer graphics taking into account ergo-
nomic aspects.
 But sensors can only measure the process parame-
ters, they cannot show the correlations between the
parameters. Therefore a detailed model of the manu-
facturing process has to be developed based on the real

processes. This model displays the behavior of the in-
put and the corresponding parameters truthfully.

Based on a process model it is feasible to calculate and
show the results of a manufacturing step before it is
carried out. Figure 3 demonstrates the model for such
a “virtual manufacturing”. It is possible, for example, to
analyze the technological processes on the computer
just before starting-up the real production in order to get
experience of the process parameters and to optimize
their settings.

Considering the empirical law of learning, learning ef-
fects may be achieved in the early stages of the plan-
ning and development process by using virtual work-
places. This leads to less problems in the start-up and
therefore to less costs and a decreased starting up time
(see Fig. 4). Furthermore, the planning reliability increas-
es because of the possibilities of visualization and sim-
ulation.

5 The digital company of the future

In order to find new approaches and methods in the
fields of the change drivers mentioned above, the Insti-
tute of Industrial Manufacturing and Management (IFF)
together with the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufactur-
ing Engineering and Automation (IPA) developed a plat-
form for the control, visualization and surveillance of a
manufacturing cell. The project, which was financed by
the German Ministry of Education and Research or
BMBF, was presented within the Global Dialogue “Sci-

Figure 2: Sensors for real time process control and
quality monitoring

Figure 3: Virtual manufacturing

Figure 4: Optimization of production through “virtual
technologies”
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ence and Technology - Thinking the Future” during the
word exhibition EXPO 2000 in Hannover. 

As mentioned above, from the first idea to the realiza-
tion, a multitude of influences and limiting conditions
have an impact on the planning of production systems
and they are, in addition, changing rapidly during the
planning. Because of this the intention for the “commu-
nication platform digital factory” is the integrated repre-
sentation and connection of the planning and develop-
ment process to support the communication between
human being and machine (human-machine interface)
and the persons concerned in planning (human-human
interface).

Spoken on an abstract layer it is necessary to provide a
complete connection between distributed real and vir-
tual objects (machines) of a manufacturing system on
the basis of a bi-directional interactive information flow.
Based on this bi-directional interactive information flow,
changes of the real object show off immediately at the
virtual model and vice versa. 

In order to demonstrate these ideas a “workplace of
the future” was developed. With the help of this work-
place it was possible for experts to supervise the real
manufacturing process and to interact with a machining
cell over long distance in a virtual world, which was con-
nected to a real world. It was also possible to observe
the alterations in the virtual model and to monitor pro-
cess parameters of the real machine operations. So the
manufacturing process was not simulated, but the
changes during the real process were visualized. 

6 The structure of the workplace

As shown in figure 6, the structure of this workplace ba-
sically consists of the virtual working place and the real
dislocated process and the communication system to
connect both sub-systems.

In developing the workplace’s structure the aim was to
provide the user with all information that an attendant
located directly at the machine would receive - and if
possible even more. Therefore not only an interface to
the control system of the manufacturing cell was estab-
lished but also microphones and video-cameras to
make audio-visual surveillance available. The interface
to the machine’s control system made it possible to ex-
tract the actual axe values and even extra values like axe

currents, forces or temperatures. Additional sensors,
for example for measuring the quality parameters,
could have also been integrated.
Telephone lines were used instead of the internet in or-
der to provide constant transmission rates and security
against wrongful access, but by using TCP/IP as trans-
fer protocol the system could operate via internet as
well. The communication was bi-directional to send the
update information for the visualizations in one direction
and the user inputs to control the machine in the other
direction.
All the information from the machine was thus bundled
in a “cockpit” e.g. virtual workingplace. It consisted of
three screens on which the user could watch the ma-
chine’s working status. One screen showed the view
of the two video-cameras inside and outside the ma-
chine to provide an image of the real machine. 

The middle screen was an active 3D stereo-projection
on which the 3D image of the virtual machine could be
seen with shutter glasses. The third projection finally
displayed the user input during product configuration
and the process parameters during the manufacturing
process. All but one of the computers used for the pro-
jections and networking are PCs. Only for the high-level
stereo-projection a Silicon Graphics Workstation was
used in combination to the rendering software “Vernis-
age” which was developed by the Fraunhofer IPA.
All these screens were centered on the user’s work-
place. As seen figure 8, it consisted of an ergonomically
designed chair with the possibility to sit or stand and a
user terminal with a touch screen for the user input.
This user terminal which was also adjustable to provide
an ergonomic way of working. However it was not only
the aim to make ergonomic hardware, but also to cre-
ate an easy and highly intuitive software interface for
user integration.
During the process the user is able to watch and control
the milling process from his cockpit and to interact and
optimize if any problems should occur. This task is
made easier due to additional information about the
machine’s current status. Trough real-time visualization
of the virtual machine and from the process parameter

Figure 5: The structure of the workplace
Figure 6: Design of the virtu-real workplace 
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display, for often the user cannot see the real milling
tool since the coolant floods the whole work piece. In
contrast to that all details can be seen exactly in the vir-
tual model.

7 Conclusion and outlook

It can be expected that “virtual technologies” will gain
an increasing importance for the working in future net-
worked manufacturing. It is possible to work remote in
virtual workplaces, which are online with real process-
es at any place in the world. Integrated platforms for
control, high-end visualization by virtual reality and sur-
veillance provide possibilities to make program chang-
es, machine diagnoses or process optimizations in a
very short time and online. Furthermore the planning re-
liability is increased because all data and information of
the real production system can be analyzed and opti-
mized in the virtual world. Remote operations or virtual
facility management will provide additional potentials
for added value in a product’s life cycle.
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ABSTRACT

Ergonomic evaluation with human models is a beneficial approach in Virtual Engineering. However the cus-
tomary way of working, i. e. using two-dimensional screen representations and pointing devices, together
with a lack of standardized procedures, leads to some drawbacks concerning reliability, efficiency and related
expenses. Within the SAFEGUARD project an explorative study was conducted in order to test a normative
method of evaluating driver workplaces by human models in a stereoscopic projection room with three-di-
mensional interaction devices and speech control. The tests showed clear benefits compared to the custom-
ary method. But there are still further improvements required including in particular the optimisation of the in-
teraction control loops. Furthermore it seems useful to integrate an electronic checklist and user support sys-
tem into the virtual environment.

1 Introduction

Ergonomic quality has become a crucial issue for the
success of many products in various markets or market
segments, respectively. In parallel competition leads to
an increasing speed in product development cycles,
while costs have to be kept to a minimum.

These challenges are tackled by the Virtual Engineering
approach. It aims at the creation and evaluation of virtu-
al prototypes at early stages of the design process in or-
der to eliminate design errors before they will cause
high consequential costs and costly delays. Such ap-
proaches are also applied in the field of ergonomics. Er-
gonomic models - more precisely anthropometrical hu-
man models - such as JACK, SAFEWORK, RAMSIS
and ANTHROPOS (e. g. Kraus et al., 1997; Krueger et
al., 1997) are in use to perform three-dimensional an-
thropometrical evaluation and design tasks for mobile
and stationary workstations. One of the main fields of
application is the vehicle industry using human models
particularly to design the packaging of the vehicle or the
cabin, respectively (Figure 1).

2 Problem

The state of the art for those applications of human
models is characterized by the use of graphics 
workstations with one or more screens. The tools used
for the anthropometrical analysis are implemented as
supplements to various CAD systems ready to be used
by the CAD designer. This way of implementation
leads to a number of shortcomings and barriers to a
wider spread application of such tools:
• The use of the tools requires both human factors

knowledge and CAD skills. This combination is not
frequently found on the labor market.

• A special training and a certain amount of experi-
ence is needed to be able to work with a particular
human model. Human models cannot be operated
intuitively.

• Performing a three-dimensional analyses by using
two-dimensional displays is difficult and leads fre-
quently to perspective errors.

• Furthermore positioning and animating the human
model correctly in the virtual environment is a time-
consuming task.

Finally the procedures of ergonomic evaluation of a
workplace - as applied in practice - are neither well de-
fined nor well documented or standardized. This is the
reason for evaluation results being poorly reproducible,
incomparable and thus being not fully reliable.

3 Method

Firstly the use of Virtual Environments which provide a
stereoscopic view of both the system and the human
model seems a promising solution for the mentioned
three-dimensional perception problem. Secondly direct
manipulation of the human model’s limbs by a three-di-

Figure 1: RAMSIS applied to evaluate car interior 
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mensional “drag- and-drop” control can be expected to
reduce training requirements and to lower the barriers
to efficient use considerably. Thirdly a normative meth-
od for performing ergonomic analyses has to be used to
solve the reliability problem.

All components for this approach have been provided
during the recent few years. Virtual ANTHROPOS is
the implementation of the ANTHOPOS human model
for use in stereoscopic and 3D interactive virtual envi-
ronments (Rössler et al 1997, Deisinger et al., 2000). It
is a general-purpose fully three-dimensional human
model with an anthropometrical database allowing for
modeling a variety of humans with respect to gender,
nationality, body height, and proportions based on data
of several international anthropometrical surveys. It pro-
vides analysis capabilities for anthropometrical fit,
reach, vision, and postural workload.

VirtualANTHROPOS can be used with a stereoscopic
projection wall or, even better, with a projection room.
PC-based Virtual Reality systems (Bues et al. 2001) will
more and more allow for affordable Virtual Environment
solutions in Virtual Engineering.

The interaction technology includes head-tacking which
is required to create the correct stereoscopic view. Fur-
thermore two tracked flying joysticks (Figure 3) are
used to position the reference points and contact points
of the human model in a natural and intuitive way by
three-dimensional drag-and-drop related to the model
geometry to be evaluated. Speech recognition is used
as well to enhance the interaction capabilities and to re-
duce the requirement of complex model operations to
a minimum, e. g. by allowing to select even hidden
body parts for manipulation with the pointing devices.

A normative method for evaluation with human models
as well as with real persons is described by Dangelmai-

er et al. (1995) and Dangelmaier (2001). It defines how
to use a human model in the context of an evaluation
task within the iterative design process. It addresses all
the required steps for a comprehensive analysis provid-
ing a checklist for the users. By means of that it both fa-
cilitates the usability for non-expert users and a well-de-
fined procedure to improve reproducibility. The sug-
gested procedures are not only suited for the evaluation
of a merely virtual environment but can also be applied
in (mixed) mock-ups and prototype vehicles.
.

In the context of the SAFE-GUARD project (Action for
Enhancement of Occupational Safety and Guarding of
Health of Professional Drivers) this method was applied
for the first time within a virtual environment. It was
used to evaluate a virtual driver seat in the context of it
environment, i. e. the driver workplace. An explorative
study was conducted in the six-sided immersive projec-
tion room HYPI-6 of Fraunhofer IAO targeting at feasi-
bility and potentials of further improvements. 

4 Results

During the tests it became clear that the standardiza-
tion of the process by using a checklist helps clearly to
provide better reproducible results. However, due to
manual positioning and manual posture control of the
human model, reproducibility is not perfect. Another
source of errors is the limited precision of the magnetic
tracking system used.

Concerning the representation of the checklist it is pref-
erable to have it integrated into the stereoscopic virtual
environment instead of memorizing it or using a paper
checklist. The former is undesirable due to oblives-
cence, the latter is inconvenient (see situation in
Figure 2).

A further technical issue is the time lag in the control
loop which includes the operator, the spatial tracking of
the interaction devices, the position computation of the
environmental and human model, and the rendering

Figure 2: Virtual ANTHROPOS in a stereoscopic pro-
jection room in use for vision analysis in a passenger
car

Figure 3: Pointing device for three-dimensional interac-
tion
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process of the images. This delay makes the use of the
system more difficult and requires some training. On
the other hand the spatial drag-and-drop mechanism to-
gether with speech control is very easily comprehensi-
ble, easy to memorize, and easy to “automate” in
terms of behavioral patterns and also quick to perform.
This may reduce the initial training required consider-
ably compared to the customary method. There is also
some indication (Dangelmaier, 2001, p. 123) that it
might be possible to reduce the required time for an an-
thropometrical analysis of a driver’s place by up to 66%.
The stereoscopic view turned out to be helpful in better
understanding the spatial situation. The possibility to
control the view point and viewing direction intuitively
by head and body movements also facilitates usability
compared to work with normal CAD workstations. This
is in particular the case when the spatial situation is
complex and cannot be shown in one single planar
view.

5 Conclusions

It is concluded that the explorative study encourages
further research and development work related to the
integration of human models in virtual environments
and the use of checklist / user support systems. How-
ever the latter systems shall be an integrative part of
the Virtual Environment. Technical deficiencies such as
time lags in the control loop and imprecise tracking
should be minimized, e. g. by using optical tracking sys-
tems and optimized hardware/software systems.
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ABSTRACT

Work within immersive virtual environments (VE) achieves enriched functionality and interaction by the in-
creasing performance of today's computer and visualization technology. The range of available input and out-
put media in VE is still growing with the objective to enhance usability, visual or audible quality and provide an
improved sense of presence. Although there have been different approaches, some of the fundamental
questions in the field of Virtual Reality still are unresolved. This paper gives an overview over some of the
emerging issues in immersive virtual environments from our point of view and shows some trends for the
near future. 

1 Introduction

In the last ten years, the topic Virtual Reality (VR)
evolved dramatically. In the early years it was generally
based on head mounted displays (HMD) or head cou-
pled displays (HCD). The most popular interaction devic-
es have been the data gloves, and the whole system
was driven by expensive graphics workstations. A few
years later, immersive projection systems more and
more replaced the helmets. New, easy to use input de-
vices have been developed and used successfully. In
the last couple of years VR systems may even be based
on low cost commodity computer-hardware. This leads
to a broader user base with a wide range of application
fields, requiring development of new functionalities and
extended possibilities for interaction.

2 Graphical User Interfaces

The different immersive virtual environments, such as
head-mounted displays, immersive desks, projection
walls and Cave‰-like projection rooms have been ad-
vanced by VR-related research facilities rapidly. But af-
ter all, one thing has not become reality yet: A standard-
ized graphical user interface like the mouse and window
paradigm that we find on all platforms in desktop com-
puting. An interface that allows people to take over con-
trol immediately in a new Virtual Reality application or a
yet unknown site without any training. The working
groups usually define their own standards on graphical
user interfaces and modify their input devices, accord-
ing to their special needs or even design them from
scratch. The different application tasks the teams had to
perform, led to the development of different interaction
methods. For the future end-user of Virtual Environ-
ments a set of common, standardized input paradigms
or at least recommendations would be desirable. If
there were a de facto standard like the window and
mouse based interaction in VR, getting productive
would be much faster and easier. In program SFB374
‘Development and Testing of innovative Products - Rap-
id Prototyping’ (SFB374, 2002), we are researching on

an application platform to provide an integrated user in-
terface for a set of arbitrary functional modules that can
be loaded on demand from inside the VE. This would be
a first step in change of paradigms towards considering
the VR system as a kind of visual Operating System,
while until now it more or less is an engine for the con-
tent of single applications.

3 Configurations of Virtual 
Environments

Use of HMD- and HCD-Systems, popular in the early
years of VE, turned out to be uncomfortable in the long-
term use. Besides the weight on user’s neck there is
annoying wiring connected to the helmet and the air
tends to get muggy. Furthermore those systems lack vi-
sual reference of the users’ bodies. In the stereoscopic
approach these are single-user systems, where further
users must be content with a two-dimensional sight of
the scene on control monitors. Appearance of immer-
sive projection systems solved much of these prob-
lems. Wearing shutter or polarization filter glasses is
much more comfortable than wearing helmets. Per-
spectives in projection systems still are calculated for
the head-tracked user, whereas further users, standing
nearby the tracked user experience a sufficient accura-
cy of the shown perspectives. The visibility of the phys-
ical users’ bodies in back-projection based VE provide a
useful dimensional reference to estimate size and dis-
tance proportions of the 3D scene. A range of different
setups for projection systems has been established,
starting at immersive desks, employing one or two
screens and projection walls with one or more upright
screens or even a projected floor. Projection rooms of-
fer four to six back-projected walls in the form of a cube.
Another approach are front-projected systems, based
on curved screens, where the sight is no longer dis-
turbed by visible edges of adjoining screen walls. Those
systems mostly consist of a broad vertical screen,
sometimes accompanied by a projected floor. To get a
wider angle of sight, a complete projected sphere is
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imaginable, which would be hard to realize for various
reasons.

General drawback of front-projected systems is the vis-
ibility of the projectors, which have to be installed on the
user side of the screen. Regarding the special require-
ments of Augmented Reality, numerous partners from
Industry and research are investigating new approaches
in the field of tracking, visualization and applications in
the research project ARVIKA (ARVIKA, 2002). 

4 Use of commodity hardware in VE

Since the early days of Virtual Reality, expensive and
specialized graphics workstations had been necessary
to drive Virtual Environments, starting from HMDs up to
immersive multi-screen projection systems. Nowadays
the performance of commodity PC Hardware more or
less caught up with the specialized workstations, at
least when combined in clusters. Currently commodity
PCs are still lacking the flexible multiprocessor capabili-
ties and special features of the graphics hardware like
genlock signals for shutter glasses or extensive hard-
ware support for antialiasing. Nevertheless PC technol-
ogy currently is rapidly gaining a foothold at VEs in re-
search and industry, now affordable even for mid-sized
and small companies. While single graphics worksta-
tions are mostly configured to drive the VE as a whole,
PCs are working in Clusters with each machine driving
one single perspective on one projection screen only. In
spring 2000 we have been one of the first sites to port
our VR system Lightning from Silicon Graphics’ IRIX to
the Linux platform. We set up a PC-based one-wall sys-
tem for passive stereo projection with NVidia’s Ge-
Force‰ graphics cards initially. Instead of shutter tech-
nology linear polarized filters at the projectors’ objec-
tives and at the glasses have been employed, for one
eye in horizontal, for the other one in vertical direction.
Head tracking of the user is realized by the position-only

tracking system Dynasight‰. In May 2001 we ad-
vanced the development to a cluster of 12 PCs driving
our new six-wall projection room HyPI6. Here we cur-
rently use PCs with AMD Athlon‰ Processors running
at 1200MHz and NVidia’s GeForce3‰ series graphics-
cards. Each PC supplies one perspective on one wall
here. Currently, a lot of Linux based VR systems have
been put to use by other VR research sites as well.

The distribution of tasks for each PC still is not flexible.
So further research activities are heading towards an
approach for real-time local grid computing, where the
different tasks of the VR software system like collision
detection, physical simulation can be flexibly distributed
over several PCs (Bues et al, 2001). This allows for the
employment of additional PCs at performance demand-
ing applications. There also is another approach dis-
cussed for the enhancement of resolution and perfor-
mance: Specialized video hardware allows splitting up
the screen in symmetrical rectangles, which can be
driven separately by PCs to obtain higher overall perfor-
mance and resolution.

5 Tracking Technology

The use of tracking technology is a general prerequisite
for human computer interaction in immersive virtual en-
vironments. On one hand, the location and orientation
of the user’s head respectively eyes must be known to
the graphics system to show correct perspectives for
each eye on every projection screen. On the other hand,
the user’s interaction with the immersive environment
is based on position and orientation tracking of the input
device as well. A lot of tracking systems are available on
the market, but this technology still is in state of devel-
opment, far from being mature. Currently the electro-
magnetic principle is the most popular tracking technol-
ogy used for this purpose. The advantage of magnetic
tracking is its flexibility. It’s able to operate through fab-
ric or acrylic screens and the sensors are tiny enough to
integrate them in nearly arbitrary tools. But the magnet-
ic fields are subject to heavy static and dynamic spatial
distortion, caused by reflexions on metallic surfaces or
interferences with other magnetic fields. The conse-

Figure 1: 
a) Immersive desk, one diagonal screen, 
b) immersive desk, two orthogonal screens,
c) projection wall, one upright screen, 
d) projection room, five screens

Figure 2: Six wall projection room HyPI6 of the IAO,
driven alternatively by a SGI Onyx 3400 or a Linux
Cluster of 12 PCs with opened door screen
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quence is a discrepancy between the real position of
the sensor and its virtual representation, and jiggling
perspectives. The dynamic part of the distortion can be
filtered, the static part nowadays often gets calibrated
(Kindratenko, 2000). Beyond magnetic there are acous-
tic tracking systems available, based on measurement
of sonic run time values. To measure position and orien-
tation, the tracking sensor here has to consist of three
spatial distributed microphones, which can turn out to
be too unhandy for certain installation situations. The
technology is subject to acoustic reflections and back-
ground noise in the Virtual Environment. 
Another approach is optical tracking by the use of cam-
eras. Instead of active sensors, reflecting targets are
fixed to the input devices and the users head, glasses
or HMD. Evaluation of an infrared tracking system in our
CAVEEE showed excellent behavior in aspects of accu-
racy and latency. The drawback of such systems is the
required undisturbed line of sight between cameras and
targets. If the direct line of sight between one or more
cameras and targets gets interrupted in work process,
the accuracy of tracking decreases or the system inter-
mits completely. In a six wall projection room, optical
tracking cannot be used, because either the cameras
would restrict the sight to the screens, or holes in the
screens would be required, to mount the cameras be-
hind. Some systems combine different physical princi-
ples like ultrasonic and inertial sensing technology.
Häfner has developed a wireless input device, based on
a combination of optical tracking and radio transmitted
button events. Another wireless input device, deploying
acceleration measurement and a gyroscope instead of
optical tracking is in development, too (Häfner, 2002). In
daily practical use of VE a wide range of requirements
for the future tracking system shows up. Beyond high
accuracy and low latency the system should work
across screen materials with no need for a direct line of
sight and no susceptibility for sound reflexions. The sen-
sors, if required at all, should be tiny and stable and offer
wireless operation. 

6 Input devices for immersive use

One of the key features of large-scale Virtual Environ-
ments is the direct interaction, that allows grabbing the
3D models with the input device and handling it in a nat-
ural manner in six degrees of freedom. In the early years
of Virtual Reality, tracked data gloves have been used a
lot to interact immersively. Soon turned out that the
complex process of measuring the fingers flexing and
spreading angles to enable grasping objects is not re-
quired for most tasks in daily use of VE. Furthermore
the data gloves are uncomfortable to wear, put on and
put off, particularly when the user is additionally work-
ing on a keyboard at the desktop outside the VE. For this
reason we developed range of simple and handy input
devices. a) shows a basic version with three buttons.
A magnetic tracking sensor is integrated in the housing.
We utilize this device since two years in nearly all fields
of application, for ambidextrous interaction we work

with two of them. Nevertheless we advanced this con-
cept by different variants, either to obtain better overall
ergonomics or to enhance usability for certain tasks. b)
to d) show three new concept variants, partly special-
ized for the immersive modeling application. They have
been produced using a Rapid-Prototyping machine and
evaluated in user tests. The concept called ‘Spoon’ is
based on the pen metaphor with enhanced operation
angles for the users wrist, when the typical movements
of immersive modeling are performed. In this field of ap-
plication it is particularly important to supply a defined
point of operation. The Mike or the OmniControl cannot
provide an operating point that is such clearly defined by
the form of the device. The OmniControl is a general
further development of the Mike, providing two rings
that are worn on index and middle finger. The user
doesn’t have to hold the input device actively, it keeps
in its position autonomously. In future besides discrete
function buttons we will investigate the use of continu-
ous working sliders at the input device as well. Especial-
ly for navigational tasks a slider could provide the
amount of speed while the orientation of the device pre-
scribes the direction of the movement.

7 Integration of external applications

One of the greatest challenges in VR development is
the integration of external applications. Access to
knowledge bases like PDM and ERP systems as well as
CAD or CAx applications are strongly requested from in-
dustrial users today. The major CAD system companies
currently extend their CAD Products by VR capabilities,
to provide access to at least a subset of the drawing
functionalities available on desktop from inside the VE.
Internally the systems are working on the undiminished
precision of the geometric model representations
(Rantzau et al, 2001). We developed an integration mod-
ule for our VR system lightning that shows a virtual Win-
dows‰ or Unix X11 desktop from within the Virtual En-
vironment, fed by real PCs or Unix Workstations, reach-

Figure 3: Developing input devices for VE: 
a) ‘Mike’ for general use, 
b) ‘Spoon’ for modelling app., 
c) ‘StyleBall’ for modelling, 
d) ‘OmniControl’ for general use
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able on Ethernet. When the connection is established,
its desktop with all opened windows is visualized in the
VR application on a floating and moveable plane, the
mouse is controlled by a selection ray and keyboard en-
tries can be done on a huge virtual keyboard.  shows a
remote Windows‘ desktop, with a Pro/Engineer CAD
system running, where changes to the CAD model can
be done right from the VE. The whole functionalities of
all installed applications on the connected PCs are avail-
able from the VE. These include full Internet, Email and
knowledgeware access as well as document readers or
streaming video.

8 Extended input devices

Users experience the requirement for alternative input
paradigms to solve particular problems. Beyond sketch-
ing or annotating additional information about the visu-
alized 3D contents, the integrated functionalities as de-
scribed in chapter  could be controlled. From practical
use we learned, that the task of text input with the clas-
sical VR input devices, utilizing select rays and virtual
keyboards, is slow and uncomfortable. Hence supple-
mentary equipment like 2D touch pads, wireless key-
boards or PDAs can be useful for simple interaction,
whereas for more complex tasks we utilize a touch
screen notebook with wireless network connection and
additional appliance to provide its freehand use in the
VE. The latter case is a way to control not just the run-
ning application, but the VR system as a whole. Unfor-
tunately such devices can only be employed at projec-
tion based VEs where the line of sight is not limited, but
not at HMDs or HCDs. 

9 Conclusion

Up to now expensive VR systems have more or less
been reserved for research and large-scale industry.
With the drop in prizes by the use of commodity PC
hardware and other components, VE more and more
becomes an interesting tool for medium-sized compa-
nies. So a new dimension in the spread of VR installa-
tions will emerge, the fields of application will further
expand and hopefully a lot of new approaches and ideas
will arise from the broader user base. There still is a lot
of work to do. There still exist a lot of functionalities and
tools on desktop, which would be valuable in Virtual En-
vironments too. There has to be done conceptual work
on input paradigms as well as implementatory effort, to
say nothing of an unification of VR software systems
themself. But all this is part of the process, the technol-
ogy of VE requires growing up from its laboratory exist-
ence to a valuable tool with essential usability for the
daily productive use in industry.
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ABSTRACT 

Is performance of tasks better in fully immersive virtual environment as opposed to partially immersive? This
experiment is an attempt to evaluate task performance in 3D virtual environments at three complexity levels.
Subjects performed the tasks in two experimental conditions: partially-immersive VE of a desktop and fully
immersive VE of a cave. The order of task presentation was counterbalanced across subjects and conditions.
The ANOVA was performed on the data. The results showed significant differences between virtual environ-
ments and complexity of tasks in the time taken to complete the tasks, as well as in the accuracy of perform-
ing the tasks. There is, however, no correlation between perceived subjective immersion and presence. But
subjects felt disoriented while performing the tasks, suggesting the experience of virtual presence. 

1 Introduction 

Effective design of virtual environments (VE) requires a
means of assessing human performance efficiency in
virtual worlds (Stanney, et al., 1998; Khalid & Helander,
2000). Nash et al. (2000) reviewed the literature related
to presence and performance within VEs. Factors con-
tributing to human performance in VEs include the nav-
igational complexity of the VE, the degree of immersion
and presence provided by the virtual world, and the us-
ers’ performance on benchmark tests. If individuals can-
not effectively navigate in VEs, then their ability to per-
form required tasks will be severely limited. This study
is an extension of the UniCaVE project (Khalid, Teh &
Fong, 2000). It is aimed at evaluating the benefits of
presence on task performance in 3D virtual environ-
ments.

Immersion is a psychological state characterized by per-
ceiving oneself to be enveloped by, included in, and in-
teracting with an environment that provides a continu-
ous stream of stimuli and experiences (Witmer & Sing-
er, 1998). Slater et al. (1996) referred immersion to a
quantifiable description of a technology. It includes the
extent to which the computer displays are extensive,
surrounding, inclusive, vivid and matching. Immersion
also requires that there is a match between the partici-
pant’s proprioceptive feedback about body move-
ments, and the information generated on the displays.
A VE that produces a greater sense of immersion will
produce higher levels of virtual presence. Virtual pres-
ence is defined as the subjective experience of being in
one place or environment, even when one is physically
situated in another (Witmer & Singer, 1998). Therefore,
virtual presence is a normal awareness phenomenon
that requires directed attention and is based in the inter-
action between sensory stimulation, environmental fac-
tors that encourage involvement and enable immersion,
and internal tendencies to become involved. Clearly, in-
volvement depends on the degree of significance or
meaning that the individual attaches to the stimuli, ac-

tivities or events. Both involvement and immersion are
necessary for experiencing virtual presence. 

Slater et al. (1996) compared task performance with re-
spect to immersive and non-immersive participation
and interaction in a VE. Subjects observed a sequence
of events played out in relation to a complex geometri-
cal structure in the VE, and their task involved the repro-
duction of moves on a real world equivalent of that
structure. The aim was to assess their understanding of
geometric structure when they are immersed in and in-
teract with a VE compared to the use of conventional
workstations. That is whether skills or knowledge
gained in a VE can be successfully transferred to the
real world. 

Our study compared the performance of tasks at three
levels of complexity without transfer to the real world.
The difficulty of the task itself that requires a lot of atten-
tional resources and motivation may affect virtual pres-
ence. We hypothesize that performance will differ sig-
nificantly between different virtual environments for dif-
ferent task levels. 

The independent variables in this experiment are VE
system type (desktop and cave systems) and task com-
plexity (low, moderate and high task difficulty and navi-
gation), while the dependent measures are time on task
measured in seconds, number of correct responses to
object recognition and judgement, and degree of sub-
jective virtual presence. 

2 Method 

2.1 Subjects 

About eight subjects (4 males and 4 females) with
mean age of 24 years participated in this experiment. All
have had least a year of computer experience. 

2.2 Immersive virtual environments 

The virtual environments were manipulated in terms of
degree of immersion. The desktop virtual environment
generates a partially immersive VE, while a four-wall
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cave a fully immersive VE. The virtual worlds were mod-
elled in 3D Studio Max and converted to VRML 2.0. The
desktop system is a pentium 4.1 workstation with Cor-
tona 2.1 VRML browser and a mouse for interaction. A
3D eyeglass is used to view the VE on a 17 inch moni-
tor. The Cave is a four-wall Tan Cube powered by an
Onyx Reality 3 and integrated by Lightning application.
A two-button tracking device was used to navigate in
the VE. Subjects used a Crystal eyes shutterglass to
view the VE in the cave.

2.3 Tasks and measures 

Subjects were given three tasks to perform in the two
conditions. The tasks were designed to provide varying
degrees of involvement and virtual presence. The first
task involved simple object recognition of chemistry
molecules, the second task required detection of virtual
objects, while the third task involved object judgement
and estimation, as shown in figures 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively. Each task required different degrees of naviga-
tion in the virtual world with little navigation for task 1,
moderate navigation for task 2 and greater navigation
for task 3. For these tasks, performance was measured
on the basis of correct responses to questions posed to
subjects and the time taken to complete the tasks.
These questions are expected to induce a feeling of in-
volvement in relation to the complexity of the task. In
addition a subjective questionnaire on measures of per-
ceived immersion (15 items) and subjective presence
(21 items) was administered to subjects. Subjective
presence was measured in relation to factors such as
control, sensory, distraction and involvement (Witmer &
Singer, 1998). 

2.4 Procedure and data analysis 

Subjects were first briefed on the experiment. They
were then trained on the first VE system followed by
the performance of three tasks. The time taken to com-
plete each task was recorded using a stopwatch. Sub-
jects answered 5 questions per task concerning the vir-
tual scene. They completed the presence questionnaire
and were given a rest pause of about 15 minutes before
being trained on the second system. Likewise, subjects
performed the same three tasks but with a different set
of questions. At the end of the second session, they
completed another set of the presence questionnaire.
Items in the questionnaire were randomised to control
test-taking attitude. The order of presentation of condi-
tions and tasks was counterbalanced across subjects.
The data were analysed using oneway ANOVA and
Pearson correlation. 

Figure 1: Low complexity and navigation

Figure 2: Moderate complexity and navigation

Figure 3: High complexity and navigation
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3 Results 

Tables 1 and 2 summarised the results. Table 1 showed
mean performance in the desktop system, while Table
2 for the cave system. The oneway ANOVA performed
on the data showed highly significant effects of VE sys-
tem on time on task, F (1,7)= 9.17, p<0.02, but not for
accuracy of task performance (F(1,7)= 1.34, n.s.). There
is also highly significant effects of task type on time on
task, F (2,7) = 22.64, p<0.001, and accuracy of task per-
formance, F(2,7) = 8.40, p = 0.005. A pairwise compar-
ison indicated that task 1 (mean = 146 secs) differed
significantly from task 2 (mean = 341 secs) and from
task 3 (mean = 481 secs) in terms of time on task. Task
1 (mean = 3.8) also differed significantly from task 2
(mean = 2.8) in terms of accuracy of object recognition,
but did not differ significantly from task 3 (mean = 3.3).

The mean rating for immersion on a 5-point scale is
3.33. The mean rating for subjective presence in the
desktop and cave system is 2.99 and 3.01, respectively,
see Tables 1 and 2. However, there is no significant cor-

relation between perceived subjective immersion and
presence for both systems. 

4 Discussion 

This experiment has shown that task performance in
the desktop system was better than that in the cave de-
spite the larger field of view in the cave to support ob-
ject detection and spatial navigation. One possible rea-
son is the usability of the input device. The 3D tracking
device, an absolute controller, is more difficult to manip-
ulate compared to the conventional mouse, a relative
controller. McGee et al. (1997) claimed that greater user
experience with input devices such as the mouse could
reduce performance time. This was confirmed by sub-
jects who needed more practice and training in order to
use the tracking device effectively. Another reason re-
lates to user experience with the VE systems. As this is
the first time that subjects were in a cave, the tendency
to explore the virtual world increased the time on task
for some subjects who were curious about the technol-
ogy.

Table 1: Mean task performance and subjective presence in desktop VE

Subject

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Subjective Presence Factors

Time on 
task

 (sec)

Correct 
re-

sponses

Time on 
task

 (sec)

Correct
re-

sponses

Time on 
task
(sec)

Correct
re-

sponses Control Sensory
Distractio

n
Involveme

nt

1 132 1 329 2 423 1 1.57 1.57 2.00 1.50

2 103 4 369 2 123 5 4.43 3.29 3.40 4.00

3 403 6 333 5 482 4 3.14 3.29 2.60 4.00

4 211 4 331 3 195 5 3.43 2.86 3.00 3.50

5 135 4 146 4 405 2 3.43 3.43 3.80 4.00

6 95 4 420 1 262 5 2.86 2.00 3.40 2.00

7 60 3 40 1 180 1 3.43 2.43 4.00 2.50

8 120 4 380 2 120 2 3.14 2.43 3.40 2.00

Mean 157.38 3.75 293.50 2.50 273.75 3.13 3.18 2.66 3.20 2.94

Table 2: Mean task performance and subjective presence in cave VE

Subject

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Subjective Presence Factors

Time on 
task

 (sec)

Correct 
re-

sponses

Time on 
task

 (sec)

Correct
re-

sponses

Time on 
task
(sec)

Correct
re-

sponses Control Sensory
Distractio

n
Involveme

nt

1 124 3 744 3 389 3 2.86 2.86 3.00 3.00

2 135 5 477 4 1330 4 1.71 3.43 2.40 2.00

3 59 4 480 4 503 5 3.43 3.89 3.60 3.50

4 366 4 230 3 758 3 3.14 2.71 3.40 2.50

5 70 4 397 2 250 4 3.29 3.57 3.80 4.00

6 134 4 330 4 884 3 2.57 3.14 3.00 3.00

7 65 2 106 1 594 2 2.86 2.57 3.00 4.00

8 120 5 350 4 800 4 2.00 3.43 2.60 3.00

Mean 134.13 3.88 389.25 3.13 688.50 3.50 2.73 3.20 3.10 3.13
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The difficulty of the task affected task performance.
Task 1 that involved simple object recognition of chem-
istry molecules, with little navigation, was proven to be
easy than Task 2 that involved object recognition of
desktop objects but with greater navigability. Task 3
that required estimation of object size and increased
navigation was viewed as the most difficult. Since the
more complex tasks required greater attentional re-
sources and motivation, the time spent on the task also
increased, thereby inducing greater virtual presence
(e.g. Witmer & Singer, 1998). Due to disorientation ef-
fects experienced in the cave, the longer time on task in
the VE could decrease virtual presence as well (e.g.
Stanney et al., 1998). About 63% of the subjects expe-
rienced disorientation in the cave system while per-
forming the task. Others experienced cybersickness
(13%), loss in virtual space (38%) and confusion (38%).
The eyeglass was found to be cumbersome and heavy
to use which may have reduced further virtual pres-
ence. As a result, subjects’ ratings of perceived pres-
ence did not reflect they were immersed in a virtual en-
vironment. 

5 Conclusion 

Clearly, optimal performance of tasks in virtual environ-
ments requires better design of the user interface in the
VE systems and input device. Given that there is no re-
lationship between perceived immersion and subjective
presence, it can be said that task complexity played a
greater role in determining involvement and virtual pres-
ence. Both VE systems appear to create similar inclu-
sive, surrounding and vivid environment despite the fact
that the cave provides a larger field of view than the
desktop system. 
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ABSTRACT

Integrating virtual environment within a collaborative system may support conceptual design. This study in-
vestigates the utility of employing a shared virtual environment in concurrent engineering. Two collaborative
systems were compared and the results showed that a multiparticipant system with free-for-all communica-
tion is more effective than turn-taking alone. The virtual environment was found to be limited in its applicabil-
ity although it enabled active design communication. 

1 Introduction

In concurrent engineering (CE), product designers col-
laborate with representatives from manufacturing, mar-
keting, sales, and engineering divisions to jointly decide
upon the optimal product design. To support CE in col-
laborative work situations, multiparticipant, distributed,
virtual reality systems are emerging as a new class of
tools. Examples include: the COVEN system (Normand,
1999), DCEE (Maxfield et al., 1998), DIVE and MASSIVE
(Benford et al., 1995) and VCODE system (Khalid,
2000). 
In a collaborative environment, CE team members inter-
act by sharing common information and reaching agree-
ments. Members bring their own personal viewpoints
to the integrated vision of the product design process.
Functional, aesthetic, environmental and life-cycle is-
sues are each characterised by different viewpoints,
goals and constraints that have to be balanced with ap-
propriate tradeoffs (e.g. Maxfield et al., 1998). To sup-
port the CE team in conceptual design, a system for dis-
tributed collaboration that enables evaluation of product
design problems in a network-oriented design environ-
ment is required. A shared virtual environment allows
the team to discuss design problems synchronously in
real-time. Design issues in developing shared virtual en-
vironments are therefore important (Amselem, 1995;
Khalid & Helander, 2000).
A major purpose of using virtual collaborative systems
is to have meaningful interactions with members of the
CE team. Such interaction richness can be achieved
when barriers of space, time and media/document for-
mats are overcome. This includes the ability to talk, see,
write and draw in both synchronous and asynchronous
manner, access to relevant information, archiving of in-
teractions for future review, and debate of issues on a
global basis. 
Evidently, it is still hard for people to work together
through their computers because of the artificial con-
straints of technology, inadequate interface design, and
the poor integration of conventional software with
groupware. Human-machine interaction could be en-

hanced further by having collaborative systems natural-
ly adapt to their users. Such user interfaces take into
consideration user experience and seek to reduce user
frustration during an interaction. 

2 Objectives

This paper addresses the issue of integrating a virtual
environment with Web-based collaborative tools and
customer needs data to support conceptual product de-
sign. The aim is to determine the utility of using virtual
environment in concurrent engineering. Another aim of
the study is to understand how design teams discuss
and communicate their design solutions concerning In-
formation, Communication and Entertainment Devices
(ICED) to other team members using the collaborative
systems. 

3 Method

3.1 Subjects

Two distributed concurrent engineering teams from lo-
cal car manufacturing companies in Malaysia participat-
ed in the study (henceforth referred as Team A and
Team B). Each team comprised 5 designers and engi-
neers.

3.2 Systems 

Two collaborative systems, termed VCODE, were con-
figured comprising an integrated desktop video confer-
encing system with collaborative multimedia and Web-
based VRML (virtual reality modeling language) environ-
ment. The first system (System A) enables free-for-all
discussion, while the second (System B) allows discus-
sion by turn-taking only, as determined and coordinated
by a project leader.
The virtual environment (VE) shown in Figure 1 com-
prised two alternative layouts of four electronic ICE de-
vices to be integrated in the instrument panel of future
cars. Besides the VE, each of the VCODE system com-
prised an audio-video conferencing facility, text chat,
and whiteboard. A summary of customer needs for the
in-car electronic devices was also provided to support
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design communication. Figure 2 illustrates the collabo-
rative interface for the VCODE system.

3.3 Tasks 

The teams were required to perform four tasks in two
sessions, namely: to identify trade-offs in design and
negotiate, to negotiate trade-offs and propose concep-
tual design, to discuss configuration layout of ICE devic-
es in the virtual environment, and to negotiate design
details by pointing to features on a whiteboard.

3.4 Procedures

Each task was performed for 15 minutes using both
VCODE systems. Subjects performed the tasks ‘re-
motely’ although they were located in the same physi-
cal space. The environment simulated the open plan lay-
out of their real physical workspaces. 

The subjects’ site behavior was recorded via a camcord-
er while the collaborative behaviour, including verbal
communication, screen information and social process-
es, was recorded directly into a videocassette recorder.
A usability questionnaire was given at the end of each
session to measure system effectiveness and usability
of the system with respect to supporting concurrent en-
gineering activities.

3.5 Data analysis

In order to understand the communication processes
among the CE team members involved in the study, the
video was analysed for speech content. Also, the ques-
tionnaire data were analysed using a 2 x 2 way ANOVA. 

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Verbal protocol analysis

Subjects’ verbal protocols from the video were used to
develop a taxonomy of design communication based on
Speech Act theory, as shown in Table 1. An analysis of
each subjects’ speech acts indicated that the VCODE
systems encouraged active design communication.

Table 1: Design communication

4.2 System performance

The systems supported performance of design tasks
significantly, in particular identifying design trade-offs (F
(1,1) =5.59, p<0.05). The ANOVA tests on subjects’ rat-
ings of the systems showed significant differences be-
tween the teams in user experience as well as system
preferences. System A allows better interaction and
support over System B. There is also a significant differ-
ence between teams in terms of system effectiveness
in supporting conceptual design discussion, F (1,1)=
4.50, p<0.05. Team B feels that they can accomplish
the task using the systems. The same team also finds
collaborating on the net is helpful in design (F (1,1)=
14.00, p<0.01). System A, which enables free-for-all
discussion, is greatly favoured over System B (F (1,1)
=38.12, p<0.001). This is because each member feels
free to discuss without having to wait for his/her turn as
induced by System B. This feeling of ‘autonomy’ and
freedom in system use is crucial in enhancing design
creativity.
Additionally, the collaborative system was viewed as
fun to use although there were technological con-
straints that impeded useful interaction, F (1,1) = 8.23,
p<0.05. Team B preferred System A although their typ-
ical collaborative culture seems to prioritise turn-taking
which is enabled by System B. Also, this was the first
time the team had used the collaborative system, there-
fore the experience itself in using a new technology and

Figure 1:  VE prototype 

Whiteboard                                        Audiovideo conferencing

Customer needs data                 VRML VE                   Text chat

Figure 2:  Collaborative interface

• establish contact • identify customer 
needs

• prompt team to partici-
pate 

• clarify functional 
requirements

• chat socially • propose design param-
eters

• give instructions for 
task

• make confirmation

• discuss design goals • disagree

• discuss design details • request for information

• discuss design trade 
offs

• seek help
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the awkwardness of collaborating electronically may
have induced the feeling of fun. 
The use of virtual environment was found to be benefi-
cial in supporting design communication. Team A, in
particular, liked using the virtual environment together
with the customer needs data.

4.3 Virtual environment

From the study, it was shown that the VE was limited in
its applicability as it only allowed the team to discuss
two possible ICED configurations. On the basis of sub-
jective feedback, the VE prototype was improved as
shown in Figure 3. Unlike the first prototype, this im-
proved version has a pop-up menu of ICED icons repre-
senting nine best designs of each device type. The de-
signs were selected from a ranking of 12 ICED designs
in the customer needs survey. In this hybrid system, a
CE team could select different options and configura-
tions in conceptual design. The prototype was tested in
a post-hoc session, and was found to be extremely use-
ful. 

4.4 Implications for design

The results in general indicated that design of collabora-
tive interfaces should consider user experience and
support team requirements in terms of: free-for-all com-

munication, provide a sense of social engagement, en-
able user control, being robust and forgiving, allow
physical or sensory interactions and flexible to use. Fur-
thermore, the user interface required better organiza-
tion of windows as subjects found the screens to be too
cluttered with the virtual world, customer needs data,
whiteboard, text chat and video images (see Figure
2)Conclusion
Although the virtual environment was found to be limit-
ed in its use, it did provide a means for a CE team to dis-
cuss design conceptually. Integrating the VE within a
collaborative system supports design communication
as gauged from the speech acts of the team. An im-
proved menu-driven user interface comprising virtual
prototypes may help to enhance further VCODE system
performance.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual communities supported by computers and communication facilities have existed for about two de-
cades. Virtual meetings around the world became technically feasible once there was a sufficient number of
satellites to relay data communication, and became commonplace at companies that could afford computer-
mediated communication (CMC). Today, technological advances, coupled with social changes, mean that vir-
tual communities can be useful to many people. The goal of this session is to demonstrate how virtual com-
munities can be established and kept going using inexpensive technical means. The meeting will be held dur-
ing a scientific conference on worldwide distributed work, by presenters who have organized and run at least
one virtual event. It will itself be a virtual event, with contributions from Philadelphia in the west to Hong
Kong in the east and South Africa in the south. The physical auditorium will be present in Berchtesgaden, a
small town in the south of Germany; virtual participants may be anywhere. 

1 Introduction 

Human networks have existed throughout history in
various forms, such as clubs, sects, brotherhoods,
guilds, gangs, and political parties. Forming such net-
works required sharing the same physical space, at
least for a certain time. This meant members of a net-
work needed common space to develop social mores,
but not always for the entire lifespan of that network.
When some members of a network had to leave the
common space (clubhouse, city, country, etc.) but were
able to maintain the links to the community it started
becoming “virtual.” The community was held together
by common interests and not by common space alone.
However, the members of such a community needed
to meet from time to time to refresh their ties. The Inns
of Court in London are an excellent example of forming
networks in a common space. The Inns of Court are
voluntary societies, unchartered and unincorporated.
Hence, their early history is obscure. Since their incep-
tion in the Middle Ages, they have been devoted to the
technical study of English law, rather than Roman law,
as was taught in the universities. The ties created by
this common interest were supported by common
space, such as libraries that could be used by students
as well as attorneys. The main common space, “The
Temple,” a series of buildings associated with the legal
profession, lies between Fleet Street and the Embank-
ment in the City of London. When the members had to
leave to work somewhere else in the vast empire, they
became members of a virtual community held together
by ships, mail, and later telegraphy. Yet such means by
themselves would not be sufficient to form a true com-
munity.

With the advent of videoconferencing during the late
1970’s, it was believed that people who had never seen
each other would be able to communicate using tech-
nical networks. The experience of less than a decade

was sufficient to demonstrate that the intensity of such
communications would not suffice to form communi-
ties. However, they could support existing human net-
works to a certain degree. 

The 1990’s witnessed the birth of a new era in commu-
nication technologies with two outstanding characteris-
tics: versatility and richness. While in 1985 the most
modern communication technology available to the
German public, Teletex (not to be mistaken for Tele-
text), was able to send plain text if typed in portrait for-
mat but failed if it attempted to transfer a table in land-
scape format, modern computers may transmit any
data that can be digitized, including text, sound, pic-
tures, and movies. Will they enable us to form virtual
communities by establishing ties between people who
have never shared common space at any time? 

2 Why a virtual meeting at a “real” 
conference?

2.1 Parallel universes in a universe, or the 

people of my town

Long before I studied telecommunication engineering,
I was interested in the relationships of people who lived
in small groups far away from their “mainland.” The
place I was born into was full of such people. My town
was part of a city, and the people there called it “our vil-
lage” although in consideration of the size of its popula-
tion one could call it a “city.” Just walking down the
road from our house, I might greet some Belarusians
who had fled Lenin’s revolution long before I was born;
buy something from a Greek whose ancestors had
lived in what was once the most powerful empire east
of Rome, Byzantium; and perhaps go fishing with a
Jew, a descendant of the Sephardim who had arrived
about 500 years earlier. Being the capital of two of the
longest lasting empires in history, for a total of 1400
years, the city had attracted people from all over the
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world. So did our village. Finally, WWII had brought
even more people because it was one of the few plac-
es in Europe without war. “My” people were proud of
ruling this place, but even they had their origins some-
where else. For the city’s first two millennia, other peo-
ple had lived there. 

The relationships between the people in my town
looked very much like the links Ted Nelson, the creator
of the Xanadu Project, draws between sets of docu-
ments. The name Xanadu comes from a magical place
in Coleridge’s poem “The Ballad of Kublai Khan.” The
project led to the hypertext structure of the Web (Nel-
son coined the term “hypertext”), but Nelson is deeply
concerned because the links in the Web are one-way
and may break (and the user then receives the code
“404 Not found on this server!”). His model establish-
es non-breaking two-way links. 

Would it be possible to link groups of people to parallel
“universes,” like Ted Nelson tries to accomplish, with
literature and documents? While planning this virtual
meeting, I found many indications on the Web that this
could work much better than we can imagine. In less
than a week, I was able to find a vast variety of virtual
events and communities that could never exist in phys-
ical space — anything between one real person joining
n communities without being restricted by time or
space and n persons remotely controlling the body of a
single human being (“Fractal Flesh” by Stelarc, 2). As a
result, my answer was “Yes! We should try it!”

2.2 Some people have gone, but they are still 

here

All of those people I had in mind while talking of my
town were living in an old city. They belonged to the
same big community and to a smaller part of it, our vil-
lage. At the same time, they were also part of various
other networks. Today, many of them live far away, and
try to maintain ties to their place of origin. They also
would like to see that their children develop some rela-

tionship to their parents’ world. This was little more
than a dream when a telephone call home cost a day’s
wages; and chatting over a phone line cannot show the
children the blue ocean. This situation has changed fun-
damentally through versatile technical means that offer
communication through different channels for reason-
able costs. 
Today’s technologies offer advantages that may even
be more important than financial benefits. For example,
the simple fact that people may use their e-mail ad-
dresses anywhere enables other members of all com-
munities to stay in contact regardless of where they
are. This is important, because we do not “call home”
to just a place, but to a person at a given time. 
This session was planned to demonstrate how creating
virtual communities could work using inexpensive tech-
nologies. I think there is no need to show that expen-
sive equipment works because more than half of the
world population was born after worldwide television
production had already become a reality. Some compa-
nies started working with videoconferences two de-
cades ago and don’t need a demonstration of the past.
They may, however, be surprised that someone in a
bush camp can comment on a lecture given in a small
town in Germany by somebody who is actually in Sin-
gapore, or even decide to join the lecture without get-
ting up from her or his chair.

2.3 Means for being active anytime and 

anywhere

For most WWDU 2002 sessions, methods suitable for
face-to-face meetings suffice. During the virtual ses-
sions, we will use these techniques for those present
in the conference room, while others will join the meet-
ing using other methods. The presentations during the
session require that all participants be available at the
same time, but not necessarily present in the same lo-
cation. Presenters and other participants may be any-
where. 
Some presentations discuss virtual events not requiring
synchronicity, and of course not being present at a cer-
tain location. Thus, the participants may be anytime and
anywhere. Each means used for events, from face-to-

Figure 1: Ted Nelson’s model of relationships of docu-
ments — A model for groups of humans, too?

Figure 2: Stelarc writing with three hands. The third
artificial hand can be remotely controlled (Stelarc,
1996)
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face meetings to activities anytime and anywhere, has
specific features, but also specific disadvantages. A
short representation of such means is given in Figure 3.

The WWDU 2002 virtual meetings will be “same time
— same place” and “same time — another place” but
will also introduce others, “another time….” An exam-
ple is text-e, the first entirely virtual symposium dedicat-
ed to investigating the impact of the Web on reading,
writing, and the diffusion of knowledge. The (asynchro-
nous) symposium took place from October 2001 to
March 2002. 

3 Short notes on the presentations

3.1 Time schedule

Virtual meetings of the type “same time …” require
special considerations because there is no “same
time” across the world. This fact has both positive and
negative effects for WWW (World Wide Work). While
the positive effects, e.g., always performing a given
task at the time of the day when workers are available
or most efficient, will be discussed in other sessions of
WWDU 2002, the virtual session should avoid the neg-
ative. Unfortunately, for presenters in Hong Kong and
the USA and participants in Germany there is no com-
mon time window. Therefore, we had to divide the pre-
sentations into an afternoon session (May 22, afternoon
at 11° east) and a morning session (May 23, afternoon
at 102° east). 

Remote participants will be able to join the session
most conveniently in the time zone GMT ± 3h (4). Oth-
ers need to consider the time zone for the conference
venue (GMT +1h).

3.2 Presentations of the afternoon session

All presentations of this virtual session are reports
about virtual events by persons who have organized or
run them. Both local and remote participants can judge
after this experience whether or not the goals of such
events are achievable. 
For a Human Science of the Internet: The Case of

www.text-e.org 

(Gloria Origgi, University of Bologna)

Text-e was the first entirely virtual symposium on the
impact of new technologies on reading, writing, and the
diffusion of knowledge. The project was a complex syn-
ergy between a group of researchers in human science
(myself and the other associates of the euro-edu asso-
ciation, www.euro-edu.com), a French institution (the
Bibliothèque Publique d’Information of the Centre
Pompidou, www.bpi.fr), and a Franco-American start-
up (GiantChair, www.giantchair.com). A reconstruction
of the main phases of the project (content design, web-
site design, etc.) and an analysis of the statistics of ac-
cess will be provided. Text-e is an experience and a
model of interactive research in human science. A
more general framework for a human science of the In-
ternet will be presented.

Convergent Interests and Divergent Perspectives:

The Marketplace of Ideas and Knowledge-Sharing

in a New Media Environment 

(Linda Greenwood, Dominique Monolescu, Gail Gallo,
and Katia Lima, Temple University, Philadelphia, USA)

New media technologies present unique opportunities
for knowledge sharing, discussion, and collaboration
across national and international boundaries. The Inter-
net has evolved from a text-based, asynchronous mode

Figure 3: Means and activities needed for being active
anytime and anywhere

Figure 4: Daylight time when the afternoon session
commences (top) and ends (below) (calculations http:/
/www.heavens-above.com/countries.asp)
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of communication into a communication experience
that allows for a more personal, interactive environ-
ment. Research has shown that these types of environ-
ments foster greater gains in knowledge and provide a
collaborative atmosphere in which ideas are more
readily exchanged. With this in mind, the director and
staff of Temple University’s Online Learning Program
organized and implemented a virtual conference that
would involve individuals from various communities in
a discussion of issues pertaining to intellectual property
in the digital age. 
In the spring of 2001, the virtual conference “Intellectu-
al Property and Digital Information in Higher Education:
Problems and Solutions” brought together a diverse
group of scholars, administrators, and jurists into dis-
cuss an issue important to all. The authors of this paper
propose that most participants might not have been as
inclined to participate in a face-to-face conference with
such a broad range of perspectives as they would be to
participate in a virtual conference where they are al-
lowed a certain degree of anonymity. Indeed, several
responses to a post-conference questionnaire indicated
that the diversity of perspectives was what was most
valuable to many of the participants. Conference partic-
ipants came from throughout the United States, as well
as the United Kingdom and Canada. 
In addition to a variety of content and perspectives, con-
ference organizers also wanted to offer participants di-
versity in the channels of communication and access to
information. Multiple platforms were employed in an
effort to allow flexible information-gathering and knowl-
edge-sharing. Live chat sessions and asynchronous dis-
cussion boards were scheduled during the two weeks.
Participants had access to content via downloadable
conference papers and live slide presentations. AOL In-
stant Messaging was also employed with the objective
of adding another, less formal, dimension to the virtual
conference experience. 

Virtual Conferencing as a Tool for the Social and

Economic Development of Communities 

(David Wortley, Mass Mitec-Creative Collaborative
Communications, Market Harborough, England)
The Information Age is creating many challenges and
opportunities for global society. Paradoxically, the same
technologies which offer unrivalled opportunities for
mankind to communicate, collaborate and build a rich,
equitable and sustainable future, could also create a di-
vided world in which individual self-interest might lead
to the destruction of the human race. 
Virtual conferencing is a technology which offers great
hope for the development of social and economic
wealth within communities, helping to address some
of the less desirable aspects of globalisation by creating
an environment in which people can work together to
mutual benefit, strengthening the bonds of stable and
fruitful relationships.
The Harborough Community Learning Network project
in the UK is a pioneering scheme to explore how HP's

Virtual Classroom technology might be used to create a
virtual community centre in which all sectors of the Har-
borough community can learn, work and socialise. The
concept behind the project regards a physical commu-
nity as an organisation whose common feature is the
area in which the citizens live. The social and economic
wealth of a district will increasingly depend on the de-
gree to which the local population is empowered and
motivated to shape its own social and economic future.
Virtual conferencing using HP's Virtual Classroom will
create a shared space, and this, coupled with the devel-
opment of a networked infrastructure linking the rural
villages to a town hub, will provide an environment to
stimulate enterprise and collaborative working across
all sectors.
The success of the project will not only depend on the
reliability, accessibility and ease of use of the virtual con-
ferencing technology, but also on a coherent, innovative
and well-supported campaign to stimulate entrepre-
neurial uses for the virtual space for business meetings,
community education, social gatherings and a whole
spectrum of other activities.
HP's Virtual Classroom allows presenters across the
globe to share their ideas and knowledge within anyone
who can access the internet in a highly interactive way
through the use of polling questions, text questions,
chat, electronic surveys and “web tours”. The Harbor-
ough Community Learning Network truly brings the
combined power of multimedia, networking and collab-
oration technologies to harness the human potential
which exists in any community.

CybErg 2002 - Ergonomics for Human and Commu-

nity Development 

(Andrew Thatcher, University of the Witwatersrand,
South Africa)
The CybErg 2002 conference is one of a series of “vir-
tual” international ergonomics conferences first con-
ceptualized by Dr Leon Straker of Curtin University of
Technology in Australia, and successfully held for the
first time in 1996 and again in 1999. The CybErg 2002
conference is the next international conference in a se-
ries of international conferences that have received
widespread acclaim in the international ergonomics
arena. 
The CybErg conference series is based on the principle
of internationalizing ergonomics knowledge and in-
creasing the quality of ergonomics discussion by mak-
ing conference attendance easier, quicker, and far
cheaper than face-to-face conferences. It is easy to see
how an international Web-based conference can drasti-
cally reduce travel-related costs. Such a virtual confer-
ence also enables discussions and knowledge to be im-
mediately accessible around the world at the click of a
mouse.  
The organizers are most excited about being invited to
convene and host CybErg 2002 from Africa. As a result
of the previous CybErg conferences, organized under
the auspices of the International Ergonomics Associa-
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tion (IEA), the conference already boasts an internation-
al standing in the scientific field, with particularly strong
links to people and associations in Australasia, the
Americas, Europe, and Southeast Asia. It is therefore
quite significant, given the aims of internationalizing er-
gonomics, that the Core Organizing Committee for Cy-
bErg 2002 will be from South Africa, at the tip of the
world’s most economically impoverished continent.
(See also full paper by the author in the proceedings)

CyberLux – An Internet-Based Medium and Confer-

ence on Light and Humans 
(Ahmet Çakir, ERGONOMIC Institute, Berlin)

A Deo lux nostra — “Our light comes from God.” This
ancient belief gives an impression of the importance
of light and vision for all life on earth. Yet few ergono-
mists are interested in lighting. Surprisingly, architects
in many countries also neglect lighting-related issues.
There may be many reasons for this situation, but one
of the most important could lie in the lack of exchange
of knowledge between disciplines. CyberLux aims to
help remove barriers between them.

CyberLux is a cross between a virtual conference in
two languages (English and German) and a knowledge
accumulator where “knowledge” means creating
links to the places where useful information may be
found. Following the rationale that most existing
knowledge does not deserve this name because it is
unknown to most people, CyberLux sorts sources of
information on light and filters them for more conve-
nient access. Where new knowledge seems to be ap-
propriate, papers are published, e.g., on the relation-
ships between ergonomics, lighting technology, and
medical research.

CyberLux comprises five forums that accept submis-
sions of new articles or comments on existing papers.
There are parallel forums in English and German. Each
forum is guided by a Convenor who is responsible for
the papers but not for the comments. Participation is
free. Users need to register only if they want to write
comments. 

Call Center Agent Network — A Virtual Conference

for Call Center Agents 

(Bernhard Raestrup, Eckart Menzler-Trott, Hannes
Oberlindober, change U – Die Innovationswerkstatt,
Bochum, Germany)

Call Center Agent Network is a website for people
who work in call centers, organized and run by former
colleagues. The initiators of this network are primarily
interested in creating ties between call center agents
worldwide, enabling them to exchange information on
their specific type of work, and involving call center
customers in the discussion. They will run a three-day
parallel virtual conference of which part will be report-
ed in the WWDU virtual session. 

The topic call center fits into the wide scope of
WWDU 2002 for various reasons:

• The work of call center agents is distributed world-
wide

• The tasks of those organizing and running call cen-
ters may be distributed worldwide

• Those who conduct research need a global view
• The future prospects of work for call center agents

in a given country may be influenced by the situa-
tion in other countries

With the presenters being former call center agents
and the remote participants calling (hopefully) from real
call center workplaces we hope to realize a unique ex-
perience. (See also full paper by the author in the pro-
ceedings)

3.3 Presentations of the morning session

Unlike the first session, the session on May 23 will be
coordinated from Universiti Malaysia Sarawak in
Borneo. This is part of the intended demonstration of
worldwide cooperation. The topics of the session will
be presented from Sarawak; Navi Mumbai, India; Sin-
gapore; and Hong Kong. 

A Constructivist-based Virtual Training Environ-

ment for Novice Car Drivers 

(CHEN Chwen Jen, Eve CHEONG Chung Sze, SEE TOH
Kok Keong and TAY Choon Yong, Universiti Malaysia
Sarawak) 

This contribution reports the implementation of a web-
based three-dimensional virtual environment training
system for novice car drivers. Generally, this system
aims to train people learning to drive in cognitive as-
pects so that they will better understand the meaning
of various highway codes and on-the-road regulations.
This is done by providing a more realistic representation
of the road scenario through a virtual environment and
by designing the system based on constructivist learn-
ing principles. It is hoped that this system could be used
as a supplementary training system to help beginning
drivers perform better on their written driving test, and
subsequently in their real-world driving performance.
(See also full paper by the authors in the proceedings)

Electronic Catalog for Online Product Customiza-

tion 

(Jianxin JIAO and Mitchell M. Tseng, Nanyang Techno-
logical University, Singapore; Hong Kong University of
Science & Technology)

This topic discusses an indispensable electronic aid for
distributed work. The versatile electronic catalog is
used to support product presentation, search, and clas-
sification, served as interfaces to other market services
such as advertising, marketing, sales, distribution and
channels, as well as used as an alternative retailing ven-
ue. 

The status of electronic catalogs is reviewed in the con-
text of online product customization. Technical chal-
lenges and fundamental issues underlying electronic
catalogs are discussed. An approach to developing elec-
tronic catalogs is outlined based on the product family
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architecture. (See also full paper by the authors in the
proceedings)

A Grammar Tool for Sentence Generation and

Cross-Language Communication 

(PVS Rao, Tata Infotech Ltd., Vashi, Navi Mumbai, In-
dia)
Communication across language barriers is an impor-
tant need in the multilingual context of India. With low
literacy levels, individuals in developing countries gener-
ally have reasonable language competence (under-
standing language) but face difficulties with respect to
language performance (constructing grammatically cor-
rect — and therefore unambiguous — sentences). This
presentation describes a grammar tool which can be a
literacy aid as well as a facilitator of cross-language
communication at the national level (for multilingual
countries) and at the global level. It enables a user to
generate: 
• Fairly complex sentences in a language that he is

barely familiar with, and 

• Equivalent sentences in a second language with
which the user need not be familiar with

The user can incrementally convey the intended con-
cept underlying the sentence to the machine in a non-
sentential form. This is internally represented as a struc-
ture that is not language-specific. This structure can be
converted (using appropriate grammar rules) into sen-
tences of a language. 

The tool can be used in two modes: 

• As an aid for sentence generation in real life or 
• As a training tool for gaining competence, either in

the first language of the user or in a second lan-
guage

4 References

Nelson, T. H.: http://xanadu.com.au

Stelarc: Fraktale Körper. In: Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Ed.): Tasten, Steidl Verlag,
Bonn, 1996 

Figure 5: Possible communication between presenters during the sessions (other participants may be anywhere).
Some potential links have been left out in order not to obscure the picture.
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a series of web-based ergonomic conferences known as CybErg, the international cy-
berspace conferences on ergonomics. The WWW holds a great deal of appeal in hosting an international con-
ference, allowing conferences to be cheaper and more accessible to many people worldwide. A web-based
conference allows conference delegates to participate at an international conference without leaving their
own offices and without the cost of physically travelling to a face-to-face conference. A web-based confer-
ence therefore has a greater chance at internationalising the dissemination of knowledge and dialogue. This
paper discusses the advantages of a web-based academic conference on ergonomics by introducing the Cy-
bErg series and CybErg’2002. The paper makes suggestions on how the problems of past CybErg confer-
ences will be addressed by the next in the series, CybErg’2002. CybErg’2002 is to be organised from South
Africa and is endorsed by the International Ergonomics Association (IEA).

1 Introduction 

It can be demonstrated that the WWW is a suitable
venue for an international academic conference. In fact,
the initial aims of the WWW are closely aligned with
the aims of scientific discourse, to introduce a common
protocol to allow all machines to seamlessly communi-
cate with one another (Berners-Lee et al., 1994). This
means that information anywhere on the WWW can
be accessed from any point in the WWW domain. In
addition, the WWW allows the full capabilities of multi-
media technology to be incorporated into the world-
wide knowledge resources. Couple this multimedia ca-
pability with the stated aims of the WWW to facilitate
collaboration between people in remote locations, and
the WWW appears to be the ideal venue for academics
to meet and discuss issues of mutual concern
A web-based conference is any conference where the
primary medium of presentation and interaction is the
WWW. There are a large number of web-based confer-
ences both of an academic and of a business nature to
be found on the WWW. The conference formats found
on the WWW are quite varied, from simple discussion
forums (operating as nothing more than simple bulletin
boards), to graphic-intensive “virtual” conferences that
simulate everything from the registration foyer to the
presentation hall. Some web-based conferences have
even taken the text-based presentation medium a step
further and experimented with multimedia presenta-
tions including the use of video and sound clips of key-
note speakers and other presenters. There are even in-
stances of conferences that have attempted (albeit not
with widespread success) graphic Multiple User Do-
mains (MUD’s) to create highly interactive conference
experiences. These MUD’s allow a number of partici-
pants to interact with one another in an online graphic
environment.

2 The CybErg series

The CybErg series has a special part to play in our un-
derstanding of web-based conferencing. Since it is a
conference on ergonomics, this allows ergonomists to
both participate in, and reflect on, the conference pro-
cess. The role of the ergonomist in the reflection pro-
cess is to compare the design, functioning and efficacy
of a web-based conference to more traditional discus-
sion media (i.e. face-to-face discussions). Once this has
been done, the ergonomist is better placed to use ergo-
nomics knowledge to design better web-based confer-
ences. In this context, CybErg aims to investigate the
ability of virtual WWW conferences to disseminate re-
search results and to stimulate quality academic de-
bate. Also, since the CybErg conferences are techno-
logically simple, the aim is to allow more people from
around the world to participate without alienating them
through technological sophistication.

The CybErg conferences are held every three years to
coincide with the closing date for submissions to the tri-
ennial International Ergonomics Association Congress.
Two CybErg conferences have been held previously, in
1996 and 1999. The stated aims for each of the CybErg
conferences have remained the same (Straker et al,
1996; Straker et al, 1999). Firstly, To increase the quality
of academic papers and the quality of academic discus-
sion by allowing more time to read papers and more
time for the discussion of these papers (hence the con-
ference is active for one month). Secondly, reducing the
costs of travelling (such as airfares, accommodation,
and subsistence) by negating the need to travel. This
would be particularly beneficial to academics from de-
veloping countries, where there is a poor rate of curren-
cy exchange. Finally, accessing a wider range of partic-
ipants (through the reduction of travel expenses) and re-
duce the bias towards predominantly west European
and North American delegates found at most interna-
tional face-to-face conferences. 
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CybErg is designed around the primary programme of
face-to-face conferences to communicate and dissem-
inate knowledge. The format of the conference is simi-
lar to that found at many face-to-face conferences. At
the core, CybErg conferences are based on peer-re-
viewed abstracts, where quality abstracts are selected
for presentation as papers. At the CybErg conference
site, the presentation has been primarily in text and stat-
ic image format. This “low-tech” presentation format is
aimed at facilitating a greater number of participants,
especially from less technologically developed parts of
the World.
The full papers (similar in length and appearance to jour-
nal articles) are “presented” for the duration of the con-
ference (lasting one month), and delegates are invited
to read the papers and ask questions or make com-
ments by means of an asynchronous text-based bulle-
tin board. Presenters are encouraged to respond to
questions and comments. The one-month time period
for the conference allows for more in depth discussions
than that found at face-to-face conferences. The num-
bers of papers depends of course, on the number of
quality submissions and the range of topics being cov-
ered. In addition to the academic paper discussions
there are also general academic and social discussion
areas, allowing delegates to communicate and discuss
more than just the content of the academic papers. The
proceedings are produced on CD-Rom and sent to all
registered delegates before the conference is active to
enable delegates to read papers without having to rely
on slow WWW connections. However, in order to
make comments, ask questions and participate in dis-
cussions, delegates must be connected to the CybErg
website.

3 Past CybErg conferences

The production of the proceedings on a CD-Rom neces-
sitated the introduction of a minimal registration fee of
US$75 (the first conference in 1996 was free, but with
no CD-Rom proceedings). This, in turn may have led to
fewer delegates (a reduction from 1078 in 1996 to 146
in 1999). However, it is possible that by introducing a
small cost, delegates were more interested in getting
something valuable out of the 1999 conference.
It was still evident though, that the majority of the pre-
senters at both the previous conferences were from
western European and North American backgrounds.
For example, there were only two papers from Africa
(both from South Africa), three from Brazil and one
from Mexico (representing south and central America),
and a handful of papers from Malaysia, China (Hong
Kong), Japan and India at CybErg’99. However, the per-
centage representation of delegates at CybErg’96 and
CybErg’99 shows a slightly different picture. While Cy-
bErg’96 was dominated by delegates from Europe and
North America, CybErg’99 shows a considerable in-
crease in the percentage of delegates from South
America and Asia. Even though there is a wide diversity
of representation in the delegates, this does not neces-

sarily indicate a diversity of active participation in the dis-
cussion and debate interactions. In fact, with a few mi-
nor exceptions, much of the discussion was still domi-
nated by English-speaking, western-oriented delegates.

4 Technology and virtual conferences

One of the reasons for the dominance of European and
North American delegates at previous CybErg confer-
ences has been the unequal global distribution of tech-
nological resources. In a survey of industrially devel-
oped countries, income, educational attainment, urban-
isation, type of industries and language spoken had an
impact on the degree of Internet penetration. Those
countries that were English-speaking, high average in-
comes, high educational attainment and a high degree
of their population in an urbanised environment, had the
highest rates of Internet penetration (OECD, 2001). In
addition, countries with dominant industries in the
transportation, forestry, construction and agriculture
sectors demonstrated poor Internet penetration
(OECD, 2001). Even though this survey was conducted
in industrially developed countries, it is quite easy to see
that the factors that predict low Internet penetration are
the same factors that describe typical industrially devel-
oping countries (IDC’s).
Taking this information to the CybErg situation, there
are a number of possible reasons for the lack of partici-
pation and involvement. At an obvious level, it is possi-
ble that there are language barriers that prevent many
people from developing nations from submitting ab-
stracts and from actively participating in discussions
and debates. However, one might say that the same is
true for many of the western European countries and
from other industrially developed non English-speaking
nations around the world (such as Japan). The fact still
remains though, that these countries have the educa-
tional resources to actively ensure that their citizens
have a basic command of conversational English. The
same cannot be said of most countries in Africa, east-
ern Europe, and central and southern America. 
A second reason, which is perhaps more disturbing giv-
en the nature of virtual conferences and the stated aims
of the conference, is one of access to technology. It is
most evident that the majority of people who have ac-
cess to the WWW are from the USA. Nua Internet Sur-
veys’ (2000) estimates of the number of people con-
nected to the Internet indicate a dismal situation for Af-
rica, the Middle East and Latin America. The developing
countries of the world simply do not have the same ac-
cess to information technology and the WWW as coun-
tries such as the USA, Great Britain, Germany, Japan or
Australia. Even in South Africa, with the highest Inter-
net penetration rate in Africa, only 4.19% of the South
African population has access to the WWW. This is in
sharp contrast to other developed countries in the
world (contrasted with a penetration rate of 60% of the
population in the USA).
Without some form of concerted intervention virtual
conferences will not be able to increase accessibility
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and diversity of views, except through developed coun-
tries. Naturally, this will lead to increased domination by
western European and North American academics and
theorists. This poses a challenge not only to future Cy-
bErg conferences, but also to all virtual conferences that
are attempting to access a wider population of partici-
pants.

5 Towards CybErg’2002

Since the CybErg conferences in 1996 and 1999
achieved the first two aims of the conference, there is
no need to change the structure, format and content of
the CybErg’2002 conference. The conference secretar-
iat moves to the University of the Witwatersrand, Jo-
hannesburg and an International Scientific Advisory
Committee has been set up that consists largely of se-
nior ergonomists from industrially developing countries
The main aim of the CybErg’2002 conference is there-
fore to attract quality participation particularly from Afri-
ca and Latin America. Limited translation facilities are
available to allow non-English speakers to have their
conference papers translated into English.
Based on an analysis of CybErg’99 it has been suggest-
ed that CybErg’2002 experiments with synchronous
discussions using “real-time” discussion facilities
(Thatcher et al, 2001). The Conference Secretariat will
explore the feasibility of setting up a limited number of
synchronous sessions. The timing of these sessions
will be critically important if this experiment is to prove
successful. It will be impossible to find a time that is
mutually convenient to all delegates from around the
world, but it is possible to define a broad time period
that is less inconvenient.
Finally, on the subject of computer facilities, there will
not be any form of equality in access to technology
without a substantial amount of money being invested
in information technology infrastructure and basic com-
puting facilities. It is not the job of the CybErg’2002
committee to see that enough funds can be raised to
redress the imbalance in all industrially developing
countries. The OECD’s (2001) recommendations sug-
gest that this would be a multibillion-dollar effort far be-
yond the scope of an academic conference. The role of
the CybErg conferences will be to keep the format and
technological innovation to a minimum in order to allow
access to communities that are less technologically so-

phisticated. It is also hoped that we can link up with lo-
cal, face-to-face conferences that are taking place con-
currently with the CybErg’2002 conference. Thus, a
small number of public access terminals will allow
more people to be exposed to the conference without
needing personal computer and Internet facilities.

CybErg’2002 will be active from 15 September to 15
October 2002. We have already received a great deal of
interest from industrially developing countries. The ex-
tended abstracts (that are currently being peer- re-
viewed by internationally recognised ergonomists)
from industrially developed countries (including coun-
tries in Africa, South America and Asia) have substan-
tially increased from previous CybErg conferences. We
would therefore like to invite people to register and par-
ticipate in the third CybErg conference, “Ergonomics
for Human and Community Development”. More in-
formation can be obtained from the conference web-
site at: http://cyberg.wits.ac.za/
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ABSTRACT

The call-center industry creates jobs with similar working conditions and a similar workload all over the world.
The jobs of the call-center agents are highly dependent on technological, economic, and strategic interna-
tional developments. In contrast to this situation, call-center research and call-center policies in most coun-
tries are conducted only on the national level. Yet there is a need to transfer information, knowledge, and
strategy in an international context. Congresses on call-center agents’ working conditions are held without
the participation of the agents. Call-center agents sell their voice and their mind at work: It’s not their voice on
the line – it’s the voice of the company they are working for. As a result of these facts, Call Center Agent Net-
work was started in October 2001 as an international communication and information platform. The Network
is a no-budget project, so we were forced to run the web site very economically. The virtual conference is an
experiment to share information about working conditions in call centers worldwide and to start an interna-
tional networking project for call-center workers.

1 Introduction: Call Center Agent 
Network

Call Center Agent Network is intended as an interna-
tional web community for call-center agents (http://
www.callcenteragent.net). Responsible for this project
are Bernhard Raestrup, Eckart Menzler-Trott and
Hannes Oberlindober. We are former call-center agents
and work now as advisers and researchers for and
about call centers. The web community was started in
October 2001, because there did not exist a central and
international communication and information platform
for call-center agents on the Web.

2 Why do call-center agents need an 
international communication and 
information platform?

Photographs of call centers show agents working in
long rows or at their individual workplaces. This is a
splendid situation for a job whose material is communi-
cation. The call-center agents are integrated into a glo-
bal communication network with phone calls, bits and
bytes transported around the world. Yet in most call
centers, the agents are the only subjects who are not
asked to communicate with each other: They are sepa-
rated communication workers. In tribute to the cubicles
that separate direct communication in a lot of call cen-
ters, let us call this situation "cubicalization” of informa-
tion work.
Call Center Agent Network is an answer to cubicaliza-
tion. It intends to create a global network of call-center
agents.

2.1 Call centers depend on global 

developments 

Work in call centers depends on the international labor
market, on the international economy, and very often on

the organizational strategies of companies operating in-
ternationally. Many job cuts in the last year were a result
of one or more of these three factors. The agent in his
cubicle is part of major strategic decisions – keeping or
losing his job very often depends on these factors.

The crash of the "new economy” and the economic ef-
fects of September 11 cost thousands of call-center
jobs in Germany and some tens of thousands in the
USA. The closure of software-support lines is a direct
result of the weak hardware and software market. The
closure of telebanking hotlines is a consequence of in-
ternational bank strategies; 65,000 call center jobs in
the UK are at risk during the next decade, due to the in-
ternational labor market – these jobs could go to India. 

2.2 Standardized call-center work has 

globalized workload 

Research on working conditions, health, and safety in
call centers usually has a national focus. However, call
centers worldwide have similar working conditions and
problems. The organization of call center work is based
on the factory model with repetitive tasks and standard-
ized workplaces. The basic workloads are similar.
Worldwide there are reports about stress in call cen-
ters, high talking levels, close supervision, and low free-
dom of decision-making (Bagnara (2000), 22). Most
problem-solving strategies of management in call cen-
ters are technologically driven – there is a lack of orien-
tation on the human resources in call centers.

There are many national differences – wages, national
law, general social conditions, regional economically dif-
ferences, and so on. Yet the standardized working ex-
perience and the comparable problems form a basis for
international communication among call-center agents
– the basic problems are the same in Canada, Australia,
India, or France. This is the basis for an international
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community of call-center agents to discuss problems
and to share best-practice solutions.

2.3 Agents have no voice of their own

Agents have no voice of their own. They sell their voice
and their thoughts to a call center to fulfill the work that
machines cannot process yet. There are many call-cen-
ter conferences, there is a lot of literature about call cen-
ters, and there are many web sites offering information
about call centers. But one group of people is conspicu-
ously absent from this discussion – the agents them-
selves. 
In the process of the international division of labor, the
agents must even deny their cultural identity. Arundhati
Roy describes this as imperialism in the mind and soul
of agents in India, Malaysia, and other countries (Roy
2001, p 83ff.). Call-center training for call centers with
US contractors in India includes language and cultural
training – sometimes even soap operas are part of the
training programs. This dramatic cultural impact of mon-
dialisation is the focus of the GERM Group (2002).

2.4 Agents need new means of participation

Call-center agents need new ways of participation. They
cannot strike. Only one click is needed to direct the
phone calls to another call center. They are a new "cy-
ber-proletariat” on the communication line, who have
similar problems as workers on the production line.
However, they have completely different jobs and a dif-
ferent social background from assembly-line workers –
and they do not have any traditionally grown infrastruc-
tures to care for them.
Traditional trade union strategies are no solution for
most of the agents’ problems. New strategies must be
developed and a new cultural approach is needed. Cam-
paigns can be one answer, the call center as a weapon
itself another answer. We need new concepts for par-
ticipation and new strategies to push through the call-
center agents’ rights – and this must be discussed in an
international context.

2.5 Conclusion 

Two trends are important for the future working condi-
tions of call-center workers: flexibility and networking.
Flexibility as a part of call-center agents’ lifestyle is a re-
sult of the high-risk, flexible industry (Sennett 1998).
Networking is important because agents need more
specified information and communication to be able to
react as subjects and groups at their work and to the

whole call center industry. The international access to
information and communication (Rifkin 2000) among
and with call-center agents is also important for trade
unions and researches to change the working condi-
tions in call centers. Call Center Agent Network is one
possible solution to these problems.

3 Our goals and experiences

Call Center Agent Network is a no-budget project. It is
sponsored by the social and political research institute,
change U (http://www.change-u.de).

Call Center Agent Network was started to share infor-
mation and to start communication among call-center
agents with a national and international focus. It pro-
vides daily news about the situation in the call-center
business worldwide; in the German section there are
essays and comments on call centers. A virtual library
collects international documents about call centers – a
special section provides documents about working con-
ditions in different call centers around the world. There
are many features for response and communication in-
cluding forums, chats, comments, etc.

After half a year, we have finished the first step – to es-
tablish the web page. The next step will be getting inter-
national partners caring about national parts of the net-
work. We are collecting experiences with this virtual
community to find common solutions to establish inter-
national virtual communities for working people. We are
optimizing Call Center Agent Network on the basic of
the results of our experiences.

3.1 Conditions of virtual call-center agent 

communities – first results

One of the goals is to get experiences in social-work-re-
lated communities on the Web – especially for and with
call-center agents.

Call-center agents appear to be "non-communicators”
on the Web. This might seem surprising, because they
are seen as very communicative people. 

a) Call-center agents are indeed communicative people.
But communication via voice and telephone (talking)
and communication via keyboard and Internet (writing)
are two very different ways to communicate. Workers
in a very restricted communication situation at work
face difficulties in starting to communicate with one an-
other. My thesis: Call-center agents prefer to communi-
cate in "real” communities (pubs, parties, cinema, uni-
versity, family, etc.) rather than in virtual communities.
There is one exception: hardware and software help-
desk agents. They need Internet-based newsgroup in-
formation and discussion for their work (searching for
new drivers, solving hardware mysteries, etc.).

b) Traditional trade-union theories argue that part-time
workers have less identification with their job, because
they have different orientations in their lives (family, uni-
versity, etc.). This has consequences for all web-based
communities for call-center agents: Why visit a call-cen-

Figure 1: Global working conditions in call centers
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ter-agent web community if the call center is not the
center of my life?
c) Call-center agents lose their own voice in a process
of working socialization in call centers. At work, the
agents sell their voice and thoughts to the call center’s
management and have to talk with very restricted sen-
tences in a very restricted working and communication
situation. One result of his could be a loss of communi-
cation about work in communities – especially in virtual
communities.
d) Private connections to the web seem to be impossi-
ble or restricted during work time. At Call Center Agent
Net, most contacts are in the late afternoon – after 5
p.m. During the day, most connections are private con-
nections.

4 Virtual conference for call-center 
agents

The virtual conference for call-center agents was
planned because a "real” conference for agents is diffi-
cult to finance. The virtual conference will be held on
the homepage of Call Center Agent Network. We use
basic Internet technologies – chat, forum, news articles
– no web conferencing or anything else which needs
high technological standards or special software plug-
ins. 
Our virtual conference will be held parallel to the "real”
conference in Berchtesgaden. We prefer to use asyn-
chronous technologies because of the different time
zones and the need for and opportunities for special
concepts for virtual conferences. 
Our virtual conference will be hold under the topic
“Working Conditions in Call Centers.” The conference
will be divided between different workshops. We try to

get experts and agents from different countries and
continents to care for the workshops. The actual topics
(April 2002):
Workshop 1: Voice Load in Call Centers
Workshop 2: Health and Safety in Call Centers
Workshop 3: Trade Unions and Innovative Strategies in

Call Centers
Workshop 4: Call Center – A Chance for Handicapped

Workers?
Workshop 5: Call Center and Globalization - Country

Reports
Workshop 6: Standardization as Amelioration of Hu-

man Communication
Workshop 7: In the beginning was the word. Call Cen-

ter Communication and Religion 
Workshop 8: Virtual Worker’s Networks
One week before the beginning of the conference, the
papers must be handed in. Each workshop will be mon-
itored by one expert.
More information at: http://www.callcenteragent.net
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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports the implementation of a web-based three-dimensional virtual environment training system
for novice car drivers. Generally, this system aims to train these novice drivers from the cognitive aspects so
that they will better understand the meaning of various highway codes and on-the-road regulations. This is
done by providing a more realistic representation of the road scenario through virtual environment and de-
signing the system based on the constructivist learning principles. It is hopefully that this system could be
used as a supplementary training material to help the novice car drivers to perform better in their paper-based
driving test and subsequently in their real-world driving performance.

1 Introduction 

Road accident is one of the major causes of death in
Malaysia. Statistics released by the Road Transport De-
partment (RTD) of Malaysia shows that the number of
road accidents has been increasing since the last 10
years. In the year 2000, for instance, a total of 250,429
road accidents were reported with the death toll of
6,029 and 44,165 injuries (Jabatan Pengangkutan Jalan
Malaysia, 2001). RTD has always envisioned in produc-
ing competent drivers. Among the measures taken is
to introduce a more stringent driving test procedure.
Currently, a candidate has to go through 4 test compo-
nents in order to be eligible for the competent driving li-
cense. These components include (i) theory test (oral or
written), (ii) attending a 6-hour practical lesson, (iii) prac-
tical test, and (iv) road test. 

Component (i), which is the theory test, consists of 50
multiple-choice questions. This test is basically text-
based with some images showing Highway Code or
two-dimensional plan view of various road scenarios.
Generally, these questions aim to test the candidate’s
ability to distinguish different Highway Code and his/
her understanding of on-the-road regulations. However,
we observed that there exist a few limitations on the

current paper-based theory test to effectively evaluate a
candidate. Highway Code is tested individually and not
incorporated into the real road scenario. This encourag-
es rote learning of the code without fully comprehend-
ing the real usage of the each code. In addition, the uti-
lization of two-dimensional representation of the road
scenario is unrealistic. It increases the candidate’s cog-
nitive load by demanding him/her to mentally construct
the three-dimensional road scenario from the two-di-
mensional plan. Indeed, this task entails the knowledge
of isometric, parallel and perspective projections, eleva-
tions, materials, dimensioning and so on. The fact that
different people have different spatial ability raises the
ambiguity on the validity and ability of these two-dimen-
sional plans to accurately test the candidate’s under-
standing as it involves another level of abstraction that
is unnecessary when facing a real driving condition. 

2 Aims

This project aims to design and develop an affordable
web-based virtual environment training system that will
serve as a supplementary training material to the cur-
rent driving course. Generally, this desktop-based train-
ing system is meant to improve the comprehension of
the Highway Code by simulating the use of it in the real
context within the virtual environment. It also aims to
better prepare the candidate for the theory test, espe-
cially in practicing his/her cognitive ability to construct
the three-dimensional road scenario from the two-di-
mensional plan. This will hopefully reduce errors that
may be made due to the candidate’s poor spatial ability. 
The use of an interactive virtual environment system
such as this allows the user to control and interact di-
rectly with objects within the virtual world. Such control
and interaction, together with free exploration, provide
a greater sense of empowerment. As pointed out by
Bricken (1990), one surprising result from virtual reality
research is that subjects have a strong positive emo-
tional reaction. They feel free and empowered, in which
empowerment is a factor that contributes to motiva-
tion.  Moreover, it also offers flexibility for repetition and

Figure 1: The number of road accidents reported in
Malaysia from the year 1991 to 2000. Source: (Jabatan
Pengangkutan Jalan Malaysia, 2001)
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self-pacing. The integration of this virtual environment
on the web also enables us to manipulate the benefits
offered by both virtual environment and web technolo-
gies.

3 Methodology

The scope of the training system was identified after a
thorough discussion with an officer of the RTD.  This
training system was then designed based on the princi-
ples of constructivism, a current educational thinking
that believe that a person can learn more effectively by
constructing their knowledge through learning-by-do-
ing. Winn (1993), Bricken (1990), and Chen & Teh
(2000) are among others who have pointed out how the
various capabilities of the virtual environment technolo-
gy could support the principles of constructivism. 

Figure 2: Model for designing constructivist learning
environments (Adapted from: Jonassen, 1997)

Referring to Figure 2, which shows the model for de-
signing constructivist learning environments as pro-
posed by Jonassen (1997), this model consists of a
problem, project, question, or case that learners at-
tempt to solve or resolve with various support systems,
such as related cases, information resources, cognitive
tools, conversation or collaboration tools, and social or
contextual support systems. 

Heuristic evaluation, which is performed by usability ex-
perts, identifies potential usability problems by compar-
ing the existing user interface to usability principles or
guidelines. Results from heuristic evaluation are subse-
quently used to remedy obvious and critical usability
problems  (Gabbard et al., 1999).

Thus, to improve the usability of the system, heuristic
evaluation had first been applied on the paper and pencil
storyboard and then on the first system prototype. 

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 System Design 
In this constructivist training system, problems were
described and represented in the three-dimensional vir-
tual environments to resemble the various real world
road scenarios. Learner was then allowed to manipu-
late the problem space by exploring and navigating
through the virtual environment. This training system
consisted of 3 different stages with increasing difficulty.
The various situations that had been incorporated into
each stage were summarized in Table 1.  

P roblems
P resentation/
S imulation

P roblems
Manipu lation
Space

Problem/ Project Context

Social/ Contex tual

Conv ersation /
Collaboration Tools

Cogn itive

I nformation

Related

Cases

Resources

Tools

Knowledge-
Building

Community

Support

Table 1: a summary of the various road situations that
had been incorporated into each stage of the training
system

Stage 1

Situation Appropriate Action
1. Learner drives at 50km/hr

along the right lane.
Learner should move to the left
lane and give way to other vehi-
cles to overtake.

2. Learner was tested
whether he or she will
overtake other vehicles on
a double-line road. 

Learner should keep following
the front vehicle.

Stage 2

Situation Appropriate Action
1. Learner is supposed to

enter a main road by turn-
ing to the right, where
there were many vehicles
on the main road.

Learner should stop to give pri-
ority to those vehicles on the
main road.

2. A car from the opposite
lane would like to turn into
a junction, which was in
front and next to your car.

Leaner has priority in this situa-
tion and should keep on mov-
ing.

3. Leaner entered a round-
about and was required to
turn into the third junction
of the roundabout.

Learner should use the right
lane of the roundabout.

Stage 3

Situation Appropriate Action
1. Learner’s car was initially

moving on the right lane
and he or she had to turn
into a junction, which was
on the left.

Learner should move to the left
lane before reaching the junc-
tion and then turn into it.

2. Learner was tested on his
or her reaction when facing
a zebra crossing. 

Learner should give priority to
pedestrians who want to cross
at the zebra crossing.

3. Learner was supposed to
turn into a junction to the
right and there is car com-
ing from the opposite
direction on the other lane.

Learner should stop and wait
until the car from the opposite
direction moved away from the
junction

4. Learner was tested on his
or her reaction towards
emergency scenario.

Learner should always alert
when driving.

5. Learner’s car is moving
towards a half-closed road
due to a construction work.

Learner should stop his or her
car and wait until the opposite
lane is clear before moving onto
that lane.
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This complied with the scaffolding strategy that stress-
es the importance of gradually adjusting the difficulty of
task. Besides, two-dimensional plan of the whole road
scenario for each stage and two-dimensional plan
showing the current location of the learner’s car were
used to serve as cognitive tools to assist the learner in
manipulating the problem.
Coaching strategy was also employed by providing fre-
quent feedback to the learner’s action. These feedback
may provide hints and helps, such as reminding learner
of parts of the task he or she may overlook, directing
learner to particular aspects of the tasks, or provide
feedback that not only informs the learner about the ef-
fectiveness and accuracy of their performance but also
analyses their actions and thinking. 
A demonstration of the proper reaction for each situa-
tion was also incorporated if ‘Show Me’ button on the
web page is clicked. This is in line with the modeling
strategy, which according to Jonassen (1997) is the
most commonly used instructional strategy in con-
structivist learning environments.
The two figures 3-6 below showed a few screenshots
of the various road situations that have been incorporat-
ed into system after being improved based on the feed-
back obtained through the heuristic evaluation.

5 Conclusions

At the time this paper is written, an evaluation study to
investigate the effectiveness of this training system is
still in progress. This evaluation involves two groups of
subjects where both groups need to attend a 6-hour
practical lesson conducted by a qualified driving instruc-
tor. After the lesson, both groups will do their revision
based on paper-based materials while only one of the
groups will be given opportunity to use the training sys-
tem. A written test, which is based on the theory test
set by RTD will be given at the end of this session and
the performance of these two groups will be compared
to reveal the effect of this training system, if available.
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ABSTRACT

The status quo of electronic catalogs is reviewed in the context of online product customization. Technical
challenges and fundamental issues underlying electronic catalogs are discussed. An approach to developing
electronic catalogs is outlined based on the product family architecture

1 Introduction

As one of important pillars of online product customiza-
tion, an electronic catalog performs as the front-end of
the company’s interactive interface to online custom-
ers. Segev et al. (1995) describe the electronic catalog
as a virtual gateway to a company through which cus-
tomers obtain product information, order goods and
services, make payment, access customer support,
provide feedback, and participate in other corporate ac-
tivities. As a versatile application, the electronic catalog
is used to support product presentation, search and
classification, served as interfaces to other market ser-
vices such as advertising, marketing, sales, distribution
and channels, as well as used as an alternative retailing
venue. 
Electronic catalogs have their origin in hardcopy print-
outs of product information (i.e., paper-based catalogs).
Though convenient for home shopping, traditional hard-
copy catalogs are expensive to produce and difficult to
maintain complete and most updated product informa-
tion. Compared with their hardcopy counterparts, digi-
tal catalogs such as CD-ROM based catalogs excel in
supporting comprehensive information search function-
ality and multimedia product presentation. However,
they are still offline and costly to update information af-
ter they are launched. Owing to advantages in interac-
tivity and ubiquity, the Internet and WWW technologies
provide a new carrier and medium for digital catalogs,
namely electronic catalogs. Electronic catalogs are on-
line and permanently up-to-date, and enable integration
of content (i.e., access to product information) and di-
rect communication between suppliers and customers
(Stanoevska-Slabeva and Schmid, 2000). The most im-
portant characteristic of electronic catalogs lies in that
they can be potentially integrated with other functions
of the company and of its business partners, such as
synchronization with product databases, communica-
tion with suppliers’ ordering systems, and electronic
payments of customer orders (Segev et al. 1995). 
Like other e-commerce applications, electronic cata-
logs are still in their infancy. An electronic catalog is not
an electronic replica of a hardcopy catalog. Rather, it in-
volves characteristics of both the technology and relat-
ed business practices. A common problem of current
online sales is that searching for products on the Inter-

net is always a cumbersome process. A major reason
that makes finding the right products difficult is due to
unstructured product information and information over-
loaded sites with no navigation support (Stanoevska-
Slabeva and Schmid, 2000). Instead of direct translation
of the usage and representation patterns of hardcopy
catalogs to the Internet, a comprehensive approach is
necessary to organize and deliver product information,
which enables customized and structured retrieval of
information as well as navigation support.

In addition, prevailing solutions to online marketing of
products usually focus on the ordering process and skip
the negotiation process by providing only a direct link to
a shopping basket. Under the online sales paradigm,
electronic catalogs must support online configuration of
products, resulting in large data volumes related to
combinations of subassemblies and parts as well as
configuration constraints. This raises the pressure on
the managing capability of electronic catalogs. Further-
more, customization leads to a wide variety of config-
ured products, in which a wide range of combinations
of product features and design parameters may yield
millions of variants for a single product. The traditional
approach to variant handling is to treat every variant as
a separate product by specifying a unique Bill-of-Mate-
rials (BOM) for each variant. This works with a low
number of variants but not when customers are grant-
ed a high degree of freedom for specifying products.
Design and maintenance of such a large number of
complex data structures with minimum data redundan-
cy are difficult, if not impossible. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to understand the implication of variety and to be
able to deal with a large number of variants effectively.

2 Research Issues

From the above observations, this Section identifies
fundamental issues underling electronic catalogs and
accordingly discusses key techniques of constructing
electronic catalogs for customization.

2.1 Generic Representation of Variety

To understand variety and its impact on product differ-
entiation, Jiao and Tseng (1999a) introduce a generic va-
riety structure. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are three
elements: Product structure, Variety parameters, and
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Configuration constraints. As far as variant handling is
concerned, the rationale for the generic variety struc-
ture lies in the recognition of the origin and propagation
of variety. Three levels of variation can be indicated, i.e.,
at the structure, variety parameter and instance levels.
Different variation levels have different variety implica-
tions. Accordingly, a generic representation can be in-
troduced to represent variety with minimum data re-
dundancy.

2.2 Product Family Architecture

Instead of a direct translation from hardcopy catalogs,
good electronic catalogs should be built upon a through
understanding of the coherence of product information.
This research extends our previous work on the product
family architecture (PFA) for mass customization
(Tseng and Jiao, 1996). PFA is the conceptual structure
and overall logical organization of generating a family of
products, which provide a generic umbrella to capture
and utilize commonality, within which each new prod-
uct instantiated and extends so as to anchor future de-
signs to a common product line structure. The rationale
of such a PFA lies in not only unburdening the knowl-
edge base from keeping variant forms of the same so-
lution, but also with modeling the design process of a
class of products that can widely variegate designs
based on individual customization requirements within
a coherent framework.

2.3 Product Configuration Model

To deal with variety resulting from customization, on-
line sales can employ a strategy of product configura-
tion by managing a large number of variants as a PFA.
The utilization of PFA requires a systematic sales-deliv-
ery process and modeling of the configuration process.
Instead of explicitly defining a set of product variants in
a product family, PFA implies a configuration model
that contains all information on the possibilities of
adapting the product to customer needs. The configura-
tion model involves two stages: preparation and appli-
cation (Figure 2).
The task of the preparation stage is the construction of
PFA, which represents product knowledge needed in
the sales-delivery process. It defines the generic prod-
uct model and classification (assortment) of products

and component parts by means of modules, variety pa-
rameters, and constraints. During the application stage,
PFA is applied to product configuration. It creates a spe-
cific product instance or variant based on the generic
model. This configuration solution can be represented
as a product specification, a sales order, or a part list or
a BOM. In this sense, PFA-based product configuration
becomes the derivation of product variants through in-
stantiating the generic product structure according to
customer-specified variety parameters 

2.4 Rapid RFQ Processing

Mass customization involves a large variety of config-
ured products. It is difficult, if not impossible, for sales
to process RFQs with the traditional practice, which of-
ten treats every RFQ as being unique and handled indi-
vidually. In addition, online sales requires rapid and real-
time response to RFQs. More specifically, it is demand-
ing for rapid estimation of product costs and delivery
dates. Under the umbrella of PFA, we develop a rapid,
pragmatic and accurate (RPA) approach to cost and
lead-time estimation (Jiao and Tseng, 1999b). The ap-
proach excels in unifying the estimation of both cost
and lead-time. The idea is based on the technique of
standard time estimation.

Instead of reliance on detailed design information and
manufacturing knowledge, the RPA approach aims at a
rapid estimation without developing detailed process
plans. Considering that a large majority of products fol-
low a finite set of process routings, the RPA approach
first extracts these standard routings generic to all the
products according to historical production documents.
Every standard routing is associated with a set of de-
sign characteristics that can be employed to determine
the possible standard routings applied to manufacturing
a given product. These characteristics are referred to as
Cost-related Design Features (CDFs) and are treated as
indexes to infer a “dummy process plan” for rapid cost
and time estimation. Usually CDFs can be determined
from a schematic in an early stage of design, such as
the case of configuration design. 

Figure 1: Generic Structure for Representing Variety

Figure 2: FiPFA-based Configuration Model for Online
Product Customization
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2.5 Early Supplier Involvement

Online mass customization implies an advantage over
traditional supply chain intermediaries, that is, the direct
interaction between customers and suppliers for every
single transaction, which involves coordination about
the customer-specific product design. The costs rising
from customization consist largely of information costs
resulting from the transfer of individual configurations
to manufacturing, the increased complexity in produc-
tion planning and control, the coordination of external
suppliers involved in individual assembly, and individual
distributions of customer-specific products. Electronic
linkages enable companies to re-engineer supply chain
relationships fundamentally in reducing transaction
costs through electronic handling of orders, invoices,
and payments. These will facilitate reduced inventory
requirements and vendor managed inventory pro-
grams. In particular, online product configuration results
in an increasing number of supplier-customer relation-
ships and an increasing use of supplier parts. Design-
stage sourcing, if accomplished properly, is particularly
effective at the downstream assembly-to-order stage
of order fulfillment. Therefore, the involvement of sup-
pliers in online product configuration becomes an im-
portant issue for web-based sales support. Further-
more, suppliers should be involved earlier than they
must be actually involved. During online configuration,
decisions regarding supplier parts, such as make or by
decisions, bid preparation, and supplier selection, must
be determined while real-time interaction with custom-
ers, marketing personnel, and designers. Traditionally,
however, suppliers are often involved offline after de-
sign is over. 

2.6 Workflow Management

With online mass customization, product development
is collaborative, involving multi-disciplinary functions
and heterogeneous tools. Teamwork is essential
through seamless tool integration and better coordina-
tion of human activities. Workflow management is im-
portant in collaborative product development. To pre-
vent inconsistency and reduce redundant activities, en-
gineers must collaborate effectively and project activi-
ties must be well coordinated. However, the navigating
flow of present Web browsers, by going backwards or

forwards or jumping to specific web pages, does not
conform to the flow of the work involved in the design
project.
Therefore, it is important to develop a workflow naviga-
tor for capturing both the process (workflow) and the re-
sults of decision-making from Web-based design tools
together with human users. Initially, intended or
planned Web-based design tools are logically arranged
into a project network according to their dependencies.
This initial network will act as a guide for collaborative
work, e.g. when a specific design tool is activated or
terminated, whether several design tools can perform
their activities simultaneously or sequentially, etc. Hua-
ng et al. (2000) present an agent-based approach.

3 Summary

Electronic catalogs imply such technical challenges as
how to organize unstructured product information, how
to provide navigation support to online product custom-
ization, how to deal with variety explosion, and how to
facilitate electronic ordering. Accordingly, key research
issues include product family architecture, configura-
tion modeling and workflow management, generic va-
riety representation, rapid RFQ and early supply involve-
ment.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a grammar tool that can be a literacy aid as well as a facilitator of cross-language commu-
nication at the national level (for multilingual countries) and at the global level. It enables a user to generate: 
a) fairly complex sentences in a language that he is barely familiar with, and 
b) equivalent sentences in a second language with which the user need not even be familiar with. 
He can incrementally convey the intended ‘concept’ (underlying the sentence) to the machine in a non-sen-
tential form. This is internally represented as a structure that is not language-specific. This structure can be
converted (using appropriate grammar rules) into sentences of a language. 
The tool can be used in two modes: 
a) as an aid for sentence generation in real life or 
b) as a training tool for gaining competence, either in the first language of the user or in a second language. 

1 Introduction 

Communication across language barriers is a common
need for global communication as well as in the multi-
lingual context of India. Literacy levels being low, indi-
viduals in developing countries generally have reason-
able language competence (understanding language)
but face difficulties with respect to language perfor-
mance (constructing grammatically correct - and there-
fore unambiguous - sentences). In many instances,
such persons need to generate text in languages that
they do not know. The present paper describes an at-
tempt to devise a flexible tool aimed at such situations
and has the following objectives.

1) Enable a non-native speaker of English to generate
sentences with fairly complex grammatical struc-
tures. 

2) Permit a user to generate sentences in his own
(source) language, as well as construct equivalent
sentences in a second (target) language.

3) Function as a grammar training tool which can be
used for practice in constructing and manipulating
sentences: start with a basic, simple sentence, add
phrases and clauses, convert it from active to pas-
sive voice, assertive to interrogative, etc. Such prac-
tice would be a valuable learning experience. 
Provide grammar training not in just one language
but also in a second language in parallel.

4) Broadly speaking, the design is based on concepts
of Recursive Transition Network and more closely,
Augmented Transition Network formalisms for
grammars of Natural Languages (Terry Winograd).
(The method of implementation, however, is signif-
icantly different from the one suggested in the
cited reference.) It also incorporates some aspects
of transformational grammars. 

5) It provides for several of the more commonly used
constructs in English (P.C. Wren & H. Martin) and
Hindi (Kamta Prasad Guru). However, the imple-
mentation does not impose any limitations on the
types of sentences that can be potentially gener-
ated using the method. 

2 Broad Features

To use the tool, the user merely selects the basic key
words (subject, verb and object) that his sentence has
to contain. It allows him to select the tense of the verb,
or the voice (active/passive) of the sentence. It permits
him to expand the sentence by inserting modifiers such
as adjectives, adverbs, phrases or clauses. Realizing
these changes may require fairly complex modifica-
tions to the structure of the sentence. How ever, the
user is not burdened with unnecessary detail regarding
how this is done.

3 Overall Approach

3.1 General remarks

It is due to limitations of the medium of communication
(speech or written text), that the human is constrained
to express his concepts, which are richly structured, in
the form of linear strings of words. Grammar can be vi-
sualized as a means of converting a structured concept
into a sentence and back. (Humans, by virtue of their lin-
guistic ability - knowledge of grammar - do this effort-
lessly and without awareness, when they speak or
write and listen or read.). The sentence generation tool
described here permits the user to overcome his gram-
mar handicap by providing him a means of non-senten-
tial, step by step communication of his concept to the
system. It then takes on the task of converting this into
sentential form. 
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3.2 Generation of simple sentences

A user, to communicate a concept, starts with the
words for a basic structure, which we may call the
'root' frame. 

Each of these words has attributes associated with it
(such as number, gender and tense) (see Figure 1).
Some attributes are fixed (e.g. case of a noun in the ob-
ject position). Others are multi-valued. While the values
of some of these can be changed independently, some
are dependent variables. These dependencies them-
selves are language specific. In English, for instance,
the verb 'agrees' with the subject in number and per-
son. In Hindi, this agreement extends even to gender.
The user can change the values of any of the indepen-
dent attributes, the values of all the attributes that de-
pend on it change automatically, like cells containing
equations in an Excel sheet. For instance, if he changes
the number attribute of the subject from singular to plu-
ral, 'boy' changes to 'boys' and the verb 'plays' changes
to 'play'. In the grammar trainer mode, the user is ex-
pected to know the names and values of attributes and
can change them via drop box options. In the sentence
generator application, the user does not have this bur-
den; all sentence variants are displayed and the user
merely chooses the desired one.

Changing to passive voice or interrogative form is
straightforward: apply the appropriate transformational
rules for word order and attribute values. 

3.3 Adding to the Structure: Words, phrases 

and clauses

The system permits the user to insert modifiers
(words, phrases and clauses) to any noun or verb; the
corresponding root frame appears on pressing an ap-
propriate button near the word for which the modifier is
desired. The concerned words are either entered or
chosen from a drop box. If the words boy - wear hat -

are entered as a modifier to the subject boy, it is first
converted into an appropriate sentence (boy was wear-
ing cap) and then converted into a clause, giving the fi-
nal sentence: 

Boy who was wearing cap plays football 

Word and phrase modifiers can be inserted for any of
these words, e.g. to make the sentence

Boy who was wearing green cap plays football in
school.

ladka jo hari topi pahan raha tha, school me football khel-
ta hai

3.4 Conversion into another language

The strategy used is to dynamically construct the syn-
tactic structure of the sentence through user interaction
and then to derive the sentence from that. This struc-
ture, not being language specific, can easily be convert-
ed into a sentence in any other language (for which
grammar rules exist within the system). 

This has been demonstrated for English and Hindi and
works very well despite the significant differences be-
tween the two languages, with respect to both word
order and attribute dependency rules. 

3.5 Current status

The sentence generator tool has been implemented in
two versions:

(a) A grammar trainer version for language learners. 
(b) A direct use version for users with minimal lan-

guage competence.

Both versions have different user interfaces, but essen-
tially the same internal structure.

The current status of the system is indicated in Table 1

Table 1: Current extent of implementation in  English
and Hindi

S: Simple N: Negative I: Interrogative 

E: English B: English & Hindi 

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Given the limited literacy and increasing importance of
cross language communication in today's global village,
writing support tools would be of great help. This paper
describes such a tool. 

Figure 1: Sentence to structure correspondence.
Attributes of words (and the mutual dependence of
some of these attributes) are indicated. 

Sentence types 

implemented
Tense

Present Past Future

Voice Type S N I S N I S N I

Active Indefinite B B B B B B B B B

Active Continuous B B B B B B B B B

Active Perfect B B B B B B B B B

Active Per-Cont B B B B B B B B B

Passive Indefinite B B B B B

Passive Continuous B B B B B

Passive Perfect B B B B B
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The aim is not to implement an exhaustive system that
takes care of all the idiosyncrasies of the host and target
languages, but an inexpensive, practical, simple tool
that gives good value for money. Also, no claim is made
with respect to any radically novel concept or approach
to sentence generation. 
This is essentially a modest system that generates ex-
pansions, transformations and combinations of simple
'kernel' sentences. It incorporates the present NLP
technology to provide a writing support and grammar
training tool, which is usable in a host language (in
which the user has competence but not performance)
as well as one or more target languages (where he has
neither, to any significant degree). 
It is a grammar tool and does not address semantics re-
lated problems in cross-language sentence generation.
For instance, it cannot handle word sense disambigua-
tion or translating sentences like 'no one said yes' into
a second language. This however does not detract from
its utility as a transactional sentence generator, gram-
mar trainer and 'translator' for day to day real world use
and practice. Also, there does not seem to be any con-
ceptual difficulty in taking care of some aspects of se-
mantics by associating even semantic tags with the
words.
It can be seen that the tool permits the construction of
sentences of significant complexity and covering many
of the constructs of grammar. The simplicity of ap-
proach and implementation make it easy to implement

such systems in inexpensive hand held devices for use
by students or during travel. 
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